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Single-Desk Agency 
Is Operating in the 
Okanagan this W eek
d o w iia ,  (> ) li in ) l) ia . ^ riiu rs d a y ,
W ins Scholarship
i i
'Changes M ade in Boohing B. C. Coast Orders
TfflEF FAILS IN 
ATTEMPT ON
™ rier ’s
Breaks Window and Enters Store 
Early in Evening but Fails to 
Locate Day’s Earnings
B. C. Tree Fruits Ltd. Started Distributing Orders for C H A N G ^  L O C A T IO N
Tree Fruits on Wednesday— Majority of Orders Come Premises of Snow White Also 
Through Kelowna Office— Shippers Allowed Five Entered and Cash Register 
Cents Per Box for Selling— Appoint Agents in Vernon Looted of Small Amount 
and Creston to Pro-Rate Orders some time p r i l ^  10.30 o'clock on
Tuesday evening, the business prem­
ises of J. B. Spurrier on Bernard A v ­
enue in Kelowna were entered by an 
unknowri burglar, but as far as can 
'  be ascertained nothing was stolen, ol-
0P E R A T IO N  of the single-agency desk under the B. C. Fruit ^kough a sum of money had been hid-Board scheme cornmenced in Kelowna on Wednesday and will SS the moneyf'^' 
continue until the entire 1938 apple crop is marketed. This plan is Entry was gained through a rear 
similar in general to the voluntary plan which the Board endeavor- window, which was broken by a rock, 
cd to arrange with the shippers last month and which was thrown out marauder climber through the
becau^ of opposition of one or two major shippers. It is now put ceeded’^to^h? offL'^ipi”Trs.“"pape?s 
into effect under the scheme of the natural products marketing act. were found to be missed and an at- 
The Kelowna office of the B. C. Fruit Board will be the scene was evidently made to find the
of the major portion of the work involved, although an agent has
been stationed at Vernon to handle apportionment of 9rders to Ver- les were w itSn e ls/  reTJh,^ff\^lus- 
non shippers and another agent will be named at Creston to han- pected that the thief was working a- 
dle orders in that area. All other orders will be submitted to the 8^*“ st time and made a hurried exit.
K e lo w n a  o ffice  From clues found it is deduced that „ .
oinee. intruder first endeavored to gain ^rst year science course,
access through the rear door. The
O ctob er 13tli, 193«S
PENTICTON LOCAL 
UPHOLDS PARENT 
EXECUTIVE BODY
Deplores Continued Attacks Made 
by Certain Interests Evidently 
to Destroy Confidence
N U M 1CI5R n
‘U N F A IR  C R IT IC ISM ’
McGregor will 
Come to Okanagan 
O n Fruit Enquiry
Commissioner for Combines Investigation Act will be in 
Valley Shortly to Conduct Preliminary Enquiry, B.C. 
F.G.A. is Told— New Brief Being Prepared at Van­
couver to Alleviate Application
Majority of Grower Directors Agree to Financing
p .  A. M cG r e g o r , commissioner of the combines investigation 
*  act, will come to the Okanagan to investigate charges made 
here against Valley shippers and jobbers that they have been opera­
ting an illegal combine, A. K. Loyd announced to The Courier this 
week. This infonpation was contained in a letter received by the 
B.C.F.G.A. from Hon. Norman Rogers, minister of labor in the
Endorses Action of B.C.F.G.A.
Head in Endeavor to Obtain 
Fruit Investigation
Various criticisms have been level­
led against the B.C.F.G.A. and Fruit 
Board by certain interests in the Ok­
anagan who state that the growers’ 
organizations have not acted promptly 
enough and should have been aware 
of situations which Godfrey Isaacs al­
legedly revealed in his accusations 
that a combine of shippers and jobbers 
exists.
However, there are some grower ----------------  x\uucis rni
p S  e/ecu«ve"o^^1!?''as.SodatiSn federal government and mailed from-Ottawa on October 6
was asleep at the switch. At Pentic......... .. .......... ............anticipated that Mr. McGregor will be in the Okanagan
THURBA CUSHING evening the Penticton W ithin the next fe w  days to find out to his ow n  satisfaction  i f  an in-
or Cu.W „., who hos S f ^ e d ^ v  C  F  G A  in vestiga tion  act, as is
-----  awarded a special bursary of confidence in the executive and the a rP Dy lue xS.U.h.Ur.A. special committee, consisting of
$180.00 by the University of British action it has taken in pressing for an Loyd, Godfrey Isaacs, Oyama grower, who nreferred the
Columbia for general excellence in his investigation ^ xx/ tt' tjt— i.:—  -r “
son
been
STAY GRANTEDOrders Come to KelownaBriefly, the set-up will be that all
existing shippers who wish to continue graiited The nf open, but the
to book orders mav do so. The.se or- ^afe from the inside. Next he threw a rock
n., T'l.or.rin,. -.h •, scrccn on the screen door was splitL J council open, but the back door was bolted
to book orders ay do so. These or- o r o n e r fv  n erm icc ion  tr. j
ders, other than from Vernon or Cres- mo/ition of the ^ the window and climbed
ton shippers, are placed with the B.C. The through. On his way out, he unbolted
Tree Fruits Ltd. in Kelowna, the grow- Torn down bv ] 2e eifv .  disappeared,
er-comnnnv nameH hv the fr-iit LarH  ^y the City authorities but A t 10.45 o’clock Charles Gurr,er-co pany na ed by the fruit board the owners have aciroH  ^ lu.^a o clock Charles
the single a g en c/  [Serf ^  a ot the business
The B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. is the sole the property 
agency through which tree fruits in
on 
premises
t h e r ^ ' p o s s i b i l i t y  of their selling found the rear door opened and com­
municated with Maurice Lane, Mr.
COUNCIL DIFFERS 
ON EMPLOYEE’S 
REAL POSITION
Following is the resolution passed: 
“In view of the unfair criticism that
charges, and W . E. Haskins of the Fruit Board.
____ ______ _  Forwarded to Wismer
has been levelled at th ^  officials “ of MIINir'IPAI ITII7Q h  will be remembered that following
the B.C.F.G.A., the executive of the * » * '- '* ’* * ^ * *  rM u l 1 l l i i j  the Isaacs charges stating that a com-
Penticton local expresses confidence in 117 lf V nffr<r«rr< skippers and jobbeue was
the president and executive of the , WILL MtiHil HLKl!. existence, the B.C.F.G.A. was asked 
B.C.F.G.A. and goes on record as ap- action and the special commit­
proving their efforts in pressing for an ---- appointed forwarded the applica-
alleged combine. The Okanagan municipalities w ill investigation under the
We deplore the continued attacks that meet in this city on Thursday October ^°^kines act, together with copies of
are being made by certain interests 29th, when Dr. H! E Young’ provin- affidavits and other evidence to
whose purpose we' believe to be to cial health officer and his ’assistant S. Wismer, provincial at-destrov ------------ -n»^  t-v^ i _____, c^o iota iii, tomGV-£?f»nprn 1the area under the jurisdiction of the ins Spurrier’s assistant. At flrsT'Tt was Alderman Sutherland Maintains destroy‘the* confidence of'the'growers Dr.‘ Dmman, wVirbe presen^ ^^  ^ T h rc ffy
■------j - ----- ----------- i . - i - j  e g  e to the Kelowna thought the door had been accident- F . Mathews Wirinir Insnerln r m their own organization which have w ill entertain the delegatee at ii,r>_ /Yy®® thought that this application,
Of Saloo ? a ^ e \ \ 7 .^ „ ^ h T iS h S  Service Ltd. staff in Kelowna, has been hall m the scout hall.
ally left unlocked and unbolted but 
Turn to Page 7, Story 5
. at e s iri g I spector
P R O M O T IO N  FO R  J. M. L O W
Objects to Capable Man Being 
Subordinate to One Unqualified
J. M. Low was apointed to the per­
manent staff of the city’s electrical de­
partment on Tuesday night at a salary 
of $150.00 per month and also made 
assistant wiring inspector. The ap­
pointment was not made without some
TVTv.,-,.! TT -I I 1 -r-i... A discussion , although there was no
Nearly vJne Hundred and Fifty Attend United Church Question of Mr. Low ’s ability. He has
taken years to build up.’’ cheon at the Royal Anne,
Bosses* Night at Junior Board O ct. 
Meeting Proves one of Best Sessions 
Yet Arranged by Younger City Men-
Growers Demand A ud it of Books 
From Shippers in Kelowna A rea
Sales on Consignment A c t
employed by the B.C. Tree Fruits to 
receive all orders and pro-rate them to 
the shippers. George E. Brown, fruit 
board accountant, has charge of all 
other accounting work of the one-desk 
agency. In Vernon Steve Temple w ill 
be the single-desk agent and will book 
orders from Vernon shippers and pro­
rate them. The Creston agent is to be 
appointed this week by W. E. Haskins 
and O. W. Hembling, board members, 
who left on Tuesday morning for that 
centre.
Grand Forks, Keremeos, Penticton,
Summerland, Kelowna and Salmon 
Arm  shippers w ill telephone their or- 
ilers collect to the fruit board office in 
Kelowna.
“It is the desire of the company (B.C.
Tree Fruit Ltd.) to co-operate to the 
fullest extent with shippers and to that
end the company has set forth certain . v i • - , , -------------- -o .... - - —  ------------  -----  ---- x- _________  ^ .
conditions and provisions which will success w ith  nearly  150 ju n ior boarders and tbe ir  bosses o r  fe llo w  Qualified for the position. Alderman cases fo r  tbe past three years R  W  R am sav a momho,- xr come intensely interested in the situa-
' ‘ ---- . . J ’ • Axaiiiociy, d iiiem oer or tne tion and have been endeavoring to ob-
Hall Gathering as Young_Men Play Hosts to Their
which was signed by six growers, and 
the evidence had been forwarded to 
Hon. Norman Rogers with the request 
for the investigation, but the latter has 
repeatedly answered telegrams and let­
ters to the effect that further evidence 
is needed and that the application has 
not been made.
Consequently, Mr. McGregor is com­
ing here from the east to obtain first­
hand information and to decide, it is 
understod, i f  there is sufficient evid­
ence to warrant the investigation.
Last week, when Hon. Gordon Wis­
mer returned from Ottawa, he . an-Three Kelowna Growers and One at Summerland W antA. r • AAAWixaixvi vvexiiu ici ni u ii uu n
Auaitea statement of Transactions— Some Periods jounced that the long-fought battle of
^  _ T>. r  •»-» |. V ...  ^ ~~ ----—— Aico oLLcu aa xviciiiciii lur me past * - Extend Back Three Years the Okanagan fruit growers for an in-
X50sses---- X^51t of Boastful Pride Exhibited bv Junior *kree years during the lllness of E. vestigation was nearing an end and
B oarH # »rc  a c  'T 'u  • tti ** Fowler. ___ ________ ___ __________ —  that a preliminary enquiry would be
y otrut Before Their Employees The difference of opinion arose over T *U R E E  growers in tbe Kelowna district and d^ ne erower in Sum- federal authorities.
— ------------ ^ ^ —  his appointment as assistant wiring in- A merland bave asked their chir«r»orc 4-/-> rr;.,.= ^ • Presumably, Mr. McGregor will con-
B ^ F r id fv  October 7 ^ a M h '°U  h * h I f  meeting last tS *? ?a  quaHHed mafS^appo^^^^^^^ required under c e r t o  clauses of tbe sails on co ls f^m eftT ct of th f i f e S e ,  a committee of Oli-
Ji'riaay, LJctooer /, at tne United churcb ball was an outstanding assistant to an inefficient man not business transacted between tbe shipper and tbe grower in srime ver and Penticton growers have be-
un^-h n o a r l T v  IC O  ---- 1 - _ _  j  . . . .  ^  j — . x-l  _  -x- . . .  ----- -—  r _ _  . i_  . __ f^xvx.vvx i i i  s u m p  r-nmo in+onooHr xu_ _jx.._ '
govern its operations in the marketing em ployees or guests gathered  around the banouet board
o f apples and pears,” declares G.. A. ------------------ ---------------  • ’________ ■ _
Barrat in a circular to 'the trade this « Explain Functions
week.
’The shipper will be deemed to be 
a holder of a licence from the B.C.
Fruit Board covering the packing or 
Turn to Page 6, Story 4
KNIGHTS LISTEN harmonv -uM+h o fniivv. r.# i__"ir i vvxxxiig auspeuiur ana me latter mat
TO STATE DEPUTY
f n I S S  a“ h^ „vf commtee,' reveals?
who was head of the department, the
Throughout there was a tee.iug of ^  ,S g [-o® r S  The“ f f £ n h S
BUILDING PERMIT 
REFUSED BY CITY
National Convention of K. of C. 
Related by Kimberley Speaker
During the past week the Father years of experience. 
Pendozi Council of the Knights of
“ o n s^ M  t*?'’*'' J " " '-  b^h T^S stan 't T d  S  Mr.
iS m u i"  p ? th e  S r  haSd tte  bo'Se" who Is also an assistant in-
yo“ n e Z ‘^ n?n°tti“ a1tivme^^^^  ^ Klnaliy the city bylaw covering the
ELKS’ CARNIVAL 
ATTRACTS BIG 
AUDIENCES
standard Contract Committee
Pettigrew’s contention al­
though it failed to convince AldermanAc o-vrtInJnorl Kar TD..rs..Jx Tis-n uwuusil 11, XcUiea ,i ia i
Columbus, Kelowna, was honored in the bos^s wei*P hrrmvht Sutherland, who maintained that Mr.
harrirarr «fr.fra ... ^kc bosses w efe brought to the meet- Matthews had been appointed by provHolds One Story Business and kaving State Deputy Walter Slade of ing so that the
Residential Building Unsuit- Brother might exp ress .............h^hxx_.„vx„rr .X
1.1 T> J °  Oiade gave his report on the national the bosses’ tolerancp anri +n cVionr tiuorv,able on Bernard convention of the Knights of Colum tolerance, and to show them.
Kimberley as guest speaker. S J resT  t h e i r  a p p 7 4 S fo T ‘’S  c?ty°c<funcil?“ ‘ “
Ramsay and A. W. Gray of Kelowna 
district are the principal members, 
. delved into the clauses of the sales on
Estimate That 2,500 Persons at ^onsiginment act with an aim in view 
Least Helped in Annual Drive of Providing more teeth for controlled 
for Hamper Funds marketing of the growers’ product.
It Tvas ascertained that some shippers
tain further evidence to substantiate 
the claims; and have taken steps to pre­
pare a brief containing new evidence 
When the standard contract and the as well as collaborating the preliminary
one-desk voluntary agreement were ®'^ ‘^fonce produced ky Godfrey Isaacs.
kicked over by the shipipers, the stand- Preparing Brief
ard contract committee, of which R. W. Mr. •Wyne, of Macrae, Duncan
Turn to Page 6, Story 2
&
It waci finaPif ^kan 2,500 persons visited the kad not lived up to vital clauses of the
bu7 w S  the junior board and what c l2 k  woulS re fA  to the ^he Scout hall act and the committee determined to
- Ohio duH n/ruauS M r  Mathews and t S r i f  h^  ^ Thursday, Friday and Saturday have some growers test out the use-, our ng August. Mr. Slade was tivitie.q that t.ha mierht P , , ® ■ ■ thews and that if he participated in the yearly drive fulness of these clauses, which include
CANADIAN CLUB 
TO HEAR TALK 
ON WORLD CRISIS
and needy at Christmas time. It is Thus four growers have served no- Cant Elmore Philnott M C  hf v ,v
expected that approximately $300 was tice to their shippers that they wish ^  x , "
raised by the three-day affair. such an accountiu'? add are* noVauXtS X b  mfe“  i? g T „  4 m  day
This year a new departure was re- ing action by the shipper. It is expect- -  "  - °  ® Thursday,
ed to build a one story frame business cil will 
and residential building on the south future; 
side of Bernard Avenue opposite Bert- Accompanying
visit Kelowna in the
Brother Slade
confirmed.
Hear ^if^hell was one of the main . Mr. Low ’s appointment was finallynear speakers on junior board activities, ~ - as x a jt
and his usual fluent'style of speech
ram Street. Brother Cornick. of Fernie who Tlso
The unanimous opinion of the conn- addressed the-local Knights. said libout
cil was that, such a building erected At the conclusion of the meeting the soreadinp axypr 
there would immediately lower the speakers were thanked by Grand a
value of the adjoining property on the Knight Gasper Risso. ky^f^
street and create a standard of con- At the last regular meeting of the and a feeling that they
struction unsuitable to the district. Knights of Columbus it was voted excluded because of in-
It was pointed out that the building that the council assist in financing the ^’''*3 youth. The junior
inspector had power to refuse the per heating s/stem whfch is s S ^ t o  be ^n- board movement has been growing ______
mit but his action should be further stalled in St. Joseph’s hall specially on this continent. The^ Ke- _ _
strengthened by the council inform- Columbus Day was celebrated this  ^ Junior board is linked with the Council Agrees That Man Earn­
ing Mr. Nychuch that the city would year by holding a supper fSlowed by national junior cham- ' ^
refuse him permission to occupy the a talk on Columbus and his work de  ^ A ^arf^n  ^ mutual way with the 
building. . livered by Brother John Pavle. xn.mencan
RELIEF DEPTS. 
ACTION IS 
ENDORSED
E^s in that they ed’ that the statements WiU bVtorth- w fl/be
handled the carnival e.ntirely on their coming, otherwise the growers are pre- tornaHonnl sTt alinn ” Present In 
own. In past years equipment x^  --- _..j.-x—  , , lernaiionai oituaiion.
Rutland A irport O nly Logical
Site in Entire Kelowna District
junior chambers.
Mr. Mitchell enumerated the most 
inriportant of the 27 junior board com­
mittees and explained their 
function's and reasons for existence.
He then outlined four of the pros-
been brought into KeloWna by a tra?^ torbouL^^Tis^u^dSsto^^^^ S i r  ca^W e ^ iS e “  ond " ^ i t e f  on Tu?  
elling sideshow operator, but this sea- the act if auditors are placed in the ■ spoaiccr and writer on cur
son all equipment was either purchas- houses to obtain the information that S  coTercnee/S tS ln sU tu tl I f  
ed or rented, by thcFlks.and members if the shipper is found at fault he will teinItTonal T f L h  s t^ ^^ ^
and friends operated the entire show, have to pay the expense of the audit- Attaas and the Institute
Ed. Neff was the’ general carnival ing ; Political Science and is said to have
chairman t xu made a deep impression upon the del-
. . Snecial' interpi f^ wnci taVpr. x.^ . me meantime the growers are ab- egates. He is a former Member of
mg $106 Does Not. Require in the nTghtl/floor s L w  idmg their time but it is expected that Parliament in Ontario and had a dis-
Relief This Month IdTwtoe an evltong k IV  parts . of the tinguished military record in France
StewaS acrebitto dancfr7from S ,  be following similar lines during the Great War. The meetingo wall, cjLiuudue uancers irom ivam to determine their evnex neoiXien -ixri'xi-1 ,,,;ii u„ xu„ e—X the club’s current
. The case of a relief recipient who loops, drew appreciative“ appiau'se-■‘at S i l l S r d ^ l i l l  tow venr^'^*"
main kad been cut off the list and who had every appearance while Gladys Leh- during the past few  years. season.
complained to the provincial authorr man in several step dance numbers --------------------------------------= = = = = =
ities was discussed by the city council was an equal favorite, 
pects which faces a young man when and the action of the local relief auth- Each evening a number of special 
joining the organization, such as clos- h^ ^^ ties was approved. prizes were given away tp ticket hold­
er contact with a better type of young Alderman Sutherland, chairpian of ers, and many fine lamps were distrib-
man, active participation in committee ^ke relief department, in presenting uted as well as a number of cash a-
work, greater knowledge of the diffi- ^ke facts, stated that the man in ques- wards.
■ ■ tion apparently wanted to be kept eri- Crown and anchor, housie housie,
and
Ca.arl« GaddeS Hands Down Re- confronting the Jommunlty and |« on
port for Junior Board Commit- working’out of Regina came opportunity of learning the views ^rely by the city. He pointed out that ham wheels, lamp wheels, roulette
Ltx xvcsiiia Ldiiit. speakers who ' fJ n n n c r  xhf> n acX  aicrl-iX m n n X l- ic  XVi i<r rr.',v i _ i-------- -- ,------
Turn to Page 6, Story 3
Hundred Dollar Penalty For
School Patrol Traffic Violation
e*ix bUlli UJ. IcctLilill^ n Vi --  ijt**^ * jc i Wliccia XUUlCLL  -HiU , ■ , / X X* X X X  L.
Uirough and gave Us a lot o flie lp  and prominent speakers _who address thi^ s man many other games of chance brought Regulations Passed by City Coun- one-twenty each
POLICE CHECK ON 
SPEED MOTORISTS
had received $451.95 from the city and interested hundreds to the carnival, 
this average about $50.50 per month, ivhere they enjoyed the many opport- 
He. had actually received $345.60 from unities of taking a chance, 
the relief department but in addition The Shetland pony, which w ill be 
he had received $106.36 for work. The given away to the lucky ticket holaer.
tee After Two Years’ Study
information. We had also gone over 
A fter two years of negotiating and various sites with Ginger Coote and 
investigating, the junior board of one of his pilots.
trade airport committee report was '-Everyone actively interested in fly­
handed down by Charles Gaddes, ing has stated definite;ly that the Rut- 
chairman, to the Boxes’ Night meet- land field is the only feasible site for 
ing of the organization on Friday at an airport in the Kelowna district, 
the United church. Although most of With the senior board,, we searched 
the points have been covered in pre- titles and looked up maps and records x iwiinbiax jtuli-c
nelv^def^°s*^were dlsclc^ed"^*^ ’^  ^ Eutm was to check motorists who are exceeding and three-quarter months of relief al- X V D l J l ^ i n
‘^ r o b t a i i ^ T  gold mlnV from the I- .»^‘^g>'"tered owner of two lots com- the speed limit of thirty miles pe? lowances and that the man in question 1 I r H U l D  V A C C I N E
We obtained good maps from the prising approximately 110 acres on hour within the city limits On Tueq- should be exoected to live tor that
provincial government and pamphlets the south side of the field. A  man at day, Octoben 11 ^ Z o la s  S m m lr  i S d  on th^ m olev Jhat
from the federal government explain- Cloverdale owned the adioining 15 q f.-n money. ,
infx in Hotail their «?v<;tem of ela^cifv aa-xx,. 4T xu  ^ xu ^  i j  j  ® ^osts On this The council unanimously carried amg in detail tneir system ot classify- acres m the middle of the field and charge and the nolice state that fur
mg and requirements for airports,” the Imperial bank owned the remain- ther®infractions ^of ^
Mr. Gaddes reported. “I f  someone ing 55 acres, 
would like to put up a million or two 
dollars I  believe we could have a little
cil to .Govern 
School Patrols
_. . school day.
Operation of ipj^g patrols will regulate the croSvS- 
. ing of the. street intersections, t^ y the 
use of the stop signs and the school 
pupils will not be permitted to cross 
school named streets other than at thethe
Provincial Police are
resolution approving the action of the 
a similar nature local relief board, 
will be severely dealt with.
department felt that as he was able has not yet been awarded. The draw- ^  • ux --------  ------
to live on the ordinary relief allow- ing for this special kiddies’ prize will . .. P^J^oi oyiaw on iuesday night intersections and as permitted by, the
ances he should be able to'live on the be undertaken this week-end, it is un- . , ® council when the original pg j^.Qjg adgjt pedestrians are
■■  ■ amended to provide a pen- aigg ggted to obey the traffic pat-
alty of one hundred dollars for any rols’ instructions.
person violating any provision of the , ■, ■ „  xt,„
bylaw or the regulations. While school pupils are crossing the
, X- V . ,, street intersections all motor vehiclesA IT A If A DI 17 OI7D17 o X must be brought to a stop until theAVAILAdLE h e r e  ®^kool traffic patrols were considered patrols have stopped, the pupils cross-
and passed by the city council and jgg ■
same amount of money earned from derstood. 
commencing the city. The $106.35 was equal to two
-------  w ill forni the basis upon which the
Dr. G. A. Ootmar, medical health of- patrols w ilL operate, 
fleer for Kelowna and district, an- Tbe principals of the high and jun-
The regulations drawn by the citj"^  
council appear in detail in an adver-
ad ihl'irlfxVr. ^  negotiat- Arnold Metz was riding a bicycle on MAKES GRANTS nounces that there is a supply of vac- ior high schools w ill appoint boys to tisement in this issue,
better than a second class landing month« wifh ^ sidewalk _ and paid a fine of $2.50 in Several small grants were made by cine for typhoid available in Kelowna, form the traffic patrols and name one — ----- -----
S d in ^ e t o w n a  accord Ottow?? schemes t u S  oni J r t t l l  cour on Tuesday. Arthur Leh- the city council on Tuesday night. This will be provided free of charge to boy from each school to act as captain
su L lls  man jw^s riding a bicycle without the The grants were mad^  ^ visiting in of that section. “  ‘success. While on duty the
“ ’The Federal government has a good acquired l/d%hl°p?torto/pu"r?ha^l| H arif^^ed sim- purpose of assisting the organizationi Mer r^Ttt or"who” hav7been ’rn"Me boys will"wear'a sain'b^owne"belt and
CITY SELLS LOT
Thomas Davis was causing a dis-
to meet their taxes. The Kelowna Boy recently, if  they w ill contact him. He 
Scouts received $150.00; Salvation. Ar- urges such persons not to take chanc-free service whereby it w ill send in is $6,000, which, o f course,'cannot be
muni ty^in selecting its field. ap- an^^as a ^ ess^ ^ *^  P^oce last week my, Kelowna^_$25.0^ Salvation Army, es but to call the medical authorities ard, Glenn, Harvey, IDeHart and Wol- $75.00 on Tuesday night. A  certified
carry a stop sign and w ill be posted 
at the Richter Street corners of Bern-
Lot .18, plan 1326 was sold by the 
city to Nick Kudla for the sum of
Vancouver, $25.00; Toe H, $50.00 at once. sely Avenues, between the hours of cheque accompanied the application.
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THE KELOWNA COURIER
l‘'NtubliHhrd 11)04
A iic\VN|i:i|iri ilrvolcd lo llir iiili'H'Kln o( llic Kelowna Diiitrict 
« (  (Ik- ()UuiniK‘>n \'jillry in llilti>ih (!oIuiiiliiu, |iu|>liill>r<l every 
Tliumdiiy iiiorniio; liy the Kclowini ('mirier Kid. The Kelowna 
Coiitier i» a mtiiilici o( the Caiimlian WceUly Nrw(i|)aper» Aimocia- 
(ion and ol the llrilinh (■ohnnlila Weekly NeWB|iai>rr» Aonociulioii.
Snhiicn'idion Kale :  J-’ .riO in (hinnda; fH.OO in other
coiinliiegi: aiiiKle copieH, live ceiilB.
G. C. Hoho, President 
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The Royal Visit
Perhups the most sii'nilleant of all the week-end 
news was the announcement that Their Majesties 
King George and Queen Elizabeth will visit Canada 
early next year. While the details of their trip have 
not been announced, it has been intimated that they 
will come right to tlie Pacific coast. The Royal visit 
will mark the first occasion upon which any ruling 
British sovereign has set foot ui)on this continent.
It goes without saying that the Royal party will 
receive a royal welcome in every part of the country. 
Their Majesties, during their short reign, have al­
ready won the affection and respect of their subjects 
and Canadians will not be loath to show their loyal 
feelings,
Canada is a large country and little of it can be 
seen in three short weeks but the Okanagan is so 
closely link(xl with the British Isles through the tre­
mendous apple export and background of the major­
ity of its people, that this Valley should have a legit­
imate reason for urging that Their Majesties be given 
the privilege of seeing this district. Vernon, Kelowna 
and Penticton should unite in an effort to have the 
Royal party pass through the Valley on its way to 
the coast. The itinerary will probably be made up 
before many weeks have passed and for this reason 
the Valley cities should lose no time in pooling their 
efforts to have the Royal party visit the Okanagan.
oline and tlie government itself then taking unto 
itself tlie reduction, is just a little too thick It 
smacks too mucli of politicid clii-selling. The gov­
ernment by this means would liave a nice little* ad­
dition lo its revenue without any obvious increase 
in taxation. That is just the sort of thing govern­
ments love most. They then cun tell the ptH^ ple that 
they have dom this and that without increasing the 
taxes and tlius make big fellows of themselves.
If the gas tux were Increased from seven to ten 
cents there would be a howl of public indignation. 
But the suggested scheme amounts to no more and 
no le.ss than just that—except that It is sugar-coated. 
The government will try to mtdee the public imagine 
that it is the oil companies wliieli are paying the 
extra three cents. It will Ignore tlie fact tliut the 
price reduction was made ostensibly because the B.C. 
consumer is said to be paying too much for gasoline. 
It will forget that it had tlie interests of the B.C. 
public supposedly at heart. These things are easy 
matters to overlook when a large increase in the 
provincial revenue is within easy grasp.
At the Liberal convention here in August Pre­
mier Pattullo announced that a reduction in the price 
of gasoline was a probability. If the scheme mooted 
at the coast goes through, Pi’cmlcr Pattullo should 
have said that the gas tax was to be Increased by 
three or four cents. Roads, yes, we want roads, but 
surely the government is not going to try and bam­
boozle the public with such a scheme. If it wants 
the additional revenue to be derived from, forcing 
the price of gas down and not passing the rcxiuction 
on to the consumer, let it play cricket by increasing 
the gas tax by the amount of the, reduction per gal­
lon. By that means the motorist will realize every 
<time he buys a gallon of gas just how much of the 
purchase price goes to the government. The other 
method is but a back-door system by which it is 
hoped that the public will think the government is 
doing a fine job on a lot less money than it actually is.
copy must be sent to tlie censor, ond only after it 
lias been stamped us officially approved, may the 
publication be circulutt.*d.
A perusal of tliis list makes (jne wonder just 
wlml does not come under tl»e ecnsorsliip ban. News­
papers so controlled are not newsi)apers us Canadians 
know tliem. Those wlio tliink tlie sponsorslilp of lib­
erty and tlie efforts of tlie newspapers lo enlighten 
tlie public on events and tlieir repercussions arc 
prompted by tlie selllsline.ss of service to the pub­
lishing industry arc far astray. The subservient press 
can exist under an autocracy. It is to the dletutor’s 
interests to keep it alive. And tlioso who imagine 
tlie press of a country like Canada has any other 
motive tlian public service are victims of delusions. 
Let them spend a time \vlicrc newspapers are rubber 
stamps of officialdom and they will appreciate tlie 
difference between the free and the censored by the 
wide chasm between individual liberty and regiment­
ed citizenship.
liave found a sound instinct for reality. Perhaps tlie 
greatest danger in tlie internutioiiul situation today is 
tliat statesmen should lull us into accepting an immed­
iate temporary advantage at tlie expense of a lasting 
advantage, and persuade us that the former is more 
real tliun the latter. Tlic false realist takes the short 
himself; and he may deceiveview; lie 
others.
deceives
Face and Fill
The announcement that the King and Queen will 
pass through the Okanagan next year might be the 
key to having the Pentieton-Kclowna-Vernon high­
way put in passable shape.
Realism
Canadian A pple Advertising
Gas Price
As a result of the report brought down by the 
MacDonald Commission, the impression has been 
strengthened that the gas and oil companies in this 
province are making an excessive profit. It is re­
ported that Dr. Carrothers, the provincial govern­
ment’s chief economic expert, has asked the com­
panies to consider a reduction of from three to four 
cents per gallon in gasoline. The companies, on the 
other hand, maintain that the MacDonald report was 
based on an entirely false premise and that last year 
many of the B.C. companies operated not at a profit 
but at a loss. They claim that any reduction in the 
price of gasoline would mean that the companies 
will all find themselves running in the red and the 
inevitable result will.be a retrenching that can mean 
but a reduction in the payroll and an increase of 
unemployment.
The companies point out that of every dollar 
spent for gasoline, 25.08 cents goes for road taxes 
and another 2.'71 cents for sales tax; freight takes 
9.32 cents and the margin to the service station owner 
is 17.91 cents. This leaves 44.98 cents for the com­
pany and from this amount crude oil must be pur­
chased as vvell as other material used in the manu­
facturing of gasoline; the crude must be manufac­
tured into gas and the gas moved about the province 
to thie various gas stations, exclusive of the freight. 
After these charges are deducted the remainder is 
prpfit and, the companies claim, that is frequently 
hdn-existent. To back up their arguments the com­
panies have the statements from well-known and 
reliable firms of auditors and in addition offer proof 
that gasoline prices in this province are basically 
on a level or lower than those in adjacent states.
Be these facts as they may, the petroleum indus­
try of B.C. is giving to the public through the weekly 
press, the story of their operations and the part 
they play in the industrial and economic life of the 
province. They are large and important industries 
and the series of advertisements which started in 
this paper last week, are worthy of the careful per­
usal of our readers. If the proposed action by the 
government will tend, as the companies claim, to 
wreck the industry which is vitally important to 
the province, the public should be fully conversant 
with both sides of the case.
During the past couple of weeks the first of a 
series of advertisements featuring the Canadian apple 
has appeared in certain Canadian magazines and 
newspapers in the East. The advertisements have 
been inserted by the Dominion department of agri­
culture and for this reason one would naturally 
suppose that the apples depicted and the various 
dishes shown in the ad would be fairly true to life. 
Such however is far from «the case.
We have seen the advertisement as it appears 
in two magazines with national circulations and our 
impression is that the ad is so unattractive that it 
has little if any appeal. The five apples shown are 
of indiscriminate variety. They resemble culls more 
than marketable types. The coloring is dull and 
lifeless. The pie, if it had not appeareef in an apple 
ad, one would call pumpkin. The apple sauce 
—it is a dish of apple sauce, we presume—would be 
more at home featuring a vegetable soup ad while 
the alleged baked apple resembles nothing else so 
much as a lump of clay.
This advertising campaign, we presume, has been 
initiated to encourage the Canadian public to use 
apples. T h e  Whole color scheme of the ad tends 
rather to disiiourage than to entice the madian 
housewife. No woman would choose to waste either 
time or money in cooking such unappealing dishes 
as are»shown in this aiivertisement. Still, using the 
apples shown, she would be an optimist indeed if 
she shought she could prepare more attractive dishes. 
A  lump of mud and a handful of sawdust would 
serve equally as well.
This copy is, we presume, the first of a series 
of advertisements. It is to be hoped that the depart­
ment of agriculture finds, before the second copy is 
released, a better specimen of apple and more at­
tractive dishes—or engaged a new photo-engraving 
house which will produce a better color job.
"Realism.” It was a good word which came much 
into vogue a few years ago in British politics. It im­
plied; “Let us look the facts In the face. Let us put 
aside old catchwords, spurious shibboleths, stupid pre­
judices, and get at the kernel of the situation.” Thus 
Unionists who had preached war to the dpath against 
Irish rebels were told to pull themselves together and 
remember that peace and "union” could not bo built 
upon bloodshed. It was realistic to recognize India’s 
claim to a democratic constitution, or Egypt’s demand 
for independence. To bo realistic was to refuse to 
harbor illusions, to be intellectually honest, to be 
ahead of notions which perpetuated misunderstand­
ing.
But worils are apt to fall into evil usage. It Is 
easy to represent an ideal as an illusion, or fund­
amental faith as sentimentality—and it becomes “real­
istic” to recognize the accomplished fact and to ac­
quiesce in it when to do so is convenient. It seems 
realistic to recognize that trade is always a fact and 
that justice may be a mirage.
Moral equivocation is a dangerous thing in politics. 
The power of words is great. A  phrase casts its spell 
on thoughts which might be expected to be immune. 
Realism is a good thing, when, and only when, we
At a recent council meeting the city council re­
ceived a complaint that persons were continually 
walking on the roadway and not on tlie sidewalks 
and that this liabit was dangerous as after dark it 
was difficult for the motor car drivers to see the 
pedestrians. The answer*of course is that the road­
way on many of our streets is the only place to walk 
as there arc no sidewalks. Pedestrians, however, 
should form the habit of walking on the side of the 
road where tliey face the traffic. This is recognlzcxl 
as the correct place to walk if one must walk on 
the road. When the pedestrian walks on the left side 
of the road he faces the oncoming traffic and. If 
necessary can step to one side, whereas if he walks 
on the right side, his back is to the car and he is 
not in a position to move quickly if it be necessary.
A PARTY FROM Nova Scotia who drove through 
the Okanagan must have gone through Kelowria In th« 
dark or when the stores were shut At least that in 
the only possible excuse for the story published hy 
tlie Ashcroft Journal a couple of weeks ago. The 
Journal reports that a party of Halifax people wem  
motoring across Canada and "drove lo Kelowna to 
renew tlieir acquaintance with Okanagan apples, 
which, they claim, arc the best one con buy in Nova 
Scotia.” The parly was very surprised to find “that 
it was impossible to buy an Okanagan apple in the 
stores of Kelowna” . . . .  That is quite right . . . .  
clothing, hardware, drugs and tobacco stores do not 
curry apples but it is very obvious that they never 
thought of trying . . . .  Uie grocery stores . . . .
Many people in Kelowna and other Interior cities 
smiled quietly to themselves when they read a report 
in the coast papers on Saturday that the Dominion 
Housing Act was of real assistance to many B.C. 
towns including the Valley cities. There has been 
no disguising the fact that the act has been a great 
disappointment to the people of Kelowna. Red-tape 
seems to have successfully cluttered up the operation 
of the act here until the wheels are apparently hope­
lessly jammed. When the second loaning institution 
entered the field it was confidently expected that the 
applications would be dealt with more expeditiously 
than formerly but such has not been the case. In the 
mear^time the fine fall building weather has been lost 
and much of the proposed building will now have to 
wait until spring.
Youths Grand Assignment » » »
The Controlled Press
A  Bit of Chiselling
A  report from the coast over the week-end in­
timated that the provincial government was endeav­
oring to force the gas companies to reduce the. price 
of their product by three or four cents but that the 
reduction would not be passed on to the consumer 
but would be gobbled up by the provincial goveim- 
ment. The excuse being that it would provide a 
special fund to be' earmarked for the construction 
of roads.
The government, taking the MacDonald report 
as its basis, has taken the attitude that the consuming 
public of this province is being milked by the gas 
companies. The companies on the other hand claim 
that the price of gas here is as low or lower than 
that in adjoining states. Be that as it'may, the gov­
ernment is demanding tl^at the oil companies reduce 
their price so the B.G. public will not be paying an 
excessive price for gasoli/ie. If the companies are 
making an excessive profit, the public will not object 
to the attitude of the government, but recent reports 
would seem to indicate that John Public will not 
receive any reducion but that the provincial gov- 
ernmen will grab it all. In other words it would 
seem to make all the difference in the world who 
does the milking of John Public—the gas companies 
or the government.
No one who knows the condition of the B.C. 
roads other than those adjacent to the coast cities, 
will deny that improved roads are one of the crying 
needs of this province. Good roads cannot be con­
structed too (juickly as this province is years behind 
any other province, and probably any other state, 
in the matter of highway construction. Any new 
road program is welcomed with joyous hozannas and 
any plans of the government to further the improve­
ment of the highway system will be most welcome.
However, the suggested plan of the government 
ordering the oil companies to cut the price of gas-
2.
4.
Citizens of democracies have a striking demon­
stration these days of the meaning of the freedom 
of the press. If they can imagine the contrast with 
the totalitarian countries they will understand why 
liberty is worth fighting for. The free press has been 
doing its utmost regardless of expense, to publish 
the facts of the European situation and throw light 
on their significance. The controlled press has been 
devoted to whipping public senitment into line to 
serve the aims of the dictators.
It is impossible for Canadians to realize how com­
pletely the people of the totalitarian countries are at 
the mercy of those in authority. Those who are a 
trifle skeptical about the extent to which the press 
of the dictator countries is controlled will be interest­
ed in a summary of the instructions issued to the 
press of Greece.
1. No mention, must be made of the supervisory 
censorship. ,
All criticism of the, work of the government is 
forbidden.
No information whatsoever (including names) 
may be published concerning political parties or 
politicians.
No information may be published concerning 
changes in the composition of the government.
No information may be published concerning the 
journeys of the head of the government.
No information may be published concerning cer­
tain parts of the country.
Publication is forbidden of information or crit­
icisms concerning the currency, the public debt, 
the credit of the country, interest-bearing bonds, 
transfers of gold, or the economic condition of 
the nation.
No information whatsoever may be published 
concerning the armed forces.
No information whatsoever may be published 
which concerns labor organizations and profes­
sional bodies and their activities, except in the 
case of news and information that is likely to 
strengthen the w(>rk of the government.
Editorial comment is forbidden on the cost of 
living, the rise of commodity prices, and pro­
fiteering.
Newspapers, under penalty of banning of circula­
tion, are required to contribute by means of ar­
ticles, editorial comment and veery sort of in­
formation, to the government’s work.
Communism is forbidden, and “left” newspapers 
are not permitted.
13. Before the circulation of any newspaper one first
Of course there are many necessary details to be 
worked out and arranged, many preiionceptions to be 
pigeon-holed, and perhaps many hopes to be deferred 
in this season of readjustment and change. Youth 
has been discouraged by the belief, confirmed by the 
advice of many friends and advisers, by the alarmist 
propaganda of malcontents and the experiences of 
those who have been disappointed in thier first con­
tacts with the world of affairs, that there remain no 
useful (>r profitable opportunities for service. But 
it is unjust, and a libel upon the youth of America, 
especially the young men and women who in these 
June days of promise come forth equipped for ser­
vice, to accuse them of cowardice or surrender. They 
are Tiot of the people who ever admit defeat. Records 
of past achievement under circumstances more dis­
couraging than can now be imagined inspire then! to 
march forward, ignoring’ the warnings of those who 
would make them afraid.
In taking accoimt of the opportunities for service 
it is discovered that the field is large and that the 
opportunities are great. The boundaries which limited 
the activities of the college graduate a half-century 
ago have expanded to embrace, not a community or 
a state, but the whole world. And there can never 
be an opportunity unless there is a real need. The 
realization of the need opens the door and paves 
the way. . «
The need today is for sincere and convincing 
champions of the ideals of true democracy who, at 
home an^ abroad, can teach and toil as missionaries 
and defenders of that idealisih. The fields were never 
so much in need of workers as in this year of unrest, 
threatened change and alarmist discussion. Boun­
daries once sacred are being constantly violated by 
armed forces or the infiammable propaganda of poli­
tical and industrial agitators. It is against the unin­
formed, the discouraged, the discontented that the 
persuasive arguments of the champions of change 
are directed. It is against these that the voices and 
pens and the serious thoughts of those who have 
learned a better way must be enlisted and made as­
sertive.
It is within the physical and moral boundaries of 
the democracies of the world that can be foimd the
refuge which uncount^ millions of peoples seek. It 
is there that there resits secure the hope of troubled 
nations and the outcasts from destroyed homes. This 
is not a physical refuge, an asylum big enough to 
house and feed and protect all who Conie. It is, rather, 
the anchor which still holds, and which must always 
hold, secure and firm. Without it, today, the wrecks 
of human hopes would strew the shores of time.
What, then, of the opportuhites for American 
youth? It is unthinkable, with the equipment which 
has been provided, with courage abounding, with the 
need of service so great, that the young men and 
women who are marching off the campus will stack 
their arms in admitted defeat, sighing meanwhile for 
work to do.
The cry, in 1914, when these boys and girls were 
youngsters, was that the world must be made safe 
for democracy. A  great war was tvaged in defense 
of this ideal. But war, the loss of billions of dollars 
and the sacrifice of countless men did not achieve 
the end desired. The method was wrong, although 
the purpose was worthy. Democracy survived, but 
the world was not made safe. Today the threat, be­
yond the seas, is that only by recourse to the same 
method can' the mistakes made repeatedly since the 
dawn of history be corrected.
But the call to the youth‘of the world is not to 
war. It is to those peaceful pursuits which will dis­
courage the thought of war and the ignorance which 
inspires greed, acquisitiveness, and the lust for power. 
You say you are not prepared to enter upon such an 
undertaking. You are bettor prepared for this than 
for the trenches or the submarine. You are better 
prepared for this work than are those who have not 
sought or who have been denied the opportunities 
you have enjoyed.
The appeal is to reason and good conscience. You 
will not be lacking audiences, large or small, or lis­
teners or readers. Those who heed the advice of de­
mocracy’s foes do so, it may be, because they have 
not had the opportunity to listen to wiser counsel. 
Ignorance is the handyman and the servant of the 
disturbing opportunist. The challenge of such a foe 
should not deter the bearer of a message of truth 
from an adventure into enemy territory,—Christian 
Science Monitor.
r p m
I RAN ACROSS SOME interesting figures the 
other day. 'Fhe cri.sis brought them out and they 
were rather surprising to mo. How many of you 
realized that during the lust five hundred and thlrty- 
eighl years, there had only been fifty-one years of 
peace. It surprised mo also. From 1400 to 1600 there 
was not a single year of cornplolc peace in the world 
and from 1000 to 1800 there were only sixteen years 
when there was not a war of some description going 
on somewhere in the world. Perhaps it is a sign 
that we are actually getting a little less war-like 
for from 1800 to 1000 there were twenty-five years 
of peace and from 1900 to date there were ten com­
plete peaceful years. ’The past twenty years have 
been the longest period the British Empire has been 
without a war of some sort. Looking back over the 
five hundred and thirty-eight year period we find 
that France was at war during three hundred of 
those years; Russia, two hundred and sixty-one; 
Austria, two hundred and thirty-eight; Great Britain, 
two hundred and thirty-two; Spain, two hundred 
and thirteen; Turkey, one hundred and ninety-two; 
Gei-many, one hundred and eighty-seven;’ Italy, one 
hundred and seventeen; Holland, one hundred and 
six; Portugal, forty and the United States, twenty- 
seven . . . .  It seems to me there must be something 
a little cockeyed about those figures. Take the United 
States for example. Does the twenty-seven years 
consider the period from the Declaration of Indew 
pendence? It would seem that it must for before 
that periord there was much more than twenty-sCven 
years of war between the British and the French 
along the eastern seaboard . . . .  But if the figures 
apply to the United States since it has actually been 
an independent country, what about the Italian fig­
ures? They are given as a hundred and seventeen 
but the country has only been in existence for 
seventy years . . . .  But the figures are interesting 
anyway . . . .
r p m
WHILE 'WE HAVE HAD ample evidence that 
the Liberal convention brought considerable public­
ity to this city, a bit of additional evidence appeared 
the other day. Bruce Hutchison, writing in the Vic­
toria Times, had some nice things to say about Ke­
lowna arid as a matter of interest to Courier readers 
I pass his bit on . . . .  “Kelowna, I should say, is 
about the ideal size of human community,” Hutchi­
son wrote, “the kind of town that, humans were 
meant to live in; large* enough to have a fine cluster- 
lighted main street, a modern hotel, a beautiful little 
park by a  ^lake, but small enough fOr every man 
to know his neighbor, to feel a personal interest
m the town, in the little locial industries that local
men are running, in the packing houses, the saw­
mills, the winery, the radio station . . . .  These peciple 
are happier than we are. They are far happier than 
the people of Vancouver or Victoria; happier and 
saner for they _ are still close to the source of all 
sanity, which is the soil. All the city politicians 
who went to the Liberal convention in Kelowna 
the other day felt that, felt that after the fierce 
tumult of the city, the rush and tear, the pressure 
and excitement, that here was • something clean and 
wholesome and kindly . . . .  ’The other night I stood 
beside Okanagan Lake with a prominent British 
Columbia statesman on the beach at that loveliest 
of interior resorts, Eldorado Arms. ’The stars swarm­
ed above, clearer in this dry air than we ever see 
them on the coast, and they danced in the calm lake, 
and the hills were black smudges against the sky, 
and you could hear d whisper through the poplars 
and we both felt very small there beside the lake
Md held our tongues until at last the stateman said: 
wondering whether yoif could get
In Bygone
(Prom the files of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, October 8, 1938
The _ Havanas Cigar Syndicate moved to more 
commodious quarters in the new Morrison block.
being held in Kelowna on October 18, 19 and 20.
Hon. Martin Burrell, secretary of state and minister 
of mines , in the Union Federal government, will visit 
here tomorrow.
Building operations are brisker than ever in the 
business area. Dr. Keller’s brick block, corner of 
Bernard and Pendozi, has reached the first storey. 
Substantial progress is being made on H. W. Ray- 
mer’s addition of a new theatre. The concrete walls 
of the new Courier building are completed.
Prairie jobbers believe that apple prices •will slip 
back but J. A. Grant, markets commissioner, does 
not hold to that opinion.
6.
Kelowna’s exhibit of fruit, arranged by T. G. 
Speer and B. McDonald, captured tlie gold medal and 
39 prizes in the district fruit exhibit at the New West­
minster fair.
TEN YEARS AGO  
Thursday, October 11, 1938
The largest crowd in years witnessed the annual 
race meet held in connection with the fall f air.
8.
9.
His Excellency, Earl Grey, Governor-General of 
Canada was a ■vysitor to Kelowna, yesterday. The 
“Okanagan” was placed at his service. Earl Stanhope 
and several members of his staff and an escort of 
three R. N. W. police accompanied His Excellency. 
The party came from Grand Forks to Keremeos via 
the Great Northern, and rode from that point to Pen­
ticton on horseback. The party visited packing houses 
and orchards here, as weU as the public school.
Out of an estimated McIntosh crop of 1,250,000 
boxes, it was said that there were still 500,000 boxes 
to sell at the end of September. Movement has been 
slowing down from the original rush.
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, October 9. 1918
’The annual meeting of the men’s vocal club -was 
held with George McKenzie being re-elected presi­
dent for another term. Other officers are D. Mac- 
farlane, vice-president; Donald Macrae, conductor; W. 
Shugg, secretary; H. F. Hicks, A. C. Poole, R. Fraser, 
executive. ,
anything in the papers about my speech to the con­
vention about the municipal problem.’ I struck him 
down there and threw his body in the lake . . . .  As 
■(ve drove out of the valley at night, up above the 
glimmer of that long chain of lakes, with the lights 
of the farms winking among the black patches of 
the apple orchards and glistening in the water, we 
thought again that here, with a ihad world around» 
was the evidence that man, the destroyer, can create, 
can improve the earth instead of marking it with 
ruin, if he finds the right environment. Behind we 
left the smell of ripening apples, heavy on the trees. 
Ahead was the smell of civilization. And it seemed 
smybolic to me that our car ran over a skunk and 
the air became charged with a strange pungency.” . .
r p m
THE ANNUAL CROP OF tourist stories are usu­
ally good for a hearty laugh and maybe someone will 
find, as I did, some chuckles in the following stories 
narrated by the National Revenue Review . . . . A  
couple from Ohio arrived at one of the Niagara 
bridges and when the Canadian customs officer asked 
if they were citizens of the United States they re­
plied, “No, just farmers.” . . . .  A  man arriving with 
his family told the Canadian customs officer, “You 
Canadians are a lot faster than I thought you were, 
finishing this bridge right on time fpr the summer 
tourist business.” He referred to the 'Virhirlpool rapids 
bridge which he evidentally thought had been erected 
since the collapse of the Falls View bridge . . .  , Last 
July 3rd when ten lanes of automobile traffic were 
passing the examination at the Peace bridge a mud- 
bespattered sedan of ancient vintage and negliUe 
trade-in value pulled into one of the lines. At once 
officers and’ occupants of cars ill the vicinity raised 
heads and sniffed inquiringly. Attention quickly cen­
tred oh the car and its four male occupants whose 
faces and hands were liberally sprinkled with a dark 
and pungent smelling substance. ’They explained 
that it was their first visit to Canada and they were 
out to catch some of the famous trout and bass. 
Friends who had made the trip the previous year 
returned to tell them greatly magnified tales of the 
ferocious black flies and mosquitoes to be encounter­
ed in Ontario, recommending the only relief there­
from to be a constant application of a preparation 
used by the Indians in Canada. Taking this advice- 
literaUy, they had obtained the required ingredients 
and were prepared to defy any and all pests im­
mediately they crossed the border . . . .
10.
11.
The co-operation of rptaif merchants of Kelowna 
and the Okanagan Vajl^y with a vie'w to lowering 
their bdying costs, which will in turn enable them 
to reduce their selling prices and easily compete with 
mail order figures, was what was decided upon at a 
meeting of local merchants on Wednesday evening
The city council turned down an offer to pur­
chase its 259 K.V.A. generating unit, as it is the only 
stand-by possessed by the city in case of breakdown.
12.
The council dealt in lengthy argument on Monday 
regarding the salaries of civic employees, a subject 
which, in these days of rapidly increasing salaries is 
becoming a burden. The result was in increase’ of 
$15 per month for Constable Thomas, and $10 for W  
Sabine, sewer foreman, and Mr. Swainson
At the annual meeting of the badminton club 
officers elected were: president, H. G. M. Gardner; 
vice-president, Mrs, Tailyour; secretary-treasurer, R. 
Seale; committee, L. G. Butler, A. E. Pooley, H. C. 
Mangin, R. H. Hill and Mrs. Fred Royle.
Mrs. H. V. Craig won the; Interior ladies golf 
championship at Vernon last Sunday.
A  conference of British Columbia Older Boys is
A  pretty wedding took place at Boston, Ont., 
when Adeleine Luella, daughter of Mr. an(J Mrs. 
James Dunlop, became the bride of Robert Burtch, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burtch of Kelowna.
r p m
I WONDER WHAT THE local fishermen will do 
no'w that they have a new competitor . . . . The Ham­
ilton Cotton Company advertised in the Financial 
Post last week that they were “spinners of good 
yarns.” . . . .
r p m
ALL RULES ARE MADE to be broken, someone 
has said, but then it all depends on who m ^es them 
and who breaks them . . . .  Nevertheless when one 
sees the police wagon parked in the centre of the 
street one cannot help but wonder if the traffic rules 
are really made to be kept after all . . .  . Just why the 
strong arm of the law would not pull into the side­
walk instead of blocking traffic, to say nothing of 
two vacant parking spaces, is a matter for speculation 
Tim suggests that maybe they wanted to make “a  
quick getaway" . . . .  From what, Tim? . . . .
7 ' ' II
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C O L D S
H mhI O A b i H m i MiaanI'x 
mmt iotwt* h. 0>M I Cold* 
mmI S o n  Tbrooti H n t ,  I t i n  • 
m b wall into aCactad port*.
I  n riM  . . .  quickly I"
CKESTON OBTAINS I KKIGIIT 
CONSIBEKATION
Tile C.'iinatiiim I'acillc Railwiiy, in 
an fIToil, to ('limiiiatt' tlic Irucki’r, Inih: 
conceded Crenton fruit .shippers u sub- 
■stantial fr<‘i(’ht rate consideration by 
establishijif! Ih«> niininiurn carload of
aj)i)le!i at 12,000 pounds or about 300 ______
boxes. Previously the niinirnurn was
30,000 pounds, startijid in October. This Speakers at Junior Board Session 
niiniinuin loadinj; consideration Is for Urge Hearers to Encourage
shii>rnents as far east as Shaunavon, Tourist Trade
Sask. _____
BE FRIENDLY TO TOURISTS AND GO T S  
OUT OF YOUR WAY TO GREET THEM w it h  b . c  a p p i b
were it not for (]uota re.strictlons. Fruit 
lelail is very hinh priced and .scarce 
and there are practically no citrua 
fruits available.
From Vernon, Mr. McGillivniy pro­
ceeded east to Ottawa with stop-overs
HOLD OLB-TIIVIlOItK BANQUET
CXARSIFHCB ADVEIllTSElVIENTS IN 
THE COUKIEK BKINO 
UUKE KESULTS
BARGAIN FARES
To V A N C O U V E R , N E W  W E S T M IN S T E R ,  
V IC T O R IA  and N A N A IM O
THURSDAY, OCT. 20
V,ancouver & New Westminster - - - $ 9.40
Victoria _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  $11.40
Nanaimo ..............................................$10.90
(Good in Coaches only)
Leave K E L O W N A  - - - 5.05 p.m.
Returning, Lv. V A N C O U V E R  - _ _ 7.15 p.m., Oct. 23
EQUALLY LOW FARES FROM OTHER STATIONS 
Children Half Fare - Ask any Agent
"Most people do not lealize the 
l<’U'''^ks to tlie community 
.loe Harwood, president of tlie Nortti ..,,^ 1 t|,^ . province. A  friendly word 
Okanaj'an Old-tirner.s’ as.soclation, an- ,/osture liere and tliere will mean 
nounces tiiat tlie annual banciuot of .j deal to the travelling public
that organization will be held in Arm- „nd will bring tliem back a/m’iti ” de- 
strong on Tl^ursday, November 3. eiared Maurice Lane, touri.sl irafne 
Judg(? F, W. Iloway of New Wesimm- committee chairman, in addressing tlie
junior board Bosses’ Niglit meeting at 
tlie United cliurcli liall lu.st Friday 
evening.
I<ast year .$3.'i,000,00() wore spent by 
tourists in Britisli Columbia and every
WOULD FORCE 
PEDESTRIAN TO 
WALK ONE WAY
F. L. Fitzpatrick Nahicd General Trade Commissioners to Germany at Edmonton and Winnipeg 
Manager of District Group and South Africa Visit Here -------------------------
'I’lie' Rutland Amateur Dramatic so- "Britisli Columbia’s apple 
ciety lield its annual meeting in tlie husine.ss to Soutli Africa lias Just about Club, tlie
readied limit ill tlie;
liall on Monday evening, October 3. A market.’’ Siic-h was tlie statc-
ivport of tlie past se’ason’s activity was ment of .1. L. Mutter, Canadian 'l’rad< 
read and tlie following officials elected: Commi.s.sioncr in Jeihaimesburg eim iii) 
general manager, F. L. Fitzpatrick, as- visit to tlie Okanagan last weelc. 
sistant manager, S. V. Hubble; see.- Mutter, wlio is making one
Accoiding to tlie number tif regls- 
<“xport Iratioiis b.y Uie American Kennel 
Cocker Spaniel is still tlie 
developmeia mast popular of all dugs.
ster will be invited as guest .speaker.
of
Kelowna Junior Board Wants treasurer. Miss M Cudmore- director Cam__TT’ I ivii.vs m. v^uumoic, uiiccioi, Htatciiieiit to the fact tliat local
ixr Highway to Earl Ilardic; .stage manager, George production in Soutli Africa and im-
W alk Against Traffic in A ll Reith. ’I'lie society hopes to hold its proved cold storage facilities will, if
L ^ l
Provinces
CANADIAN NATIONAL
V-66-38
''YOU COULD  
MAKE A POINT 
OF STICKING 
TO MONOGRAM 
GIN. THERE’S 
NONE BETTER,, 
FOR COLLINS. A
M C112-6
M0M06R A M ^ % 'f*e
I 2 0 I . 9 0 G  a 5 e x . S , l ? 5 - . 4 & / i « ' 0 " .
This advertisement is riot published or di.splayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or ,by the (jovernment of British Columbia.
INDIA
ALGIERS
PENANG
BANGKOK
ZANZIBAR
Stop as you please 
and . . .
m oiifii TUI WQmi
▼ Travel East or West . . . via Europe or Asia . . . you 
have a choiee of 215 paths around the globe. Go 
where you please . . . stop where you will and move 
on when fancy dictates. Your ticket is good for two 
years of cruising, personally directed by yourself.
New thrills await you » . . the spell of India . . . 
enchanting Bali . . . the drums of Africa . . .  the 
rhythm of South America. New Zealand with its 
varied conglomeration of nature’s most spectacular 
scenery. And Australia’s archaiac vegetation, fan­
tastic animals—life in all its color, from picturesque 
aborigines to bustling civilization of modern cities.
fo r  fu ll particulars apply t<t agents everytchere or to 
■■J. J. Forster, S.G.F.A., C.P.R. Station, Vancouver, B.C.
W O R L D ’S G R E A T E S T  T R A V E L  S Y S T E M
’I’wo important re.solutions, one deul- 
, , , . . . . - hig wltli the minimum wage question
bu.siness man bcnelltted by tins found und llie other witli pedestrians walk- 
money, he continued, 'riie expected ing along tlie liighway were passed
ilrst play in December, which will be anytliing. have a tendency to lessen 
"Her ’I’emporary Husband.’’ apple imporls in tlie future. lie  also
, , , explained tliat owing to extremely
The community liall society execu- freiglil rates the development of
tive held a meeting in the hall on Tucs- } liKlustry m lho interior of
day evening, October 4. Among busi- Virion is greatly handicapped, 
ness eomiected witli tlie liall. llii> In- I'ollowing closely in the footstepsinflux this year was not to bo as great uimnTmously'V ‘‘rhe" Kelow junior ” ess connected with the halL the In- ^ r M u R e f  T T 'V c G n n w a r  e  
as last year but it has stretched out board of trade at its Friday evening «ulnt>ng of the building was diseu.ssed.
longer this season and may be greater session at tlie United ehnifii hnli fnv ^  committee was appointed to look . L
vs:;-
tliaii expectations.
ay evening 
.session at the nited cluirch hall for 
submission to the annual convention into this matter. It was decided to i»i«ived in Kelowna while making aThere 'rtL iV.if n rv,ii <• i le ^  /ne annual convenlion , , ,  ihe iinniril enmmunifv runner nn business trip through the Okanagan,lucre aic but live mnos of road to of the junior chamber of^  commerce of **’y^^^* community i,uppci on i j j i -i i . ii f r* .
Canada.
This convention is being held this 
week, October 12 to 15, in Montreal.
November 17. He stated, while here, that German
• • • importers were highly pleased with
Mrs. A. Parsons passed away on Sun- British Columbia apples purchased late
I f  the Okanagan Kelowna’s delegate is jack Streight; home of Mrs. Fitzpatrick. The sym- that the quota might be aliccted by the
pathy of the district is extended to reduction in general business being
her daughters, Mrs. B. Recce and Miss transacted between Canada and Ger- 
Elsic Parsons. many caused by the recent political
• • • conditions. On the other hand, busi-
Mr. and Mrs. McCall, who have re- ness might be even greater.
sided in the district for the past year. The European apple crop is small 
returned to their former home in and of very poor quality, Mr. McGilliv- 
Bjerkdalc, Sask. They were accom- ray stated further. There is room for
be completed on the Big Bend high 
way and 80,000 cars arc expected to 
be routed annuall.v over this section 
from Banff, ho said
is wide awake a largo proportion of from New .Westminster, western vree 
l^is traffic can be routed through the president of the Canadian junior 
Okanagan. chamber. Mr. Streight and Jack Mel-
Later in the evening A. II. DeMara, villo of the Vancouver junior board, 
a guest at the dinner, gave some point- have gone to the national convention 
ei's regarding the tourist business, as in the cast armed with a multitude of 
he IS in close touch with the travellers, resolutions.
People have been greatly pleased with Briefly, the two main resolutions
the neat appearance of the city and passed by the Kelowna junior board • j u ^ ■
the beauties of the park, he related, dealt with laws to force pedestrians daughter Vivian.
and there is nobody as good as a to walk against the traffic, and legis- ..............—....—------------------- -—
pleased customer. lation to raise the standards of living
Iwery tourist is our customer and ii> some provinces up to the levels of 
we have a duty to go out of our way other provinces through increases in
minimum wages.
A  third resolution dealt with the re­
quest for issuance of a national bul- 
letion from the junior chamber of Can­
ada at regular stated intervals—an 
internal resolution.
Following is the text of the two 
main resolutions adopted on Friday
SEPARATION VOTE vention: .
“Whereas many deaths have been 
caused to pedestrians when walking 
Bench Ratepayers’ Association on the highways.
Presents Formal Application whereas the drivers in most of
______  ^ these accidents have been absolved
Penticton council has received for- blame because of the careless-
v'K  Hoyai
Oal«
.y;
5.30CKOV
large quantities of apples in Germany
Woi
ond Friday*
to meet these people, to walk over 
and greet them. The courtesy of Can­
adians is well recognized and we must 
make a specialty of courtesy in our 
city.’’
PENTICTON WANTS
mal application for a plebiscite, at an 
early date, on the separation of ;he 
rural and urban areas of the muni­
cipality.
Information is being obtained this 
week from the municipal solicitor as 
to what formalities have to be gone
ness, of the pedestrian.
“Be it therefore resolved that the 
Junior Chamber of Commerce of Can­
ada go on record as advocating that 
the necessary laws be passed by the 
Dominion Government and the pro­
vincial government in each province
through before the request can be ^^^ t^iiring pedestrians walking on high-
granted. Indication o f the council was 
that, i f  the proper procedure ^s fol­
lowed out, a plebiscite will likely be 
granted.
This is the outcome of over 15 years’ 
active campaigning, principally on the 
part of bench area residents, for sep­
aration. Separation . tendencies have 
been important factors in civic elec­
tions and in municipal bylaws during 
that time.
ways to walk against the traffic.’ 
“Whereas the standard of living in 
some provinces of Canada is at a high­
er level than others.
* “And whereas unfair trade relations 
exist in competing provinces where 
the standard, of living is higher in one 
than the other.
“Be it therefore resolved that this 
convention of the Junior Chamber of 
Commerce of Canada go on record as 
endorsing and approving any stepsThe aplication for the plebiscite was . - i .  i - x i  x x,-
received from C F N  Morgan sec- which may be taken to empower the 
^retary of the Bench Ratepayers’’ As- Parliament to establish
sociation, an organization principally standard minimum wages for male 
interested in separation. and female employees throughout
Report of the Penticton board of ^  x,.
And further be it resolved that as
such Federal action will not be speed­
ily obtainable, due to necessary re­
visions in the B.N.A. Act, that this
---- -
trade was read and discussed at the 
meeting Monday.
. Principal question of difficulty in 
the minds of the members of the
board’s committee dealing with the recommends to each pro-
matter was that of education.
McIn t o s h  n o t
MOVING so  FAST
vincial body that it institute cam­
paigns amongst the various junior 
boards or chambers to have the stand-' 
ard of living adjusted in the provinces 
so as to place each province on a fair 
and equitable footing.’’
Mrs. New Yorker, as trans-European 
Domestic Sales for Week Ending express dashes through station: “What
October 1 Fall Below 1937
Domestic movement of McIntosh, 
• following the initial release, has been 
far from satisfactory according to re­
ports issued by the B.C. Fruit Board 
in weekly digests of the fruit releases. 
The week of September 24 to October 
1, for example, saw but 80,890 boxes 
of apples roll to • the domestic marts, 
as compared with 223,378 boxes for 
the corresponding week last year, 155,- 
749 boxes in .1936, and 103,014 in 1935.,
On the other hand, export is well 
over last year’s movement and is well 
up to that of 1936 and 1935.
Up to date, total shipments of ap­
ples from the Okanagan and main 
line amounted to 1,211,647 boxes by 
October 1, leaving a balance of 4,195,- 
076 boxes unsold. Domestic sales to­
talled 571.445 iip to that date and 
633,333 boxes export, plus 6,559 to the 
cannery. '
The Hyslop crabapple cartel at Oc­
tober 1 showed total shipments of 
61,118 boxes out of an estimated crop 
of 104,939 boxes, leaving 43,821 to be 
sold.
In the Wealthy cartel, there are still 
92,676 boxes to be sold, which amounts 
to 27.9 per cent of the total crop. This 
figure represents the total area, as do 
the Hyslop returns.
In the Okanagan alone, 62.3 per cent 
of the McIntosh, or 1,158,688 boxes, 
remain unsold.
was the name of that station, Hiram?” 
Mr. New Yorker: "Cologne.”
Mrs. New Yorker: “Good, I ’ve al­
ways wanted to visit Cologne.”
THROUBM
SL£EPlMBmR
Customer, in pi'ovincial shop: “Have 
you Dicken’s ‘Cricket on the Hearth’’ ” 
New Assistant: “No, madam, but I 
can  ^show you a very nice ping-pong 
sot.,*
, wife: “Worrying about the
bills dear? That w ill do no good, you 
know.”
Young husband: “No, but I feel it’s 
the least I can do.”
©
Manager: “You want time off to be 
married? But you only came back 
from your holidays yesterday. Why 
didn’t you get married then?”
Clerk: “I  didn’t know the lady tljen.”
from OKflnflGflD points
For your comfort and con- 
venience, Canadian National 
operates a through sleeping 
car every MONDAY, WED­
NESDAY and FRIDAY to 
the East. You awake next 
morning on the smart, air-con­
ditioned CONTINENTAL  
LIMITED . . . the direct 
route east via Jasper, Edmon­
ton, Saskatoon, Winnipeg. ,
Train leaves Kelowna 
5.05 p.m. daily 
except Sunday.
A. J. Hughes, Agent 
Phone 330. Kelowna
V-6S-38
Clf)euflVithth£
PHEASANTS
•  Resting his bones on the middle rail of a snake fence, 
his game bag still empty, Mr., Picobac beheld his old 
friend Reeve Pugsley approaching across the Sunny 
Southern Ontario stubble.
"Just the man I ’m looking for,” declared the Reeve as 
he drew up. "H ow  are you doing?”
"Rotten,” said Mr. Picobac with a smile that belied his 
words, " I ’ve lost my dog, I ’ve lost my shooting eye, 
and I ’ve shot away all my cat’ridges.”
"I  hope you haven’t run out of Picobac,” returned  ^the 
Reeve, producing a handful of 20-gauge shells. "Picobac’s 
what I ’m looking for.”
"Best in the world,” beamed Mr. Picobac.
HANOy SEAL-TIGHT POUCH - 15e
Vz-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 60c 
a lso  p a c k e d  in P ocket Tins
"It DOES taste good in a pipel”
P i c o b a c M  J * '
m. H
Have you tried, Picobac Sliced Plug -  vest pocke
Some people don’ t 
know that in 1862 
twenty-one camels 
were imported from  
Indo-China as pack 
anim als on the  
Cariboo Road.
CLIATTON
R0T£L BAR
Some people have not tasted, tangy, 
refreshing O ld  Style Beer! Its smooth, 
mellow goodness and delicious, full- 
bodied flavor are still unknown to them. 
-Don’t delay any longer. Join the 
thousands who daily enjoy this cooling, 
refreshing, invigorating beer.
CAPILANO BREWING CO. LTD. 
Vancouver, b. C.
s
ff ' tm
me
IThls advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the 
I Qfiy-.esnwent o|: British Columbia.
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BEAR FRIGHTENS OSOYOOS TO HAVE 
BOY FROM SCHOOL BEER BY GLASS
Young Lad Meets Animal on Plan to Start Construction of 
W ay Home from Classes New Hotel Immediately
C'niislriien(ti) will comnienct*
WENATCHEE IS 
JUBILANT OVER 
APPLE PRICES
SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK
..me on a new hotel in Osoyoos towm Quotations Last Week-end Went
Freddie Ordynaii, an ll-yem-old boy 
who lives in llu* l,avin/;t(.n district re­
fuses to ho baei: to school and he has site as a ri'sult of the b.’.'r plebiscit.? 
every /..jod reason for not wantini' to held on Saturday, October 1. The 
IrudKe the lonely backwoods road froin count on tlie vote f.jr the sale of beer 
his home to the Lumby school. by 1 1 1 .' class in licens.-d premises was F O R E C A S T  $1.35 D E L I C I O U S
Recently, Fi.-ddie was pushin/' his 111 for. 77 acainst, and 7 ballots were
to $1.30 for Jonathans and $1.50 
for Delicious Extra Fancy
By R. J. SCOTT
bike up a steep hill on the road to his 
honu! from school, In a particularly 
unattractive sj.ot he came fac* to face 
with a bear—a “huce one” , if you take 
Freddie’s version. The bear continued 
to munch berries but Freddie disap- meet 
peared as fast as his sliort little legs 
would carry him.
Parents and other fi'iends have en­
deavored to persuade the young lad to 
return to school but so far they have 
not been able to (|uell his fear of a/'ain 
meeting the big aninud.
spoiled.
'riie hotel, plans of which are still 
in till! hamis of the architect, will be 
a fully modern structure of Spanish 
type, stucco finish, and designed to 
all the government re/?ulations
W ANT WFSl’-SIDI'; KOAI) 
IMI'llOVKO
Vernon board of trade has sent
Apple Chisellcrs in Near Panic in 
Wenatchee District as Short 
Sellers Face Rising Market
Wenatchee apple growers are jubil- 
oi' licensed premises. It will be built ant this week with an unexpected rise
for K. Samol, Osoyoos merchant, who in prices which has shot Jonathan and
came from Penticton last June. Delicious Jipple prices up to levels
------------------ — —------------ -------------- that have not been reached In years.
re.iuest to the provincial government ^5^^,*^***^ Wenatchee Daily
for improvement of tlie road on the World on I'riday, Septernber 30, extra 
west side of Okanagan lake from tlie JonatlKuis were bringinj; .$1.25 to
Fairbridge I ’arm School at Fi.ilry to $^ -^ 0 and Delicious $l-4-'j to $1.55. Fancy 
O’Keefe’s, This subject was inlroduc- were quoted at $1.05 to $1.10 and
ed through letters from Capt. J. C. Delicious $1.10 to $1.35.
Dun-Waters and P. H. L. Seeley. ^  «oom is on in the local apple
market,” declares the World, “and a
------------- - ------------ ----------------------  virtual panic exists among chiselers
and short sellers who have taken or­
ders for Jonathans around $1 f.o,b. cars 
and Delicious at $1.15 to $1.25.”
Over all this story runs a six-column 
banner heading which joyfully relates: 
“Apple Chiscllers on the Run,”
“Fruit men freely predicted that 
these prices will go higher because of 
the short crop which is becoming shor­
ter and shorter, (2) rapid improvement
T S S O r '  C Ie D M A H  oF S W E D E N  
so  1.0VE.P HI& BED 'ikA'f <tt LJK.'f IN rT 
MoS-f”oi» Mis  l i f e -  Me f e a r e d  caTcMimc.
COi-O  AMD BECAME. SO EXCI-tED WHEN A  
NEkiMBOR VISI-rilD rtlM Wl-rtl CLoTViES COVERED 
WKH SHOW, 'YrtAf' Me  BURSd' a  BU30D-VES5EL.
A.KP DIED
f?lAC.l1cALLy  ^
NO BIRDS E)tCEPT) 
CUCKOOS 
WILE EAT" FUXZY[ 
CA-fkR.P/i.LAn.S- I 
WIlE-ttlER A  
*coTTbNV feeCor  ^
A s-i Iflohclv
u n p l e a s a n t  iXsilii
IS RESPONSIBLE »s/ 
UHKOW N- t>y ^
Mu m a h s
‘ I'm gelling in shape for a Susie Q ” 
"Thanks, I'll slick to Sweel Caps.”
SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
'^The purest form in which tobacco can be smoked.”
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VANCOUVER
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service
Greyhound 8:00 p.m. Iv. 
Bus .......... 10:10 pjn. ar.
No. 11 ...... 10.30 p.m. Iv.
No. 11 ...... 10:00 a.m. ar.
KELOWNA 
PENTICTON 
PENTICTON 
VANCOUVER
ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Iv. 7:30 a.m. ....... Btia
ar. 7:30 aan. ____ No. 12
Iv. 8.05 p.m. ...... No. 12
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
 ^ and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 p.m.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phope 104; or G. D. BROWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna. B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. iv. 
8:05 pjn. ar. 
8:25 pjn. iv. 
8.45 a.m. ar.
VIA SICAMOUS 
Daily Except Sunday
KELOWNA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
Choose one of these famous 
ships for that long antici­
pated trip to the Homeland 
. . . round trip rates are most 
reasonable and accommo­
dation perfectly suited to 
your needs is available.
From Montreal
Nov. 11 ATHENIA to B ’fast, L ’pool, Glasgow 
Nov. 11 AURANIA to Ply., Havre, London 
Nov. 18 ANTONIA to Glasgow, B ’fast, L'pool 
Nov. 18 ASCANIA to Ply., Ilavro, London 
Wov. .25. LETITIA to B ’fast, L ’pool, Glasgow 
Nov, 25 AUSONIA to Ply., Havre, London
From Halifax
•Dec. 4ALAUNIA to Plymouth, London
•Embarkation previous evening
From Saint John, N.B.
Dec. 10 ATHENIA to B’fr4St, L ’pool, Glasgow
From New York
Doc. 2 QUEEN MARY to Ply., Cher.. S mpt 
Dec. 10 AQUITANIA to Cherhoure, S'mpt 
Doc. 10 GEORG 1C to Gal wav, Cobb, L ’ pool 
Dec. 16 QUEEN MARY to Ply., Cher., S’mpt
See your 
local agent, 
or W
X
X
L.-2
CUMARD WHITE STAR
bONALDfONlATLANTic  ^LINE
517 Granville St., 
Vancouver, B.C.
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LTD.
R. W H IL L IS , ST EAM SH IP  AG EN T .
Phone -217 , Kelowna, B.C.
^■PnoBABl-y -fkE U o s i"  E>CPEH5WE E q q s  •»» 
-jiiE World  are .-tTiose gF -bie qUEAT At/K-
OHVy 80  oF-niE EXI^-r AHDdllE.
priced: RANC«E from  ^| ,000 'Io $l,500EA<al
“itlE t^iXm^
do SHOW Dic-iXTor,/
STAUN PICTORE& 
Him RcviewiNQ 
SOVIET CAV/SLky 
— 1930u » rAT corvMCHT. I'm kinc nATunn sYNoiCAnL
:  LETTERS TO THE :  
EDITOR :*
*  •
in buying power and (3) peace in Eur­
ope. Prices of $1.50 for Jons and $1.75 
for Delicious arc forecast.
“The New York apple auction react­
ed to the boom in apples this morning, 
one car of Washington regular Delici­
ous selling at an average price of $2.76, 
or $2.00 f.o.b. cars, while a car of fancy 
Delicious averaged $2.60 or $1.85 per Editor, Kelowna Courier 
box f.o.b. cars here. Dear Sir:
“The main trouble is that actual own
WANTS NEW FRUIT CONTROL 
SET-UP
Ricardo Ranch, Vernon, B.C., 
October 1, 1933.
VALLEY TEACHERS 
WILL DISCUSS 
THEIR raOBLEMS
Convention Commences in Pen­
ticton Tonight— Intensive Pro­
gram Planned
The teachers of the Okanagan Vall- 
May I trespass on your courtesy to ey are holding their Annual Conven-
Oct.ers or holders of apples fear they w ill insert the following: 
be unable to supply their own trade. As one who sent out some of the 
One local broker is reported to have first cars of fruit from the Okanagan, 
sold a large order of small-sized extra and as a past president of the B.C.F. 
fancy Jonathans at 85 cents for de- G.A. association before the war, I 
livery ‘alongside’ a ship due to sail trust I may express my personal 
in a day or two, and will lose 50 cents view. .
a box if he makes delivery. , It is quite wrong that the B.C.F.G.A.
“Inquiries for 15 to 25 earlots for should be a sublldlory of the fruit ieJohMs from“ S  i ' e «  
foreign shipment are reported by local board and be financed by them. tendin?is ?Sde nosSbfe hv^hP nnni"fnTutry"wil taT ah t"® ’’  The BC.F.G.A. should no longer be ,„g  oflravelling i^Snses by a U tC h :
T h e X S o i ^ n X a n a d a  is bound to ^  the g ^ w e r y T s L o S L ^ " ^  ers who register Every teacher, whet-
hvnsrartfHrse, lUr. , associBuon iH BVBry her he lives in the convention centre
tion this year at Penticton on 
13th, 14th and 15th.
The convention this year will draw 
teachers from as far north as Kam­
loops, south to Osoyoos, east to Green­
wood and west to Brookmere. Over 
two hundred teachers w ill be attend­
ing the meetings. The feasibility of
strengthen the prairie and other do- line of the industry. or two hundred miles away, w ill pay
First, they should appoint a general exactly the same amount for.travell-mestic markets. The recent storms in
eastern States wiped out a consider- naanager, not a grower, but a trained jn^ exnenseq^^liv thp nnnL’nff" 
able portion of the crop, a part of executive head, and should do away JJ^P^^^es by the pooling m eth^. 
which would otherwise have found its with the board of three ih e  programme opens with a public
way on to the Canadian markets. Second, they should work under the the auditorium at which
IS fully expected that within a present company and have five direc- mam speaker will be Dr. D. Buch-.It
short time opening prices bn McIntosh, tors paid by meetings 
especially in the better grades, ^ il l  ad- Three, the shippers should be allow- 
vance. The main trouble with the Ok- ed to sell all they can to their own 
anagan deal at present IS the preval- clientel and having done so they
should turn in all sales to a generalling moth activities 
sizes.
anan of the University of B. C. In 
the following two days all grades and 
departments w ill have speakers suited 
to tbeir work and problems. High 
School teachers w ill hear Dr. Buch-
and the large manager who would collect the mon i^es and^Miss M. Agnew
and pay the growers and see that 
there are no rebates and settle reas­
onable claims.
The general manager appointed by 
the board would confer with the pre­
sident and the shippers and fix the 
: prices.
W LJ TJT 11 •n>* J /-V, J The law of supply and demand must• McDougall Finds Old necessarily be the main factor.
EXPECTS EXPORT 
DEAL TO BE GOOD
of the Templeton School in Vancou­
ver, and Mr. W. Pegg, formerly Sup­
ervisor of Schools at Wenatchee.
The Intermediate teachers w ill hear 
Mr. A. R. Lord and Mr. T. R. Hall of 
the Vancouver Normal. Rural and ele­
mentary teachers w ill hear and hold 
discussions with Inspectors A. S. 
Matheson and T. G. Carter. Primary
Country Wants the Preference It is quite possible to secure a good w ill have as their speakers
Retained - executive head as general manager, ^iss M. James of Victoria Normal and
_____ _ A  good salary within reason is good S. Dailey of Nanairrio.
Bringing back a feeling of hopeful- business, but when he is acquired. The Manual Training men hold 
ness that the Old Country export mar- a free hand and back him, forth to hear and discuss pertinent
ket deal w ill be a good one, W. H. H. and don’t choose any of his staff. questions with Mr. F. T. Fairey, the
McDougall, of the McDougall Export growers have it in their own Technical Supervisor for the province.
Go., has returned to Kelowna after a hands if they do not proceed accord- while the Home Economics group will
lengthy stay in Scotland and England, to usual business methods. They have for their addresses Miss C. S.
where he was in close touch with the’ alone are to blame. I  reiterate, make Black of the King Edward High
your association the head, appoint School at Vancouver, 
your manager and back him to, the The Health teachers and School
apple importers. 
Asked as to the Old Country re-
T „  . nurses w il be provided with a speaker
I am quite sure all responsible from the Extension Department of the
 ^ University, but to date the committee 
in charge have been unable to an­
nounce who the speaker w ill be.
'Many buyers who have been pur- paid,
chasing American supplies for years  ^ ^m sure if  the above came
action regarding reduction of the Im- limit until he lets you down, 
perial preference, Mr. McDougall stat­
ed that the British buyers do not want
to see any change, but will expect the strong executive head and would re 
Okanagan to reduce prices according- spond to good business methods.
ly if the preference enjoyed now is Resident of the B.C.F.G.A. During the dav Fridav all teachers
Mr. A. R. Lprd and Mr. T. R. Hair of 
the Vancouver Normal. ’These two 
men are among the very best educa­
tionists in the West. They will, as 
in the past, give all teachers many 
inspirational ideas to sustain them in 
the forthcoming year’s work.
The convention w ill conclude bn 
Saturday afternoon with a full busir 
ness meeting pertaining to Federation 
affairs. Mr. J. Burnett, of Vancouver, 
w ill be the feature speaker at this
into
force our overhead would be mater­
ially lowered.
Yours faithfully.
W. CRAW LEY RICARDO.
C.P.R. TRAIN CREW 
SEES GGOPOGO
have been gradually changing to the 
Canadian boxed supplies since B.C. 
has started to pay more attention to 
grades, Mr. McDougall found.
He feels that with the reduction of 
the American crop, and the high rates 
of war risk insurance, the American 
supplies w ill not be nearly as heavy 
on the Old Country market this year, 
and that the. Canadian supplies w ill
find a ready sale. The export prices , __  , ,,
might have been placed a trifle higher, Thought Weird Lake Inhabitant meeting and w ill give a full account 
he thought, although the Okanaga i to be About Fifteen Feet Long Federation activities for the past
was wise-not to take any stand which _____ _ year.
would antagonize the British buyers Members of the crew of a C. P. R. X ,-~ 7 T
when reduction in preference is immi- freight train arriving in Penticton on First Accomplished in 1923
. . Saturday evening, October 1, reported The first non-stop flight from sea-to-,
Conditions are not as good in Eng- seeing what is believed to be Ogopogo, sea was made by Lieutenants "Kelly
land or Scotland today as they were famous resident of Okanagan lake! Macready, flying from New York
six months ago, the. recession which The occurrence was reported by Clar- Los Angeles in May, 1923.
was felt in this country having its ef- ence Power, trainman, who witnessed —------ ------- -— ----- ----------------- -^-----
thei^ as well. The high cost the strange creature from the top of had seen it, and his description of it
t DuUdmg ships, plus the concentra- his train as it travelled along the west answered closely to that given by Mr.
tion on airplane building rather than 
shipbuilding has curtailed activities in 
those sections which depend upon 
shipbuilding primarily.
The general war scare has curtailed 
trade as well, and except for the gen­
eral re-armament program and im­
mense building campaigns trade has 
suffered in the Old Country, he feels.
Mr. McDougall was accompanied by 
his wife and family and enjoyed their 
visit to their native land immensely.
DELICIOUS PRICES 
SET f a ir l y  h ig h
bench. Power. The latter said the weird ap-
When the train arrived in Penticton pari tion appeared to be about two 
he asked Fred Gibson, fireman, and and a half feet thick and about 15 
engineer Art Miller if  they had seen feet long out of the water, with a por- 
the animal. The fireman stated he tion of it still under the surface.
Extra Fancies to Bring up to $1.40 
but Poor Grades C)nly 80 Cents
Five per cent of the Delicious apples 
each .shipper vyill have ,to market this 
season are ordered released by the 
B.C. Fruit Board as from October 7. 
Current prices are also set as follows: 
Extra fancy, 88s and larger, $1.25; 
96s and smaller, $1.40. Fancy, 88s and 
larger, $1.05; 96s and smaller, $1.20; 
tiered, including extra fancy, $1. Cee, 
wrapped, 90 cents; tiered or f  and j, 
80 cents.
Northern Spy prices are as follows: 
Fancy, $1; cee, 90 cents; cee, f  and j, 
80 cents.
M A K I N G  C A N  A D  A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and W ork
A Series of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on Vital Problems 
Affecting the Future Welfare of Canada
 ^Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association —
Dear Mr. Editor:
Thank you for the copy of the letter 
sent to various Canadians in connec­
tion with a possible policy for the 
weekly newspapers to follow.
My own answer to the question 
would be that the most important thing 
to work for is a national spirit. Today 
provincialism is growing at such a rate 
that the Dominion is almost a collec­
tion of nine independent states. We 
can never be a nation until we learn 
to think like a nation, and we can 
never think like a nation so long as we 
think only of one section of a country.
We need a reduction of government 
machinery and a reduction of taxation.
We need to eliminate party patron- 
age.
We heed to improve our educational 
system.
And, in my opinion, we need to cul­
tivate and emphasize our British con­
nection.
These are the things fpr which Mac­
lean’s stands and is working for year 
in add year out. With the weekly press 
standing unitedly for all or part of 
such a program I  think their influence 
would produce results.
Very sincerely yours,
H. NAPIER  MOORE, 
Editor,
Toronto. Maclean’s Magazine.
WINFIELD
Mrs. E. I,. Clement and Wilma re­
turned reeentl.v after sjiendiiig seveial 
nioiillLs at Vaneonver.
• » «
Mr. R. (DiclO Coe arrived home on 
Friday of last week, from England 
where he has been in Iruiiiing u.s an 
aviator for over a year. Quieter con­
ditions ill Europe liave enabled him to 
have a little holiday at liome after be- 
in/; recalled before actually arrivin/; 
home. John Coe and family of Pen- 
ticloii were week-end visitors to Win­
field.
« « «
Mrs. S. H. Davies of Cal/'ary return­
ed to her home recently after spendin/; 
u inoiiUi at the home of her brother- 
in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs, John 
Todd.
«> «
Robert Lain/ ,^ who has been for some 
time a patient in the Kelowna general 
ho.spital, has returned home much Im­
proved in health.
*
F. C. Brown, *of Now Wo.stminsler, 
was a business visitor to Winfield re­
cently.
• • •
. Mr.'). Geo. Edinimds retiirnixl to her 
home liere on Monday, Oetober 3, after 
sjiendin/; tin- summer with her mother 
and sister in Manitoba.
»
Keg. Locke returncii to Ids homo in 
Manitoba last wei'k uft»*r spending the 
sea.son working in Winfield.
Uniquem\ss of desi/;n in the marble 
pillars of tlie Utah State House cul­
minates in tliat resemblin/' George 
Wasliin/’ton.
Start The Day Right With
“  HYMN TIME”
featuring Smilin’ Ed McConnell
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A
MON., WED., FRI. — 8.30 a.m.
Robin Hood
FLO U R
GOQUIHALLA
RE-OPENS!
Improved Kelowna- 
Vancouver Service
EFFECTIVE ON AND AFTER 
MONDAY, SEPT. 26, 1938,
Kootenay Express Train No. 11 
will leave Penticton at 10.30 p.m. 
daily, via • Kettle Valley lino, 
arriving Vancouver 10.00 a.m. 
following day.
Connecting bus leaves Kelow­
na 8.00 p.m. daily, arriving 
Penticton 10.10 p.m.
Passengers from Vancouver, on 
and after Monday, Sept. 26, will 
arrive Penticton 7.30 a.m, mak­
ing direct connoclioii with bus 
for Kelowna, arriving Kelowna 
9.45 a.ipi.
G. B R U C E 'B U R P E E
General Passenger Agent,  ^
Vancouver, B.C.
C A N A D IA N
PACIFIC
Ask Agents for particulars of 
Canada’s Maple Leaf Contest, 
Seven Cash prizes—you may win 
$100.
10-2f
PHONE 224 
for Free Home 
Delivery Service
Also ask for famous
BURTON type A le and SILVER SPRING STOUT
WESTMINSTER BREWERY LTD.
r-i
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
IJou A/eed
M O RE LIGHT
^ot /lonr^ et A/iakti
Longer, darker evenings mean 
more reading —  more studying. 
Guard against eyestrain with 
Edison Mazda Lamps. They give 
you more lig h t  a t  less cost.
MADE IN CANADA
FO R B E T T E R  L I G H T  — D E T T E R  S I G H T - U S E
EDfSON/MAZOA
L-28
C A N A D I A N  G EN ER AL  ELECTRIC CO. ,  L imi t ed
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S p o r t
G o s s i p
By J. R. A.
n r  ™EE new recreation centres DEPLCnON OF
BACK THREAT OF m . nnru  ... n r . . , . n . . .  .n ..n  LAKE FISH B
SPORT TOPICPENTICTON XI OPEN IN OKANAGAN THIS YEAR
How much money did you lose on 
the World’s Series?
Your Gossiper w ill frankly and hum­
bly arl nit that he did not come out on 
the le.iE odds of the betting which has 
been rampant over the past week.
Seeing a chance to win more if the measure 
Gubs just happened to come through men on Thanksgiving Day, Monday, 
with a wiri I  obtained one to two odds Od- 10. walloping them by a count of 
and held my breath. Maybe I  should 130 to 61 in the single innings, 
have saved myself some anguish by
Cricketers Defeat Southern Team SWEEPSTAKE RUN
by 130 to 61 to Offset Previous 1?l7nc«
Defeat This Fall AMONG GOLFERS
Second Centre W ill be Made ai m  i. h t • j
Available at Knoa Mountain
Park in Kelowna Reasons W hy Okanagan Lake Stock Has Receded
Eleven recreation cenlre.s will be c.s-
Kelown.a s Junior cricketers took the Dan Curell and Harold Tohnston lubllshcd In the Okanagan Valley this 
e s re of the visiting Penticton bats- Take Prizes on Thanksgiving winter under the auidancc! of thn re-
' Arising out of a report on the Ok- 
i c g i ce e  Ush derby, which vvas
creation department of the provincial sponsored by the Kelowna junior 
department of education. Jack Lynes, Marshall, prosi-
An impromptu sweepstake was run Okanagan supervisor announces to ” ‘ "^1 m 1'^  ^ Kelowna rod and gun club, 
Appleton and Hall were the big of- o ff at the Kelowna golf course on The Courier this week. Junior board monthly meet
giving up my idea in the first place, fence men for the winning eleven, Thanksgiving Day with” some ten golf- New centres are being established some interesting facts on reasons 
but there is a stubborn streak some- Ihc former amassing 42 not out and ers participating. Dan Curell was win- ut Peachland and Enderby and a new there is a scarcity of fish in Ok-
where. But after that heartbreaking Hall counting 38 before being bowled ner of the first sweepstake prize with centre is to be opened in Kelowna to “ m^gan lake.
Thursday game when Dizzy Dean trud- by McKay of Penticton. Yolland and a 77 gross and net 00, while Harold provide extra facilities for the many Nestor Izowsky, chairman of the 
ged sadily back to the bull pen, a beat- Glass wore the only two visiting bats- Johnston’s 84 gross and 70 net won persons who have become interested committee of the junior board,
en and disheartened loser, there was men who could count at all against him second place. In this work throughout the past cou-  ^ brief summary of the first an-
little doubt as to the ultimate outcome, the bowling of Jervers and Stiell, they Next Sunday there will he linnfher Ple of years. derby and explained that one
So I immediately covered up by find- making 16 and 15 respectively. bigger sweepstake among members Opening date for the Kelowna cen- reasons the project was
ing a chiip who didn’t think even This win for the Orchard City lads entry list is expected to be ^res has been set for the first week sponsored was to ^ e w  the possibih-
then that the Yanks would take the offsets a shellacking which was hand- much bigger in November at the Kelowna iunior  ^ fishing in the lake, and the
Play for the Barnes Cup is proceed­
ing slowly, Hary Todd, club captain, 
claims, and if  the first round is not 
completed this week, he intends to 
scratch the delinquent players.
series four straight. So I got back a
little o f my shekels.* * «
The 1938 world’s series will undoubt­
edly go down In history as breaking a k-ft nw ivX  
record in such a fashion that it will 
never be equalled again. It was con­
ed out by Penticton a couple of weeks 
ago, when the Kelowna younger men 
visited the southern community. 
Following are the individual scores:
Jervers, b Yolland
sidered unbelievable and positively un- h VniimH
thinkable that a team could be so much | S „  
superior as to win a world’s scries g ’ a „ b P cT ose  ’ 
three years running. But there are the
facts. That big, power house gang of jj , cornoch ^  ^ 
ruffians just couldn’t be held down, and „  ’
with the breaks with them, as they are
with any winning outfit, they just Cornoch
high gym and at Knox Mountain park. 
The junior high gym is open to the 
centre with the blessing of the school 
board, while arrangements have been 
made with the Kelowna Gyro club for 
use of Knox Mountain park building.
HUGE ELK HEAD FOUND
need for restocking.
A  certain acreage of water can sup­
port a certain weight of fish, he con­
tinued, but the deeper the lake the 
smaller the amount of food supply. 
Kokanee are able to assimilate small 
particles of food life in the water
r>r.f h o  ctnnno/t T ha.so al-...a.rc. .«-i-KjnKun, D v^uriiucn U c.iau WUIVIJS luusi. n a v e  Birueiui.- is lu ue s e i i i  i iu i i i  v a n e e u v e
ii ir fv i  th o  ivTofionoi ? o a o ..o  o „o ,. fh o  Hammond, c Malkinson, b Cornoch 11 driven the animals to the lake, where to take charge of men’s classes here.liked the National league over the Am­
erican, simply because they always ap­
peared to play a snappier brand of ball 
and ^ d  not depend so much on the old 
liickbi^ and steam roller tactics. But
Extras
PEN’nCTON-
which has been renovated consider . . ,  ^  ^  ^ . i,.
ably during the past few months. Time
Jack Brett, of Lavington, is in poss- tables will be issued at a later date. the Kokanee.
ession of a huge elk head and horns Instructors for the Kelowna district Squaw and carp are another 
complete, which he salvaged recently will include Phyllis Sanderson, Mar- ^tise for the depletion of sport fish in 
from the deep waters of Echo Lake', ion Todd, Joe Zauchner and Bill W il- Okanagan lake and is it essential that 
- • -  they be eradicated, he stated.
The junior board can aid in public­
izing the need for screening of irriga­
tion ditches and the elimination of 
coarse flish, and can also help in ob­
taining further information as to the
derson of Vancouver, who was chTef Jake^wate?s.“ " Okanagan
_ It is well known that elk in those cox, while Melba Kennedy will be as-
2 parts have been extinct for years, and sisting in Kelowna. A full-time in-
0 it is thought that wolves must hav  structor is to be sent from Vancouver
19 drowned. This is the second of Chief instructress for the Okanagan
its kind to be found in the same place and for Kelowna will be Phyllis San-
230 during the past year.
the fielding and generalship displayed Holland, c J e rv is , b Stiell
by Cbl. Ruppert’s lads was of a high k
order in this series. No one could gain- i  McKay, ibw, b
say that the Yanks really have a won-  ^ A ^ le ton , b Jervers
derful machine from any department ^
you want to name. The number of NTcKay, c Bredm, b Hall
double plays which nipped the Cubs at ,,
every turn was evidence enough. The c Atkinson, b Stiell
next thing to consider is who will stop oStieli
these Y'anks. Baseball cannot continue 
to survive if  one big money New York 
outfit continues, to dominate. The mo­
guls w ill have to get their heads to­
gether in a hurry and figure out the 
solution. About the only apparent one
----- ----------------------------- —<— — ------— instructress at that centre last year.
16 is ready to take his place. Joe “Plash” just returned
15 Gordon is the man of the hour for the Ollerup Denmark, where she
0 champs now, and he is evidently going ® special training course in phy-
3 to take the place of “Push ’em up education, and Mr. Lynes be-
0 Tony” Lazzeri, who was the idol of Okanagan will benefit
8 New York’s Italian quarter and many experience gained.
4 other Quarters for such a length of It is hoped to conduct a leadership
8 time. The cry that went up last Sat- at the junior high gym from Oc-
1 iirriav whpn iio a., a tober 17 on. The work will deal
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHUGHTS
Seven days of learning topped off
A urday when he strode out as a pinch x with clubs, athletics and school dance
I hitter.in Cub uniform testified that the duefly with teaching, supporhng fov combine to make a i
Extras
------------------------------------ - „„„„ , X , X ____- 'V. _________ ... perfect school
0 Yankee fans really had a big soft spot apparatus and fundamental tables for
5 left in their hearts for one who had /earning seasem. *
been responsible for winning so many Interest throughout the Okanagan The following clubs w ill definitely 
games for them. has been increasing by leaps and be run this year:— Boys’ athletics:
* * , .  bounds over the past couple of years soccer football and Canadian Rugby
is to disband the present Yank outfit around so many times it •would take a On the other side of the fenet* thpr^ it is anticipated that enrifilment during the fall season. Practice has 
and spread the players around the Philadelphia lawyer to workout the was Joe Marty S s e  great S t f n f l b !  "x®.^  already been going on for some time,
other clubs, and let New York'start box score. O f course, it’s alright for intv f  records _and w ill be well up to the
61
c u s in n l ii and t im e lv  fipTrtinffoxror. xcuuxus u xxx uc xx tf I.U m  Girls’ athletics; The girls intend to
afresh. That is simple to write about the wiseacres several thousand miles owed the Flash’s efforts Playing bel set in other parts of the make basketball their big game this
but somewhat more difficult to put in- away to tell Gabby what he should hind a losing ball club Martv disnlaved
a sneaking have^ done, and o f 00^^ ^^  burst of power that equalled any-lo  effect, because I have
hunch that Cop Jake is rather proud terribly wise after the shouting is over, thing'the'^Yanys'cou^Id“  shl^^  ^
o f his crew and would not part with but opinion will still persist, and t l ^ e  third, was another outstanding sfer for 
most of them for anything less than wilT be justification to it, that Gabby Cubs. He and Marty were the only 
Clark Gable’s popularity with the fern- acted like a licked n^an ^ady  to take who showed any aptitude with the 
mes and a considerable slice of Henry any chance, no matter how big the slugging irons. Selkirk, the only Can-
combination. And there is
Ford’s rattling works. odds, to endeavor to find a wmning in the series, nearly caused a
. XI.- t- e' laent y Saturday’s contest, but such an5 receiving no such thing when you run up against  ^ ’
plenty of criticism for his antics on those powerful Yanks. No sooner does
. Gabby Harteat. « g v i „ g S f
Sunday when he switched his team one player begin to fade than another get c iS e  to eSh’’^ »fe r " le “
SUMMERLAND 
DEFEATED BY 
KELOWNA CLUB
year. I f  we may say so without of­
fence, the girls really can improve 
their game a great deal over previous 
years. ’The school wishes them lots 
of luck.
School safety patrol, photography, 
dramatics, ccurrent events and publi­
cations are other club activities.
Lome Matheson evidently read the 
urgent plea in last ThuAday’s column. 
On Friday he joined the Senior Matric.s
aiiowea lo get close to eacn other. Sel-  ^ class, thus breaking the thirteen jinx,
kirk was annoyed plenty that French Ladies Golt jLeam trom ooutn v *. * .
SHOOTING IN GLENMORE
Attention of hunters is called to the fact that it is illegal 
to shoot from or across any road in Glenmore,
DURING THE HUNTING SEASON GLENMORE WILL BE 
PATROLLED TO SEE THAT 'THE LAW  IS OBSERVED.
It is an infraction of the Game Act to hunt over private property 
without permission. Hunters are advised to carry written 
permission of the owner of such property.
R. W . CORNER,
l l - lc  Municipar Clerk.
had allegedly thrown a ball at his 
head, knowing that Selkirk had 
wrenched his back on ’Thursday. I f he 
did it deliberately French, is not the 
best guy in the world to know. One
Beaten in Orchard City—To Here’s a forward pass from thefoot- 
Make Another Try for Bowl ball club, it is divided into junior and
senior teams. The senior team has a
Summerland and Kelowna lady gol- very strong line-up^ this year ’The
thiniy wa ‘ +V. • fcrs met in Kelo'wna last Fridai"-after- xif I°^^ard line
T «  noon for a friendly inter-club match looks as though they w ill repeat
pl^y. With Kelowna being the more their spectacular plays of previous
seem to go down well with the Yank ^ Summerland’s 8i/ A  d o z^  ?adies 1'hc opposing team members see red
'■“ ’ r  Bianco, who Is dlstln-
was a prime favorite for years. Maybe ® rrrx,- 'Flic nets ic f«r<aonincr nn ar>ar>o anri Fio This Saturday the Kelowna ladies _ Eddie Bedford ihakes it tough for
“ 1  wrest the coveted challenge rose howl X vs" 'm i  £ a c f  “
from Penticton, where it has remained P^^ys luii-oacK
for the past year despite many at­
tempts to bring it back to Kelowna.
A  foursome w ill go south in this at-
cannot take it as he should. The crowd 
soon knows and there is no fan so crit 
ical as a baseball one.
That world’s series, as u^ual just . ,
about finishes the summer and early 
fall sports, and we can turn our
vnwsir
basketball club is re-organizing on 
Wednesday next while the ski club 
gets into action on the following night. 
It is stated, as well, that Kelowna may 
be treated to regular scheduled wrest­
ling bouts this winter, at interva l of 
about two weeks’ duration. That is, as 
long as Mr. Fan says he wants to ride 
along and pay his regular cash on the 
nail. / The Gyros are thinking of spon­
soring such bouts to help finance the 
old exhibition building at Knox Moun­
tain park, but nothing definite w ill be 
known until next meeting, on October 
25. Tex Porter, who wrestled in Ke­
lowna about three years ago last Re­
gatta, is trying to make the necessary 
arrangements. It would appear there 
w ill be no lack of sports endeavors in 
Kelowna this winter. Next thing to 
determine if the people 
minded enough, 
and it won’t right now
Playing way-back is Eugene Ryan, 
in goal.
•  •  •■
We understand that the members 
_  „  . „  of the first aid corps which will be
organized this year wil be qualifying 
„ „ „  . John’s Ambulance Corps
diplomas. Theme song: “Sticks and 
stones may break your bones, but
The safety patrol has been organized 
and training starts this week. The 
following from the senior high will be 
on street corner duty beginning Tues-; 
day, October 18: G. Patterson, C. A t­
kinson, R. Pearcey, E. Ryan, A. 
Hughes-Garries, R. Marshall, G. Roxby, 
J. Perry, M. Bailey, L. Wade, M. 
Brown, Bob Hume, F. Caza» Bert 
Hume, A. Pollard. We know the pub­
lic w ill give the boys all possible co­
operation. <!
Coming events usually ^ v e  us in­
teresting ads on our class room notice 
boards. Last wek this blazed forth: 
Dance on Friday, Junior High gym; 
refreshments, 1 cup coffee, 1 doe-nut, 
1 doe-nut more—3 course meal. Q.E.D.
Summerland Kelowm?
Mrs. Henry 0 Mrs. Kennedy 3
Nelson “ Underhill
Hickey 3 “ Lander 0
Smith 1 “ Willits 2
“ Elliott 0 “ Wiseman 3
Miss Young 0 “ Owen 3
Mrs. Howis 0 “ Cushing 3
Callas 0 “ Weddell 1
“ Green 2 “ Kerry 1
“ Walden 2 “ Gaddes 1
“ Andrews 0 “ Foster 1
8J4 20i/.
BENVOULIN
/ DISTILLED A N D 'BO TT LED  IN SCOTLAND
Lf WILLIAM GRANTSONS LIMITED
This advertiserrient is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
.Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
A N N U A L
Benvoulin United Church was taste- 
are sports- fully decorated -with flowers, fruit and 
Only time wiU tell, vegetables for the harvest thanksgiv­
ing service, which was held last Sun- , ,, „
day. Suitable music was provided, (We aren t Quffe sure whether doe 
and Donna Mae, the infant daughter should be spelled with an e •)
of Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Goldsmith, of party was a grand climax to
Vernon, received baptism. , week’s events. While Pettman’s
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snowsell were Imperials pounded out hot music the 
visitors in Kamloops last week-end. largest crowd of many years filled 
- * • • the junior high gym to capacity.
Col. Moody is attending the meeting “Euge” Ryan capably filled the office 
of presbytery at Kamloops this week, of master of ceremonies, being well 
as a delegate representing this pas- adapted by his extra six inches of 
toral charge. elevation.
* ♦. * . _ Refreshments were served in the
Mr. Vivian Durnin of this district home economics room-. Rumor has it 
was married on Tuesday of this week that the doughnuts were good. We 
to Miss Marion Elizabeth Brown of 
Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Fisher entertain­
ed at a family reunion last Sunday 
evening at the dinner hour. Covers 
were laid for sixteen and a pleasant 
time was much enjoyed.
Basketball
19
Aquatic Pavilion
W E D N E S D A Y , OCT.
7.45 p.m.
A ll players -and those interested 
in the promotion of basketball in 
Kelowna are urgently requested 
to attend and hear the annual 
reports and elect officers.
can’t say as the . door man was finish­
ing the last one bn arrival.
The presence of a number of our 
alumni livened things up—-as it usu­
ally does. ______* •
Mr. and Mrs. E. Weeks motored to 
Kamloops last Saturday to visit their 
son Jim.
• • * ■ ,
Mr. E. W. Young of Galaway, B.C., 
is a guest at the home of his sister 
Mrs. R. Durnin.
R O
A N G L IC A N  CH UR CH
BAZAAR AND FUN FAIR
at the I.O.O.F. H A L L  
Friday, November 4th, at 7 p.m.
Saturday, November 5th, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m, 
B A R G A IN S  —  A M U S E M E N T S  —  R EFR ESH M EN TS
ll-2c—10-2C
KELOWNA SKI CLUB
A n n u a l  M e e t in g
Board of Trade Rooms 
T H U R S D A Y , O CTO BER  20th, at 8 p.m.
Big Work Picnic at Joe Rich, Sunday, Oct. 23
Elks
To all those who contributed to the success 
of thei, Elks’ Carnival, and everybody who at­
tended, the Elks of Kelowna say:
THANKS A  LOT !1. . . , .
You may rest assured the funds raised will 
he conscientiously and intelligently distributed 
for Christmas hampers and community welfare.
F. W IL L IA M S , 
Exalted Ruler.
It ’s Amazing-- 
It’s Stupendous 
It’s Astounding-
That we should carry such 
a tremendous stock of
CHINAWARE
GUSSWARE
A N D
ELECTRICAL J  
APPLIANCES I
JUST THINK !!
10 O P E N  STOCK  
P A T T E R N S  O F
DINNER SETS
14 distinct types of Dinner 
Sets, ranging from
$3.75 ° $18.75
You must s;ee this selection 
on our Mezzanine Floor to 
believe our story.
And you must be sure to 
look over our new electrical 
appliance department on the 
main floor.
Stockwell’s
Limited
K E L O W N A , B.C.
Phone ,324 WESTINGHOUSE MODEL 636-A
t'AGE SIX THE KELOW NA COURIER THURSDAY, OCTOBEIt 13, 1®3«
South Ohaimguii Muiiuinciit Works 
HEADSTONES AND 
MONUMENTS
Imported and native j'ratilte or 
marble—Satiafactlon guaranteed 
at right priceo.
Ilox 604, rontlcton, U. C.
-More About-
BOSSES'
NIGHT
Vegetable Board's Difficulties
Reviewed by Kamloops Member
-More About-
McGREGOR 
WILL COME
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CO N TR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
OfHcc: - - D. Chapman Barn 
Phono 298
From Page 1, Column 3
tlio junioi- board most monthly rneet- 
ingK.
Four IlcasoiiM For Horn 
The boss, in his turn may exiiect to
IT. B. ITomersham Discussed 
Board’s Problems During Past 
Three Years’ Operations
II. IJ. Homersham, of Kamloops, a 
llnd hi.s young employee take on u member of the Interior Vegetable Mar- 
better outlook and have a broader keting Board, gave a small meeting of 
HC()pe of ideas; an increased know- ,sume twenty growers a resume of the
-More About-
A SINGLE-DESK 
^  AGENCY
ledge of tile fundamentals of business From Page 1, Column 1
From Page 1, Column 7 
Clync, Vancouver solicitor, bus been 
retained to prepare the necessary brief. 
Several meetings of the Penticton com­
mittee have been held in the past three 
weeks and a number of the growers 
in that committee have conferred wltli 
coast growers and other persons.
[itals of b siness p;,.si ig months’ activities of the board, ir..,. fri.n« Wismer informed the
and a developed sense of executive at the Orange hall last week. He went *’ . .*"*’ i!**'*' B.C.F.G.A. pre.sldent, Mr. Loyd, that
ability; develop initiative and self back to May, 1937, as there had been who or which has been application did not conform with
conlldence, and tliink more for him- m> annual meeting this year because of section eleven of the combines Inves-
U.GUlDl&ORSl
Contractors for 
PLASTERING, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
Phone 494-L OR 634-L
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS! 
Day Phone. 33; Niglit, 502 & 79 
KELOWNA, B, C.
MONUMENTS
I Sand Blast Lettering
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—^Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 4G9 - - Kelowna, B.C.
self; a good citizen, working for the ihe uncertai'nly 'oMhc future tS oS ah rJ rdJrr tigatfon act, and tliat a new aplplica-
adyancoment of tire community. privy Council decision was handed or^Us" behair^^^'*'' «on  would have to be drawn up. God-
We believe tliat the older men will down. bcnair. ^^d C. A. Hayden, growers’
fee] proud tliat wlien tliey are ready Shadow of Doubt Same Licence I-’ccs association secretary, left curly this
to lay down tlie reins of ofTice there . j  n/r i n P^ -^’vious regulations regarding week for Victoria and conferred with
are young men well trained and ready May last year, Mr. issuing of licences liave been revoked Mr. Wi.smer to determine to what ex­
it) lake their place," said Mr.MitclicIl, Homersliarn slated, the board’s work imd new regulations issued. In olloct, tent the application and evidence
in conclusion. was rendered useless because of the licence fees remain the same and would have lo be alleviated.
Guest speaker for the evening was Justice Manson decision agaiiM the ^^ 111 work out to I'A  cents per box for The co-operation of the altorney- 
W. B. “Bill" Bredin, wlio recently re- marketing act. 'rhis was later reversed apples and pears. general’s department has been obtuin-
(Limed from a trip to the Old Country, Uie Court of Appeal, but thcV’c Any shipper who has agreed to con- ed, it Is understood, and the new brief 
In a sliort space of time lie look liis was still tlie sliadow of doubt wliich tlnue to book orders for tree fruits at and application will be I’cady when Mr.
audience on an amusing side-trip to could only be erased by the Privy prices determined from time to time McGregor reaches the Okanagan, it is
Radio City in New York, Coney Is- Council. by the company, may obtain and .dc- believed.
land on Labor Day, the House of Com- Ri Uie meantime, he said, an attempt liver these orders to the company. The W. 11. Long, Penticton lawyer, was 
mens in a dull session when most of was made to have a voluntary agree- remuneration to be paid shippers book- sent lo tho coast by the Olivcr-Pentic- 
the members were not bothering what nient witli the shippers but this soon ing orders accepted will be live cents ton growers’ committee last week-end, 
tlie s)ieakers against the government broke down, showing hdw utterly use- per box, to be paid after receipt by to present some special evidence to Mr. 
were saying, and finally to Hyde Park less it is to weld growers and shippers the company of the moneys received Clyne. This evidence was not disclos- 
wliere the stump speakers held sway, on a voluntary basis. from the products sold pursuant toithe ed and was known to only a few mem-
Mr. Bredin’s amusing anecdotes of To November, 1937, the first real at- order. bers of the committee, it is believed,
the various speaers in that historic tempt to use control was made. Mr. This live cent selling charge will only Last week Mr. Isaacs requested the
park-, and in other part.s of London, Homersham staled, by a single agency be deducted in cases where u shipper B.C.FrG.A. to help finance the prepara-
wherc they may hurl their grievances ^^lo of potatoes from main line points, fills orders which have been obtained tion of a brief and gathering of further
and beliefs to interested audiences un- But without full measure of control by someone else. The five cents de- evidence. The sum of $500 and again
disturbed by strict military or police with the backing of the courts one ducted will be paid to tho shipper ob- $700 was mentioned and the B.CF.G.A.
supervisiion, were most enliglitening shipper was able to break that scheme taining the order. The result will be proxy immediately wrote to all direc-
to many in the.audience who had had down. exactly the same as if deductions were tors asking for authorization to spend
no previous conception of the easy- ■ The vegetable board endeavored to made in all cases and payment made up to $700 to further the investigation
going English methods. control that one shipper through the for all orders, except that the quantity by preparation of the brief.
For example. Mr. Bredin told of one courts, but in February, 1938, any of money withheld shortly from the Seventy-five per cent of tho directors
speaker, Charley by name, who has further court action was abandoned, shippers will not be as great. have responded in the affirmative, Mr.
been giving the same talk twice a he continued. The counsel for the Originally, the commission allowed Loyd states, although a few of the dir-
week for more than three years. He shipper "kindly promised that he the shipper for booking orders was set ectors were not anxious that associa- 
has a grievance, having been lodged at would continue to have injunctions at three cents per box, but it was con- tion funds be spent in such a manner, 
one time in an asylum and has re- issued against the board for a year if sidered that this sum would not be Those who objected pointed out that 
sented this “outrage” ever since. So necessary.” much of an inducement to the shippers the B.C.F.G.A. was not consulted when
well does the audience know his talk Mr. Homersham then enumerated to continue selling so it was raised two the charges made ,by Godfrey Isaacs
that when he shouts: “And I asked for various varieties of vegetables, stating cents. Shippers may only book orders were prepared and burst like a bomb- 
Ihe papers,”, his hearers shout back that big supplies from competitive to an amount equal to ten per cent shell in the Okanagan. These directors 
gleefully: “And they couldn’t find the points and the lack of control here more than such shipper’s share of the do not feel now that association funds 
papers.” I f  the crowd starts to heckle resulted in low prices on semi-ripe total amount so released by the board should be spent to further substantiate 
Charley to too great an , extent, Mr. tomatoes, ciicumbers, and other com- for marketing. ' charges which had no original connec-
Bredin said, the police interfere, but modities, except onions, where a As long as a shipper is within his tion with the B.C,F.G.A. 
do not quell the speaker but his heck- bright spot in 1937 and promise to be cartel, the order he has obtained will Majority in Favor
lers. . a fair deal again this year. be given back to him to fill. Thus the However tVie Tnainrit of tv. h-
Mr. Bredin was introduced by Potato Movement Good ^ho does not continue to book
Regarding potatoes, the shippers are sh ipper who'^aL^^rd^ing have con^e sociation doing everything in its power 
^ X working with the Interior board now, shippers who are so doing, have come press for an investigation and they
Congratulations Extended and the movement of spuds to the . ^ P t h e i r  cartel alowances But so brie|,will be the
Congratulations were extended at coast market has been more than narasmp results, me i  uit pessary link in convincing the federal
the end of the meeting to the junior doubled. intends to make only five per authorities that an investigation under
board members by George S. McKen- Turning then to the cannery, deal, cent releases insteaa ot me pievious the combines investigation act is essen-
i
George McKenzie Jr., and thanked by 
Jim McClelland.
zie, E. M. Carruthers and others.' “I  Mr. Homersham said the board gained  ^ releases. „ tial, then they favor the spending o f
tell you that we older men are just ground in 1937 and hoped that would assoeiatlon fuids, Mr. Loyd‘ S atates®
as happy as can be that you young not be lost, but the 1938 deal proved A. K. Loyd visited Penticton last
fp l ln w c  a rp  r P a H v  r a io o o ”  thitr tya W i l l  direct payment to be made to thefellows are ready to take our place, 
declared Mr. McKenzie. As one of
this to be true.
Early this year the canners refused
r-rtmTinriv ipEo eViiViraov Friday and had 3 full aftemoon s dis-company. The shipper must send two “ „ „ „ „  4.1___ -x x- ..t. xi. 4-,i-^ cussion over the situation with the Oli-
the oldest senior board members in to meet the board and discuss prices, copies oF invoices covering each ship- ver-Penticton committee. Although the 
the jratheHn,^ that nmht TVir anH thp ,xrnwer« nrnrPPriPH to nlpnt ment to the company immediately folr B.C.F.G.A. w ill finance Mr. Isaacs’ ex­
penses and the brief preparation by
W I V E S
t  g t ri g t t ig t, Mr. Carru- d t e growers proceeded t  pla t , . xv, u-
thers extended his thanks to the jun- without obtaining contracts from the t°wing, me shipment 
ior board for the work done for the cannery. On July 12, the board de- -  —
city of Kelowna. cided to go ahead and fix prices at
Sums Retained Mr. Clyne, the growers’ prexy would
From the moneys received for any not consider financing any representa-
enjoy 
out, too !
—And when you DO 
treat your wife to a 
vacation from cooking, 
treat  ^ her royally by 
dining at Chapin’s. We’ll 
serve her a dinner she’ll 
long remember. Don’t 
put it oil any longer 
—do it today!
Take home some of our 
delicious Home Made 
Candies.
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., considered the same level as last year, and the shipment the company retains the fol- tives of the self-appointed southern
the junior board a remarkable organi- canners protested that they could not lowing sums: Five cents per box as a committee 1;o the coast, it is understood,
zation and one which has put its fin- pay that price because of the carry- selling charge for payment to the ship- Members of this southern growers’
gers on one or two important things over of stocks. In good faith, the per who has obtained the order; three committee were announced in last
in Kelowna. board reduced the price one dollar a cents per box for payment of broker- week’s issue of The Courier. It is un-
“Too many of us take things for ton, if  the board of industrial rela- age; and three cents per box for pay- derstood thait since Mr. Loyd’s visit to
granted and if  they do not turn out as tions would reduce wages ten per ment of discounts. . Penticton there is a better feeling be-
we want them, then we complain,’’ he cent. This the later, body refused to Brokerage w ill be paid by the com- tween-the B.C.F.G.A. and the special
said. “ It is our own fault because we do and the canners remained adamant, many on orders covered by signed con- self-appointed growers’ committee and
do not take an impartial viewpoint, as the crop began to pile up and ripen firmations which have been received uiany misunderstandings were clecired.
When in Victoria I -will be glad to do in the fields. through licenced brokers and which ■ Rogers Replies to Hansard
anything I can to aid you. A ll your The vegetable board was then faced have been accepted by the company An int^mcHna- -n+
previous requests have had the rudi- with two alternatives, either to remain and actually filled. The rates of brok- in p t'o siaengnt imo tnis en- 
ments of common sense and although adamant and refuse to make any more erage are $20 per . car on all products intrnrfi h been
I have not always agreed with your concessions, and thus face a total loss sold in the four western provinces and cwIrnH ^
suggestions, they have always been of crop, or to make a further adjust- $25 per car elsewhere in Canada. t xx, ^ ’ .
welcome.” ment. No brokerage w ill be paid or allowed ^ - x ' ®
The serious business of the meeting “Was the board justified: in forcing on sales direct to purchasers combine existence, as quoted m
was interspersed with some pleasing a total loss on the growers?” queried Quantity discounts'will be continued
mplnr?ipc Hv T*imr Mr TTnmAr.cham . hv i__ J-jlDeral aamirHStratlOn. PrOOf Of.elodies rendered by Tiny Walrod’s r. Ho ersha .
string trio.
by the single-desk agency, but will be combine onlv 
rifrVit nu t ir, Tv/r,. comoine Only
—MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT—
9
Nol Organized rcombrne
“I f  other sections were organized  ^® Previously, quantity discounts Kelowna Courier first published this 
into an association as you are here opinion from Hansard and commented
then we might have forced the issue. ^ states, as 300 cars of apples editorially. Mr Lovd wired Hnn
If i  had been assured of even ninety direct to readers last season. Rogers to this effect and has now re-'
per cent co-operation I would have «  all sales were made to retailers, he the fo L w fn g  S w S
taken a stand and forced the issue aays, then there woud be no need for “jn connection with your reference 
with the canners once and for all. S e  s ? S n t  m^d^ b"y t L
I have now heard from Scoutmaster But Ashcroft is entirely a cannery These quantity discounts mean as fol of labor in the House of Commons on 
Sladen of the 1st Salmon Arm Troop heal and was clamoring for an outlet. ^^^janmy discounts ^  regarding connections be-
and they are anxious to have the Pat- ^jlhinsons resignation was in ^o^e  man ntty and not ^ween jobbers and brokers, I  .believe it
rol Leaders' conference there, so the f^ith, and he resigned in protest ® ono nundred, $10 per car only proper that I  should again refer
dates have been set for Saturday and car; more thaa 2S?, $2^ r^cartad'^L attention, the sales on consign-
Scout Comfnissioner s 
Corner
GET YOUR PURE
Sundsy, NovGrribcr 12th 3nd 13th. This ^  ^ o nax, o jg comDuted a*? 750 bovp^ . _ _
will mean that the visiting patrol lead- going to operate until the ed to meet the need mentioned. The
ment act as being the legislation enact-
Paymeht will be made in full by the meet th , ,
irPhaQx>v +n +Ho ov, —  provincial act -was passed a few months
MILK AND CREAM
ers will be billetted there over the earners’ minimum was reduced, _ oe maoe in lull by me
Saturday night and I hope that all crop was ca.-med. ^ a se r^ th e  com^^ minister’s statement was
+ "inn 1C r»rwa or» l i i f inn  r^r\nfr»Qr»fc . ; ... ... .. . _
— from —
troops in the district w ill send 100 per “There is one solution. Contracts settle directly with the purchaser all of a draft prepared
cent attendance o f leaders. I f  a leader must be signed before any plants are nroner allowances on H a im s  m aH « iv,r by the commissioner who made the in- 
his second .should at- planted in the spring. I f  a grower lUz. f  vestigation under the combines inves-
TUTT’S DAIRY
D. CHAPMAN & CO.
LIM ITED
Haulage Contractors. Warehotuiiifl; 
and Distributing. We specialiae in 
Furniture Moving, Contract or Em­
ergent Fruit Hauling. Phone 288
is unable to go i . sho l l i i fhe'purchaser'on'^accounT o^ i i
tend in his place, and if the second plants without a contract then he does of the product or error on the part of
also is unable, then another Scout can so at his own risk.’’ the shipper filling the order, and a observed that you plan to for-
be appointed a patrol leader for the Wants Single Agency Scheme statement showing all allowances will evidence which you consider w ill
purpose. The idea is that the deci- - Looking to the future, Mr. Horner- Be filed with the company by fhg establish detriment to the fruit Indus- 
sions and discussions which take place gham considered that the scheme ad- shipper. try arising from the conditions to
at the conference w ill be relayed opted for the main line potato deal If, in . the opinion of the company, you have, referred. When this
home to their respective troops by would work to the satisfaction of all any such allowance is not justifiable, received it will be given pronapt 
eir representatives who were for- vegetables to be marketed. Blit the company may prohibit such ship- attention”
tunate enough to attend. The last con- jj^n. K. C. MacDonald had not con- per from making any further allow- Mr. Hayden, B.C.F.G.A. secretary, 
ference was held at Salmon Arm in ... . . J’curred in this viewpoint. However, ances without the consent of the com- wired the Okanagan yesterday that he
FREDERICK JOUDRT 
Optometrist 
Phone 373 - - Royal Anne Building
trooD l^^der*^^^*^^  ^ Sladen was then minister of agriculture had grant- pany. and Mr. Isaacs had interviewed Attor-
Thh i«t the fi ’uit board practically the same Claim Settlement ney-General Wismer, who had promis-
Pzck'hold S  „ ? t e  S fson  " r - „  „  , «  Ih,* shipper fllling the order telle 5? epperation  to the Okanesen
at the Scout halF on W e d n S a r  S -  „  ^ concern of you, or refuses to settle any claim and in
tober 12, at 7 p.m.. At . the moment I '^^ere your produce is being the opinion of the company such claim
am still looking for a cu Laster for flipped. If the shippers chisel with is justified, the company may resist the ^ent would assist, 
them, but hope , to have something money, the grower will not claim. . Hon. Wismer will be in the Okana-
definite to announce to them at their ^  to^any extent as the grower Any expenses involved by the com- San on Saturday and w ill remain here
rally on the above date. alieady been paid. pany taking a part in either paying or fP^ several days. I f  Mr. McGregor
Scouts and Cubs should by now conclusion Mr. Homersham told resisting such claims, will be charged the Valley next week Mr. Wis-
have looked over their uniforms, or the meeting that before the year end back to the shipper who filled the will interview him and will press 
perhaps in some cases after camp,' the '^ p p '^Pfp Pf f^P growers order. for an investigation under the corn-
remnants of them. It is most likely taken to determine if they wished to Dealing with the B.C. coast markets, bines act, it is understood,
that all troops and packs will be turn- continue to have a controlled market- previous regulations are withdrawn in
WINFIELD UDIES 
HOLD PACKERS’ 
SPECIAL SUPPER
Harry Welsh Purchases Lucky *^ on’t want to marry
T ick e t Jack: “Whatever makes you think'XlCKCt
Percy: “I ’ve asked them.”
in,s>: out for the different Memorial deal. He urged them not to make view of the revised set-up, and all or- 28 cents per box to cover freight and
Day parades on November 11th, when the mistake of the hothouse tomato ders placed at Vancouver with the advertising.
of course uniforms are worn, but un- growers and vote out their scheme company’s agent there are to be for- As the moneys are . received, the
fortunately the weather on that late s>mpiy because they did not care for warded to the Kelowna office and pro- company will remit the amount of the
date in the season generally makes ^bo personnel of the board. rated among shippers to be filled. f.o.b. price and freight to the shipper
it necessary to hide our uniforms un- If the growers do not like the par- The shipper is required "to load in after deducting $20 per car for broker- 
der a varied conglomeration of outer 'icular board members they can get accordance with the order and prepay age, $2 per car to cover telegrams and 
wraps. rid of them, he intimated, but he wish- freight to destination, and delivering other necessary costs and any allow-
-------—— —---- —-------  ed them to consider in this vote purely copies of the rnanifest covering each ance it may be found necessary to
Percy: “The young women of today tbe value of the scheme in question. shipment imme<Ratelj^aftergoading. In m^ke.
The Ladies Aid of the Winfield Un­
ited Church held a very successful
COSTLY SHEEP
Two sheep With a real price on their 
heads relaxed recently in regal com­
fort in the Vancouver Canadian Na-
invoicing, the B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. The difference between the afctual 
will add to the f.o.b. price the sum of cost of freight and the sum of 28 cents
charged will be remitted by the corn-
packers’ and nickers’ snecial sunner ;i;b>cli one was drawn by J. Metcalfe, tional Express sheds awaiting ship- 
on Fridnv ovenimr nf la«;t^wepk Therp ^ lucky ticket purchaser, Harry ment to an Ohio sheep farm. Laid
rocoived_ a ,beautiful vase. down In Vancouver the pair cost the
sold, each person placing his or her -—x— . new owner $1265. They weie prize
name ou the ticket. .Ml tickets were s t o " l 7 o f r L d S l o T t ^ T a ^ a y S ^ S ^ ^ ^  £ r a “ p ™ rorcom "d a 1 rsT u dplaced afterwards m a box from convention. ^ or corrieaaie studrams.
pany to J. B. Dickey, Vancouver, who
FUMERTON’S
CHILDREN’S D/tTS
Friday and Saturday
EXTRA SPECIAL
FREE CANDY FOR THE CHILDREN CUSTOMERS in the Children’s Wear Department.
GIRLS’
WINDBREAKERS
Double breasted style (g Q  flkpf 
and zipper fastener; each «D O »«/ 0
GIRLS’ BERETS — Tlie accepted 
headwear for school girls, ages 6 to 
12 years—all colors; 
each .................................... Oi/C
fil
> .s
GIRLS’ PYJAMAS—Trim two-piece 
stylos of good quality llannelette, 
smart new designs and 
colors; each ........................  5/0 C
SCHOOL SKIRTS—In navy serge 
as well as bright shades—Plaids, etc. 
Ages 6 to 14 Q Q  _  to (fr-f fwpj
years; each ....J/OC
SCHOOL DRESSES—New and cozy 
materials in pretty mixtures and 
practical stjades 
each .......... 98c “$1.95
CHILDREN’S SLEEPERS — Warm 
fleecy stockinette with feet; pinlf; 
blue, white—2 to 6 years; 
each ....................!.............. 89c
CHILDREN’S SNO-SUITS
pieces, all wool blanket; 
ass’t. colors; per su it....
Three
$5.49
BABY SHOP 
“SPECIALS”
DIRECT FROM ENGLAND
CRIB BLANKETS—In neat patterns, 
pink and blue; 36 x 50; 
each ............................. $1.19
ROMPERS—^Madeira and A ll Wool 
Rompers—assorted colors;
each ................................ .
FEEDERS of TERRY n  for
CLOTH . ..... .... . ^
SILK EMBROIDERED
BIBS ..... .......... ..............
MITTS and BOOTIES—
per pair .... ......................
HEAVY RUBBER SHEETS; 
each ......... ....:....... ........
98c
25c
25c
25c
39c
D O N ’T  FO R G E T  B O Y S ’ B A N D  CO N CER T  
F R ID A Y , OCT. 28, at Junior High, 8 p.m.
Fumerton’s
Limited
‘WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
Riverside Drive
W e  have a most attractive home for sale, 
consisting of a two-bedroom, stucco bungalow.
This house is quite new and in excellent condition inside 
and out. The grounds are beautiful. Don’t fail to see this 
property before you build. <1*0
F U L L  PR IC E  ......... ...... . . . . .
McTAVlSH & WHILUS, UNITED
Real Estate Insurance
British Columbia Department
of Mines
The value of mine production in 1937 was $74,475,902, 
an increase of $20,39.3,935 over 1936. All phases of the 
mining industry have shown increases in both volume and 
value.
For copies of the Annual Reports of the Minister of 
Mines and other publications dealing with the mining in­
dustry of this Province, apply to;
D E P U T Y  M IN IS T E R  O F  M IN E S ,
Victoria, B.C.
NOTE—-An index to the Annual Reports of the Minister of Mines 
for the years 1874 to 1936 has been printed, and copies may 
be obtained upon payment of a charge of $1110 each.
11-lc
has been appointed to handle this fund, created by the deduction of $2 per car EVELYN THOMAS CHAMPION 
Any surplus in this fund not used for •will be returned to shippers in proper- Evelyn Thomas captui;ed the club 
advertising is to be rebated to the job- tion to the number of cars placed by championship of the Penticton ladies
bers at the end of the season. 'The fig- each shipper in the coast markets, 
ure of 28 cents was arrived at in dis­
cussion with jobbers and on their re­
commendation.
Xt the end of the season any surplus
there may be on hand in the fund
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN 
THE COURIER BRING 
BIG RESULTS
golf club on Thursday afternoon, de­
feating Mrs. D. R. McNicoll in the finniQ 
of the Fraser cup contest, emblematic 
of the title. Miss Thomas led all the 
way, and at the finish of the game was 
five up and three to go.
JL
'n. M m  
...mm ...
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Classified Advertisements
LEGAL
KATES
First twcnty-ilvc words, fifty cents; 
udditioiuil words one cent each.
I f  Copy Is ueeompanied by cosh or ac­
count Is paid within two weeks from 
date of Issue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will bo made. Thus a 
twenty-five word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charge, 25 cents.
When it is desired tliat replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Office, an additional cliarge of ten 
cents is made.
Fach initial and group of not more 
than live figures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column sliould 
be in The Courier Office not luter 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
REGULATIONB PUIISIJANT TO
“SCHOOL TRAFFIC 
PATROLS BY-LAW, 
1938”
being By-Law No. 732 of The
LOWER MAINLAND 
PRODUCERS WANT
BIRTHS
WILSON^—At tlie Kelowna general 
rrtnrmv/n j. i _ _ _ hospital, on Ihlirsday, October <1,Vl^ I lll/i 1 IlfN • lo Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson,V M M J  m A A V IV I Kelowna, a .son.
Decry Great Spread Between Re­
turn to Producer and Price 
Paid by Consumer
■X
1938 OCTOBER 1938
COKI'OUATION OF THE 
KELOWNA
crrY  OF
FOR SALE
sun|mon|tues|wed THU FRI SAT
'•IX 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 1 0 11 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5
1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1 2 2
' ^ 0 2 3 2 6 2 7 2 8
Producers of vegetables on the low­
er mainland of Britlsli Columbia are 
taking a leaf from tlie book of tree 
1. The Principals of the Kelowna fruit growers in llie Okanagan and are 
High School and the Kelowna Junior demanding that an investigation be 
High School shall from time to time conducted into tlie affairs of interests 
appoint certain boys attending their stated to be exploiting the primary 
resiJeotive schools to constitute the producers of ugrieultural products. At 
traflle Patrols . Langley Prairie a mass meeting was COMPO—At
THOMPSON—at the Kelowna general 
hospital on Thursday, October ft, 
10311, to Mr. and Mr.s. Waller Thomp­
son, Kelowna, a son.
VOWLES—At tlie Kelowna general 
hospital on Friday, October 7, 1038, 
to Mr. and Mrs. James Vowles, Kel­
owna, a daughter.
SHELLEY—At the Kelowna general 
liospilal on Friday, October 7, 1030, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Artliur G. Shelley, 
Kelowna, a son.
the Kelowna general
Fo il  SALE—Peony Hoots at clearanceprices. 3 for $1 in color. G for $1 
mixed. Lloyd’s. Borden Avenue. Phone 
231L1. 11-lp
Fo r  s a l e —Pure bi'ed Scotch Colliepups. Own a dog you will be proud 
of. Write Chas. Foster, Salmon Arm, 
,B.C. 10-2p
Fo il  SALE—English bulldog, male, 14months, registered. Apply Box 239, 
Courier. 10-2p
Fo r  SALE—^  acre of orchard with4-roomed frame house, on corner 
of Glenmbre Road. Nice home, close to 
city. Apply M. Prisching.
THE CHURCHES
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  O F  
C A N A D A
Uiited, oorner Richter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
Minister: Rev. W. W. McPherson, 
M.A., D.Th.
Organist and Choir Leader:
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
2. Each of the said Principals shall unanimous that there is too big a 
further appoint for such time as they spread between producer and consum- 
sec fit, one of the members of the said er price and that sueli an Investigation 
Traflle Patrols, so appointed from should be carried out by Lewis Dun- 
tlioir respective schools, to bo in charge cun, K.C.
of the ’I’rafflc Patrols so constituted This, in effect, is what the tree fruit 
from tlieir respective .schools. growers of tlie Okanagan would like
3. While on duty the members of to see as the result of their demands
the said Traffic Patrols shall carry a for an investigation, and is one of the CURTIS__At
Stop Sign and shall wear a Sam Brown main reasons why many persons state hospital on 
Belt, and the said Captain shall wear that the .sales on consignment act in- 
a distinguishing Badge in addition vestigation would be of no great bene- 
thoreto. lit to the industry as a whole.
4. The said Stop Signs, belts and What most growers would like is a 
badges shall be provided by or through sweeping investigation into the entire 
the Kelowna Board of School Trustees, producer set-up in this province, and
5. Between tjic hours of 11.45 a.m. o.speciall,v in the Okanagan fruit deal, ----------------------- ----------------------------
and L20 p.m. during school days school .so that the falacic.s of the existing B RU NETTE-M ATAYA-A t the Sacred 
pupils shall only cross Richter Street channels will be exposed and conse- Heart church, Merritt, Sunday, Oc-
in the City of Kelowna and the follow- quent steps may be taken to correct > j".
ing avenues, jiamely, Bernard, Glenn, bad situations.
Harvey, DeHart and Wolseley, where Vancouver Island growers took sim- 
Intersccted by the said Richter Street, ilar action to the vegetable producers 
at the intersections of the said Street at a recent Nanaimo meeting.
and Avenues. * One resolution stated that ce rta in ________________________________________
6. The said Captain of the Traffic forces are operating in opposition to nTTRivrm rrowtvt a +
Is .so nnnhintpH from  tho caiH the interests o f the nrim nrv DURNIN-BROWN—A t  Bethel Baptist
ho.spital on Sunday. October 9, 1930, 
to Mr. and Mrs. William Compo, 
Winfield, a daughter.
S’l’EWART—A t the Kelowna general 
hospital on Tuesday, October 11, 
1930, to Mr. and Mrs. William Stew­
art, Benvoulin, a son.
tile Kelowna general 
Tuesday, October 11, 
193fi, to Mr. and Mrs, Frank Curtis, 
of Kelowna, a son.
MARRIAGES
tober 9, 1938, Katharine, second
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. Mataya, 
of Merritt, to Mr. Carl Gregory 
Brunette, sone of the late Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur O, Brunette, of Kelowna.
Patrols so appointed fro  the said the interests of the primary produe-
High School shall place and keep plac- ers aiid consumers. They are alleged-
-reu r-u least one member of his ly responsible for prices being below
11 a.m.— 'The Church as a Fellow- said Traffic, Patrols at the intersections cost of production. Spreads of 100 to
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
furniture.
18-2p ship
7.30 p.m.—“The Power to ‘take it’.”
'Co. Ltd.
O. L. Jones Furniture 
25-tfc
of Richter Street with Bernard Avenue 150 per cent in the sale of uncontrolled 
and Glenn Avenue on every school farm produce on the Vancouver mar- 
day between the hours of 11.45 a.m. to ket were instanced.
12.10 p.m. and 12.50 p.m. to 1.20 p.m. Evidence indicates that tariffs have 
,7. The said Captain of the Traffic been manipulated to the detriment of
------  Patrols so appointed from the said Jun- the producers, W. L. Dence, president
This Society is a branch of The ior High School shall place and keep of the Vancouver hothouse tomato
C H R IS T IA N  S C IE N C E  S O C IE T Y
Cor. Bernard Avt. and Bertram St.
BAAKE an English wool rug, no frame,
Mothe'r 'Chimch, The Fir“s ? Church of placed on duty at least one member growers association has stated. He ac- 
B.u. BOX 271, Victoria, B.C. lp-4p Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu- of his said Traffic Patrols at the inter- cused the opposition interest? of im
SECRETARIES__Use the Announce- ^®tts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m,; Sun- sections of the said Richter Street with Porting Texas field tomatoes to delib-ment column to announce date of School, 9.45 am.; first and third H a r v j  Avenue. DeHart Avenue and the hothouse market in
comine events and vou will find others Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting,, 8 Wolseley Avenue between the afore-
w ill assist you in keeping the S tes  P-^- Reading Room open Wednesday said last mentioned hours. Evidence also exposes secret rebat-
churcch, Kelowna, on Tuesday, Oc­
tober 11, 1938, Marion Elizabeth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Brown, Richter street, Kelowna, to 
Vivian Bernard, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Durnin, Benvoulin, Rev. Ivor 
Bennett officiating.
TWO TRUCKS PROVE 
HANDY ON ROAD
free of- conflicting engagements. 25-tf
He a v y  wrapping paper, large sheets;ideal for putting under linoleum, 
•carpets, etc. Make good, cheap insulat­
ing material. Large bundle for 25c. At 
the Courier Office, Water St. 17-tf
Mim e o g r a p h  and copy sheets,newsprint, size Syixll. Suitable 
fo r school and office use. Packed in The heavenly gates were opened wide;
Twenty-five Turn Out on Nara-
. „ _ . ------------ - „ ™ j  1 j  j  , mata Road for Work Party
and Saturday afternoons. 3 to 5 p.m. The members of the said Traffic delayed dating on growers returns _ _ _
s  Patrols on duty at each of the a fo r e -  and crasignment shipping,” he declar- Twenty-five turned out on Sunday 
said street intersections shall regulate • Brokers are gaming a financial two trucks loaned by Mr. Cross
the _^crossing thereof by pupils going to hold on the growers. rock work at Vernon Valley re-
or from any school by the use of the ^  w . . _'  __________ ceived a covering of earth and gravel
making quite a decent surface to 
travel on and much easier on tires. It 
was junior board day on the road and 
the junior boarders had their faces set
Now Offering
NEW R A IS IN SC U R R A N T SP E E L A tLowPrices
lO B O l
S W A N S
D O W N
C A K E
F L O U R
per pkg.
35c
B A K I N G
P O W D E R
—  N A B O B  —
“'ir.... .  22 c
rr:'.. . . . . 65c
5 pound ( I * O p r
tin-;...........
—  IT ’S GO O D  —
F A R R O W ’S 
M A R R O W  FAT P E A S  -  -  25c
BRITL-TAK 
30cRye bread; per pkg. ...
A ll for1 p*' CORN FLAKES
2 P^Ss. ALL WHEAT 2>6c
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES- 3 0 - 3 1REGULAR DELIVERIES PROMPTSERVIOC
IN MEMORIAM
IN LOVING MEMORY of A. B Me- aforesaid Stop Signs, and such pupils Donagh, who passed away October
14, 1936.
He bade no one a last farewell; 
He said good-bye to none.
intersections unless permitted so to do 
by the members of the said Traffic 
Patrols on duty as aforesaid.
9. The members of the said Traffic
1,000’s. To be cleared out at a special 
price. Phone 96. The Courier Office.
En j o y  l if e  and eat what you like.Forget your stomach. Take W ILD ­
ER’S STOMACH POWDER. 50c and 
:$1.00 from your druggist. BWI
A  loving voice said come ' Patrols so on duty shall permit the
Sadly missed by wife and family, crossing of the said street intersec-
jl_ jp  tions by the said pupils as the motor- 
—  vehicle traffic in the vicinity thereof
OFFICIALS PLEASED 
WITH PROGRESS 
OF AIR LINES
to open up the road towards Horse Former Kelowns Lad Officer on 
Creek. The opportunity with the two First Trans-Canada Plane 
trucks was too good to be missed and ' ' '
the party spent most of the time shov- _
elling gravel. The Kelowna Creamery P^^st flight of the trans-Canada air-
JACK HERALD IS PENTICTON 
AIRWAYS CO-PILOT TO ELECT NEW
COUNCILLOR
COMING EVENTS
iix Liic vxx^ xiixy tiicicux p _ ^ „_  qatlcfaf-frirTr Mr» TYa+o again donated a supply of ice cream ways planes from Vancouver to Win- 
in their judgment reasonably permits uate which was much appreciated by the nipeg on Saturday,
Election Necessary to Replace A. 
L. MacDougall— Ed. McDon« 
aid in Field
such crossing.
10. While school pupils are crossing
Set for Passenger Service , — — ----------October 1, had
Pumps and Power Limited of Van- gelow ^a”  usual. interest to many Penticton goes to the polls Saturday,
WANTED Sea Cadet., at the Arrrmnrv T?teht«r ^ intersections before in hand proceeding quite within the quite an efficient piece of equipment. ? At a special meeting of the council
Armoury, Richter crossing the same and shall remain schedule set,” said Philip G. Johnson, In a matter of two half days it had all ^   ^ ^  city held Wednesday morning,
sireec, at a p.m._______  stopped until the said Traffic Patrols vice-president in charge of operations, the drilling done on Gather Cut, near- „  ' ] > .  _Wilson it was decided that the nrovisinne n#Ke l o w n a  Players Club organization stopped the further crossing on his return to Montreal on the com- iy forty feet of drill holes in hard lormer residents of Kelowna,
meeting, Board of Trade Rooms, Pletion of an extensive tour of inspec- rock with the expenditure of only a
WANTED— By Kelow'na Egg Agency, 
7,200 extra eggs per week, (little
ways try to give producers a square Wednesday, Oct. 26th, 8 p.m. A ll those ■ aforesaid regu^tions shall come tion between Vancouver and Montreal, 
■deal. 11-lc interested in any branch of the drama
MALE HELP WANTED
START NOW EARNING 515 to $25weekly in spare time. Sell to 
friends and acquaintances Personal 
Christmas Cards and colorful Boxes 
Assortments. Modern high quality
couple of galolns of gas.
cii K,xaix^ xx Kjx me maiiici Answcring the suggestion that pro- It is hoped in the two weeks
are urged to attend this m eetine.^ll-lc October, 1938. gress has not been rapid, Mr. Johnson to do all the rock drilling which is
By order of the Municipal Council, said: “Establishing a transcontinental urgently required at the present time.
p o s of 
mu T-. «T-i TT i j  provincial municipal act leaves no
The late Dr. Wilson Herald was an choice but to hold a bye-election in 
eye, ear,'nose and throat spelialist who the immediate future. Councillor Mac- 
resided here first in 1920. Jack Her- Doiigall has been on a three-months* 
aid attended the Kelowna schools for sick leave which has now expired 
a period of about five years before the ^d McDonald, former candidate fo r
NOTICE Kelowna, B.C., October 12th, 1938.
-------- ----------------------  C  ,-xaxx^K.xjxxxxxx^xxx.cxx XXX at m e t-xcociiL ti'iic. fom ilv  Ipft Kploixma W p  a nn+TTm - ivxuxyuJJdiu, xo im er canaioaXC lO r
G. H. DUNN, air service is a job of magnitude and A  further survey was made of_the iveiowna. ±ie is a native municipal office 1ms announced that
City Clerk, one that takes time. It is not a job route from Horse Creek to the Can­
to be hurried and in this instance yon. Unfortunately, the day turned
he w ill definitely offer himself for elec» 
tion, but other than this, no other con-
BACHELORS — For classy laundry, 1 o i £ ' work try the Kelowna Steam
cards, wonderful values. Samples f r ^ .  Laundry; repairs made free of charge. 
An early start makes success certam. punne 123 n-tfp
Write now. Greeting Card Publishing _ __________
Co., 103 Princess St., Winnipeg. 5-6c ypH O LSTER IN G  FURNITURE, loose
covers cut and made. A ll kinds ofEa r n  extra money selling Personal repairs. Chesterfields made to order.
Christmas Cards and Box Assort- Write or call A. E. Homewood. Glen- 
ments in your spare time. Easy to sell wood Ave. 11-lp
-More About-
there is justification for delay in order thoroughly wet and the survey was available which with little fixing w ill testants have come forward, to date, 
to attain complete security. It must not completed. It was established, form a route to within half a mile of although it appeared likely that some
THIEF
FAILS
D ’'
from our beautiful sample book. Un­
surpassed values. Big commissions.
Write for OUT free sample book and 
sales helps. Gehrke’s Limited, 566
Seymour St., Vancouver, B.C. 9-3c J^IBELIN PHOTO studio for your Ko-
From Page 1, Column 3
when Mi-. Lane arrived and stated the and equipping air ports, and landing 
o ^  door had been locked, a further search fields is also a matter requiring time.
49-tfc revealed the window to be broken. In addition to scheduled landing fields
Between the hours of three and six it is necessary to, have emergency
„ __ . , . o’clock Sunday morning, October 9, an landing fields so that the physical
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient unknown thief broke into the Snow problem involved in that work is an
be remembered too, that a year ago however, that there are logging roads the Canyon, 
the Trans-Canada A ir Lines existed 
only on paper.
“Since the inception of actuaL work 
it has been necessary to obtain and 
train an efficient personnel, to estab­
lish ranges, to develop and familiarize 
all pilots with such ranges and navig­
ation aids. The work of developing
bench resident will run for the office.
MATHISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
TAPANESE girl would like house service, in be^re 9 a.na., out at^5 pm. \;\ihite cafe and rifled the cash regis- important one. It w ill be appreciated 
vWork. Low wage, P.O, Box 960, Ask for our FREE enlargement card, r,H+ainincr A ic
'City. 9-2p
enlarge ent cara. obtaining between $5 and $10. A  that great care is absolutely essential 
.aJ-tfe, window at the rear of the building and the public may rest assured that 
was used to obtain admittance to the no service will be undertaken until all
l a n d  r e g is t r y  a c t
(Section 160)
IN  THE MATTER OF Lot 152 Map 
498 Osoyoos Division Yale District.
PROOF having been filed in my O f­
fice of the loss of Certificate ■ of title 
No. 52845F to the above mentioned 
lands in the name of John Metcalfe 
and bearing date 9th October, 1929:
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE of my in- phone 350.
tention at the e.xpiration of one calen- .■■i.i—.n l . i i • 11 ■...i.— i i . .... . •
dar month to issue to the said John — a 
Metcalfe a provisional Certificate of
title in.lieu of such lost certificate. Any 
person having any information with 
reference to such lost Certificate of 
title is requested to communicate with 
the undersigned.
DATED at the Land Registry Office, 
Kamloops, B.C., this 20th day of Sep­
tember, 1938.
R. A. BRADEN.
' • Registrar.
Fni? A finiTAT?!^ TiP'AT in P i i im V i in o -  & u Lu uuicu/i u iLidiiu lu uic iiu u iia i Kc i.n r f ^  ^omc cigarcttcs were also stol- details have been completed and thor-
^  en by the petty thief. oughly co-ordinated.”
p e iD-i or oDaLi. No arrests have been made as yet Mr. Johnson declined to commit
but provincial police have checked a himself to any date , for the establish- 
number of suspicious characters in ment of passenger sei rice or further 
the city. extension of mail service. The pass-
------------ — — -----— enger service would be contingent on
O F  completion of all factors, while
* » ■ * » ! ’ *  f i K Ia the mail service continues to be a 
A M V  rfc CD17T I  C matter of negotiation between Trans-
A l ^  ¥ V/V/Lji/ kjJf Ju L iL iiJ  Canada A ir Lines and the Post Office
Department.
The B.C-F.GA. has written W. A. Dealing "with other matters Mr. 
Thorne, meteorologist at Victoria, ask- Johnson said that the T. C. A. has
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
BOARD AND ROOM
Bo a r d  and Room in private home.Call 333 Richter Street, or tele-
11-lc
ing that the Okanagan be given ample now 260 employees including 36 pilots, 
warning of any sudden frost condi- Training never ceases because men 
tions or unexpected cold spells which must always keep abreast of develop-
-------  might descend on the Valley before ments. A t present one round trip
Special Thanksffiving Service is apple crop is harvested. From each day is flown between .Winnipeg
OFFERED MONDAY
M eld at TTnltAd T'hlc Present indications most of the crop and Montreal for the two-fold purpos
H eia at um tea .unuren im s  picked by the end of this week of acquainting personnel with the ter-
W eek  or certainly by the* middle of next rain and of familiarizing them with
------  week. However, many thousands of the ranges. As an example of the
Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson delivered boxes w ill remain in the orchards for speed of these daily journeys, Mr.
Date of first publication: September an inspiring message at the Thanks- days after the final picking is conclud- Johnson said that on his recent’ flight
’ ----  8-5c giving Day service held in the United ed and a sudden severe drop in temp- from Winnipeg to Montreal, the take-
___ church on Monday morning at 9 erature such as occurred in 1934 would off was at 6.00 a.m. Winnipeg time and
----- o’clock when special thanks were of- be disastrous. with three stops totalling 50 minutes,
fered for the averting of what seemed -------------------------------  arrival at Montreal was at 4.30 p.m.,
an inevitable war in Europe. His mes- MERRITT EPIDEMIC approximately nine and one-half
__ :__  sage \vas a characterization of thanks- Thirty cases of typhoid fever and one hours including stops *
Take notice that I. Gordon Daniel giving, and he urged his listeners to death, have occurred in Merritt and
22nd. 1938.
NOTICE
Herbert, of Kelowna. British Columbia, their own country to have been traced directly to raw milk. ^  ^
Commercial teacher, intend to apply to methods of living and other as- As it takes ten days fo^ the symptoms fo^ . .Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan
-  - - . . . ncpt.9 wViipVi ipnH to war.<; to show the extent of the epidemic . ...
will not be known until next week.
pects h ch lead rs.
Rev. C. E. Davis. Anglican church 
rector and Rev. W. H. Humphreys 
joined in the service which was at­
tended by members of many congre­
gations in Kelowna;
♦ The United church was beautifully
decorated for Thanksgiving and many
the Commissioner of Lands for a lic­
ence to prospect for coal, petroleum 
and natural gas over the following de­
scribed lands:
The West Half of Section 2, in Town­
ship 26. Osoyoos Division of Yale dis-
Mrs, G. S. McKenzie left last night
on a holiday.
and containing 320 acres more or less 
Dated this 26th day of September, 
1938. GORDON D. HERBERT.
donations of fruit and vegetables lent 
a harvest air to the, scene. Special 
music and anthems marked the Sun-
9-5c day services.
GAS PRICE CUT
Within ten days the retail price of 
gasoline w ill be cut in British Colum­
bia by order of the provincial govern­
ment. Making good Premier Pattullo’s 
promise of a “substantial” price reduc­
tion, the government is about to enter 
for the first time the field of public 
utility control.
....
He*s Oft h is w a y 0  0  9
1 , '
Just brimming over -with energy and good spirits, Johnny is 
on his way to Sutherland’s Bakery for a loaf of wholesome,
health-giving
AHPE^L BREAD
Contaihi^;^5% or more apples —  Get a loaf today from
:RLAND*S BAKERY
Bernard Ave. Kelowna, B. C.Phone-;;i|i?
fk [Y ‘
4 : '
FAGS BIGHT TH E  KELOW NA COURIER THUIISDAY, OCTOBEU 13, 1038
•K2
N O W  T H A T  T H E
oelder wcatlmr is coudiii; set 
more milk by feeding your cows
K. G. E.
(itegistered)
DAIRY
FEED
G E T  M O R E  EGGS
from your clilokeiis by feeding 
them
K. G. E.
(Itegistered)
LAYING
MASH
Agents for:
S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S  P A IN T S  
A N D  V A R N IS H E S
6
Free City Delivery
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCBANGE
The House of Service and Quality Phone 29
KELOWNA SEA PEACHLAND JUNIOR BOARD
HAVE PRO-REC WOULD NAME 
CENTRE THIS YEAR LOCAL SCHOOLS
“Orcnvilie" Company 1358
••Keep Wiitch”
Orders for parade:
There will be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters on Friday, 
October 14, at 7.30 p.rn. The Sliip's 
Company will parade in full uniform 
without gaiters at Headquarters oii» 
Tuesday, October 18, at 7.30 p.in.
Quartermaster: Cadet Jones.
Sideboy: Cadet Marshall.
Duty Watch for this week: Star­
board Watch.
'‘Grenvilles" are very busy these 
days preparing for the Cadet Concert 
which Is to be presented very shortly. 
The Cadets will do two turns on the 
stage. The most complicated of these, 
a farciul skit is being written by Petty 
Officer S. Tozer, P.O. Tozer is an 
able
Classes Twice Wcelcly for Men Parks and Public Buildings to
and Womcn- 
son Open
-Badminton Sea- Come Within Scope of Young 
Men of Kelowna
lun Eisenhardt, Director of the Ru- 
creational and 'PJiysical Educational 
Brunch of the Department of Educa­
tion, has announced that Pouchland 
will definitely be included in the now 
Recreational centres opening this win­
ter. Peachhmd is fortunate to have 
tills opportunity of starling a centre, 
as only a few new centres have been 
opened this year.
MAY STAGE CONTEST
Dave Chapman Enumerates Nu­
merous Persons who Might be 
Honored in Naming Buildings
C E R T IG R A D E  
C E D A R
S H IN G L E S S IM P S O N 'S
OFFER THE BIGGEST
Kelownu’.s junior board of trade, 
meeting for Its October session at the 
United church hull on Friday evening. 
Classes will' begin here the first week endorsed unanimously a resolution by
in November, on Monday and Thura- Boy Hunt, chairman of tlie civic af-
comedian as has been indicated day niglits, with botli men’.s and wo- fairs committee, asking for endorsa- 
by his renderings of comic songs at men’s classes the same two nightj, tion of a proposal to endeavor to name 
the various Cadet gatherings held in women’s classes 7.15 to 0.30 and the .public buildings and places within the 
the past. This, his latest effort, is by men’s classes 8.30 to 10. city and to empower the executive
ull indications, going to be his best. A;n organization meeting will bo ond civic aiTairs committee to carry
Local performers of note have prom- held in the Athletic Hall on Thursday, cut the necessary plans.
Ised to contribute to the program of October 20, with all men and women ^ r . Hunt spoke shortly on this plan 
the Concert which will be rounded out over sixteen invited to attend. Jack which has been consldci*cd for some 
with a motion picture of life in the Lynes, District Supervisor, of Kelow- time. The ^ chy^  schools and other 
Canadian Navy. Dates of the presonta- na, wil be present and will discuss such notable buildings would come
T^TTKTr. Tur A ikTTrTT T T-1 tlon wlll bc announced later, when all organi'zation and registration of class- within the scope of this general nam-
J C lH N S -M A N V IL L E  plans are completed. cs. mg plan, he said, and suggested that
_______________________  The chief instruetpr for this centre a contest be staged in Kelowna for
A s b e s t o s  S h in g le s  in a certain lonely Yorkshire village will be Mark Gregory, of Summer- Ihis purpose.
not one of the children has ever been land, who will be assisted by M. N, No Light Matter
a n d  R o o fin e : mside a cinema. A  traveller reports Barwick. Mr. Barwick, who conducted Before the end of the session, Dave
** that it is very quaint to hear the a class informally last wint^, took a chapman, chairman of the school
little
“O.K.,
ones say ‘|Yes, Sir,” instead of special cour^ in Physical Edimatioii board and a. guest, spoke shortly on 
Big Shot!” ■" _i
Re^iioof Values
Whether your particular job requires 
cedar, asphalt or asbestos shingles, or a pre­
pared roofing, we have it in stock . . . .  and 
remember the quality cannot be beaten at 
right prices.
JOHNS-MANVILLE ROOFING
l i l G H T — (1  P l y ) ,  p e r  r o l l i -1 0 8  ft . .............  ^ 9  S R
M E D I U M — ( 2  P l y ) ,  p e r  ro l l— 108 ft . . $3.15
H E A V Y — (3  P l y ) ,  p e r  ro l l— 108 ft . ......... $ 3 . 8 5
Asbestos shingles and slate suri^ce roofing at 
correspondingly low prices, including cedar 
shingles, which are certified as to grade.
WHY FEED HOGS ?
work at the Teachers’ Summer School the difficulties to be encountered in
naming schools and other public build­
ings, because of the history attached 
to them., The school board, he felt 
sure, would have no objection to the 
plan, providing suitable names are 
suggested, but this was a project not 
to be taken lightly.
Ten years ago the school board had 
considered this plan, but the problem
550 lbs of grain produces 100 lbs, of ketball Club, with Donald Miller as then, as now, was who was to be hon-
live hog. At 8c lb, for hogs the grain secretary-treasurer, and plans were Qj-ed! For example, Mr. Chapman enu-
is worth: made for a good season. Wednesday aerated a number of persons who
100 lbs. hog at 8c lb, ®*^ d Saturday nights are to be has- might fall within this honor roll.
------------- ------------------  , =  ?1.4G ketball nights unless games are ar- jgte Mayor D. W. Sutherland
550 lbs. grain ranged for other nights and arrange- the first teacher of the Kelowna
The value of grain when sold as pork school, was undoubtedly Kelowna’s
at various hog-price levels is shown finest mayor, he said, but which school
at Vancouver this year.
'
Sport activities for the season got 
away to a start last week as the Bad-
--------  minton Club had their official open-
GRAIN SOLD AS PORK BRINGS ing on Friday night, while the Bas- 
MORE THAN IT DOES AS GRAIN, ketball Club held their annual meet-
--------  ing on 'Thursday evening. George Ek-
HOW MUCH MORE ??? ins was elected president of the Bas-
below:
Sale Price of 
Hogs 
10c lb.
9c lb.
8c lb.
7c lb.
for Grain 
$1.82 cwtr. 
$1.64 cwt. 
$1.46 cwt. 
$1.27 cwt.
25
S. M . SitiBFSoai, Ltd.
QUALITY LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
P h o n e s :  G e n . O ff ic e ,  312 -  M i l l  O ff ic e , 313.
W. J. McROBERTS, OPTOMETRIST
—  will be at the ——
ROYAL ANNE H O TEL on SATURDAY, October 15th 
equipped to render a complete optical service.
By eliminating loss of energy caused by eye-strain, your general 
health as-well as concentration powers will as a rule be greatly 
improved as a result of properly fitted glasses and optometric 
treatments.
W. J. McROBERTS, OPTOMETRIST 
736 Granville St., - Vancouver, B.C.
nights are to be the playing mghts for would be named after him, the old 
latter club. Their opening night monstrosity serving as the senior high, 
Kctum per was most successful, with about forty or the fine new junior high building,
in attendance in spite of the busy time queried
of year. Refreshments were served xhen there was W. R. Raymer, who 
after an interesting evening’s play built the first school, was Kelowna’s 
’ * * *. . first mayor and was the school’s first
The annual Thanksgiving supper of janitor. Mr. Chapman told an amus- 
the Women’s Assdeiation of the Un- gtoiry concerning Mr. Raymer, who 
lbs. of Church, held on Friday evening for three years gave his janitor ser­
in the Municipal Hall, was well at- vices free of charge. The total school 
tended and a most successful affair, expenditure then was $42 per year but 
duced by 550 lbs. of grain alone. Cold meats, hot potatoes, with salads the trustees decided to make Mr. Ray- 
At 8c lb. 100 lbs. live hog nets .. $8.00 every kind, were followed by a mer’s salary $1.50 per month in the
L.S, cost ot 25 Ite. Shur-Gain W J?. „ _g a most attractive menu. The tables months. The irony of the situation
■.....  ■■ _ _  were, attractively decorated with au- was that at the end of that year a
325 lbs. of grain returns ....... .. $7.25 ,  .  * deficit of $1.60 showed in school ex-
And so grain is worth $7.25 A  daughter was born to and his^lL^^*^ re^
-$2.23cwt. Mrs. Frank Bradley in the Kelowna
Hospital, Sunday, Oct. 2nd. duced to tnat extent
„ , More Outstanding Namestii©rGiorG tii0 * ♦ ♦
Miiss Sheila McKay, who is attend- Another outst^ding name in school 
ing school g)t Renticton, spent tjhe affairs, said Mr. Chapman, was the late
week-end with her parents, Mr. and Thos. Lawson, and others included Mr.
Mrs. A. McKay. Biggar, N. D. McTavish and J. W.
Jones. Dr. W. J. Knox was the first 
school secretary and Mr.
WITH SHUR-GAIN ???
325 lbs. of Grain plus 
SHUR-GAIN Hog Concentrate pro­
duces the same 100 lbs. live hog pro-
325
With SHUR-GAIN, 
value of grain when sold as pork, at 
various hog-price levels, is:
Sale Price 
Hogs 
10c lb. 
■9c lb. 
8c lb. 
7c lb.
of Return per Cwt. 
for Grain 
$2.84 cwt. 
$2.53 cwt. 
$2.23 cwt. 
$1.92 cwt,
low feed costs.
SHUR-GAIN enables the farmer to 
GET MORE MONEY FOR HIS GRAIN  
Procurable only at
GROWERS’ SUPPLY
CO., LTD,
Phone 654 Ellis Street
11-lc, 19-lc
R. Lewis, who had been employed district . . .
for several months at Vernon, return- Chapman could not resist the^odd dig 
ed to his home here last week. concerning the popular doctor s hand-
. . .  writing.
David Lloyd-Jones, E. R. Bailey,
lady 
Mrs.
SHUR-GAIN Hog Concentrate con­
tains all the ingredients nwessary to Colin Smith, Mrs. Calder, the
promote rapid, healthy growth—rwith trustee on the school board.
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Penfold moved
B ff
/y P R E S S  A  B I H T O N
\\
IC E  P IC K S  A R E  O U T  
IC E  C U B E S  A R E '*I N * '
THE OLD STYLE DIAL  
IS  N O W  A '> IA S  b e e n ''
the summer months in Peachland. xreadgold who has served longer than
• * • any other trustee on the school board,
H. Ferguson, District Forest Ranger, 14 years, J. B. Knowles, W. R. Trench, 
left for his home in Penticton on Oct. George S. McKenzie and George C. 
1st, aifter being stationed here for the Bose.
summer. Many more names have equal rights
The executive* 0/ the Athletic Asso-'Jl^U ''^^^^^^ t f  S a t l ' ^ i i ‘'orde? 
ciation met on Monday evening at
the home of the president, Ted Top-. this matter is not taken iigntiy. 
ham, and arrangemehts were made _ _  .  _  _
for the use of the Hall by the Bad- ( I f  ply|M (||?|< H p A R S  
minton and Basketball clubs and the
Recreational Centre. A  request by the C p A j U f C U  T A ' I  fC
Canadian Legion for use of the hall fff A
for a dance on Nov. 11th was granted.
Rev. Nelson A. Harkness, of the
------- ' .------------------------ British and Foreign Bible Society,
gave a very interesting and profitable 
lecture on Spain in the Glenmore 
school house on Friday evening. He 
also showed fifty coloured slides on 
the destruction and tragedies of the 
Spanish war.
Mrs. Noyes, of Oyama, arrived’ on 
Friday last to spend a week with her 
daughter, Mrs. G. G. Hume.
Congregation
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
“ Do a good tiim daily!”
--------T---- TT'
^TO GET ICE A N D  PICK PROGRAMS TOD
PRESS A  BUTTON IS A LL YOU D O !I
LOW  FIRST PAYM ENT
ONLY
$ 1 0 4
New 1939 
Electric Tuning 
Model 96K
A  6 -  tube, 3 - band 
Superheterodyne with 
RCA Victor Electric 
Tuning and the finest 
domestic and foreign 
reception. S p e c i a l  
Victrola Push-Button 
Switch ' f o r  Victor 
Record Player which 
you can attach to  your 
radio and hear records 
through y o u r  loud 
speaker.
. CONVENIENT
KELOWNA ELEGTRlilllcl.
Phone 493 Kelowna, B.C.
Orders for the week ending October A larger  than usual 
15th: The troop will parade in the turned out to hear the Thanksgiving 
community hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m. service oh Sunday morning. Rev. A. 
sharp, in full uniform. c. and Mrs. Pound sang a duet which
Duty Patrol: Beavers. was much appreciated. Several boxes
* « « of apples and vegetables, as well as
A meeting of the court-of-honor was grapes, eggs and canned fruit, were 
held at the home of the scoutmaster on donated to the Hospital, while grapes 
Friday evening last, October 7. In ad- were taken to the Preventorium.
dition to the scoutmaster, the follow- ^  ^ ■ ■ _!
ing were in attendance: assistant  ^ j
scoutmaster Pete Ritchie; patrol lead- Ottawa, where h
ers, B. Bond, D. Reid; seconds, F. visit relatives and friends during
Stevens, C. Schell and D. Reith. ^ix weeks.
It was decided to hold the annual Mr. J. Drisdale, who was a guest at 
fall hike on Saturday and Sunday, j^ p^ ne of Mr. and Mrs. S. Pearson
October 22 and 23, the destination to for the past week, returned to his
be Munson’s cabin. The opening date },ome at Lumby on Monday, 
for the season was set for this coming * * •
Friday, an earlier date than last year Mr. R. C. Roe, who is on the staff 
by two weeks. of the Canadian Royal Mint, at Otta-
The possibility that the patrol lead- wa, and his brother, Mr. J. Roe, of 
ers’ conference might be at Rutland Penticton, were guests on Friday last 
this year was considered, and the at the home of their niece, Mrs. G. C. 
court-of-honor unanimously agreed to Hume. Mr. R. C. Roe, who had mot- 
accept the responsibility if Salmon ored from Ottawa, is continuing his 
Arm waives their claim. trip to Vancouver, Seattle and pther
Second Jim Duncan was definitely points in the United States, 
chosen as P.L. of the Beavers in sue- • • •
Mrs. E. Snowsell met with a 'pain­
ful accident about two weeks ago,
when she sprained a ligament above 
the ankle. She is still unable to be 
about without the aid of a crutch.
Mr. J. H. Weldon, who was ill in 
the Hospital for nearly a week, re­
turned to his home on Monday.
cession to Roddy McLeod. Appoint­
ment of a Second was left until a 
later . meeting.
A report of troop finances indicated 
that there would be a net balance in 
hand of $15.00 after all camp expenses 
were met, and this sum was expected 
to be sufficient to carry the troop 
along until next annual concert.
Members of the court-of-honor hav­
ing learned in advance that the meet­
ing was being held on the birthday of 
the scoutmaster’s wife, took occasion 
to present her with. an attractive cake 
plate as an expression of appreciation 
and thanks for the many cakes to 
which the boys have done ample jus­
tice in past seasons at previous meet­
ings of the court-of-honor.
W e Offer
Subject to Prior Sale
Approximately $58,000.00 Creston School District 
5% Bonds due July 1, 1958 (o f which $37,000.00 
have been sold by us to date). Price 105 and accru­
ed interest, to yield 4.6%. Denominations, $1,000.
Total School debt approximately $78,000.00. Assessed value of 
lands as security for above issue approximately $2,225,000.00. Mill 
rate to pay upkeep, Sinking Fund and Interest approximately 18 mills.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds 
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
COAL
B U ILD E R S’
SU P P LIES
T IL E
BRICK
Manufacturers
INSULATION
FOR ALL USES
Order your winter supply now!
— for —
SERVICE AND SATISFACTION
W m . H A U G  m i S O N
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
T H E C O R P O R A T IO N  OF T H E  C IT Y  O F  
K E L O W N A
T O
P r o p e r t y  d w n e r s
SAVE
Ten Per Cent
PENALTY
by paying your
on or before
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19
11-lc
L earn  th e  New QUAKER M ethod 
o f E asy  B read  Baking with 
QUAKER FLOUR
Send in the coupon below and see for yourself
how simple it is to bake delicious, nourishing, ___ __________ __
fluffy bread and rolls every time, with g'//<*r/er 
the work — in half the time with Quaker Flour 
and The Quaker Method of Easy Bread Baking I 
Quaker Flour is the finest all-purpose flour 
money can buy, specially milled from the finest 
Canadian wheat* and guaranteed to give you 
complete satisfaction dr your money„refunded.
* ln  case you do not know  i t— Every g ra in  o f  wheat is washed a n d  
R E W A S H E D  in  fresh, pure w ater from  our own A rtesian welts.
B uy  Quaker F lo u r  today.
Qualier Fbur
Always the Same iw  Always the Best
*$5.00 every
week for best 10 
entries telling in 2 S 
words orless" W hy 
I like Quaker Flour 
and The Quaker 
Method o f  Easy 
Bread BakinR.”  T c  
help you win, get . 
this booklet
FREE
r - -
HO
The Quaker Gats Company, Dept. F63 Saskatoon, Sask.
Please send me FREE mj; copy o f  your booklet, "The Quaker 
Method o f  Easy Bread Baking”
Nam e-............................................ :.................................... ..............
Street............................................ .................................. ................
City.................. :.................. ..................... Prov.............................. .
“No, I’m sorry, I can’t marry you heart-broken swain.
-but I will be a sister to you.” ' “Not at all—I became engaged to, 
“That’s impossible!” gasped the your brother last night.”
'J'lIUHSDAY. OCTOBKU 13, lU3a THE KELOW NA COURIER PAGE N INK
Current Beat Sellers 
and Renters
R E A D  
T H E M  for lOc
"THE MEN I K ILLED"
— F. P, Cro/icr
"NEVEIl ANO'J'HER MOON"
—Holt'll Toppiiij; Miller
“HAND ON HER SHOUI-DER" 
—Margaret Widdornoi
"NIGHT MUST END”
—Margaret I’ rice
"mRESFONSIBLE"
—H. L. Gates
"DAUGHTER FOR TOMI"
—Peggy O’Moore
"YOUNG MAN WITH A  HORN" 
—Dorothy Baker
MORRISON’S
LIltRARY & NEWH STAND 
Asonta for Vancouver Sun.
BOOSTS FOR HELP 
ON NARAMATA ROAD
II. V. Craig Wants Impetus This 
Fall to Push Road Along
"'J'lic boost you gave us Uii;: spring 
never died down, other organization.*! 
followed .suit and we were able to get 
through two miles of tough rock 
work," deeliired H, V. Craig to the 
junior bo.'ird on Fi'iday evening’.s Oc­
tober nieetin;;. Mr. Crai/t i.s jirime 
mover of the Naraniala road plan and 
this was file topic on which he ad- 
dres.sed the younj; men’,s organization, 
One-(iuarler mile of construction is 
needed to r<>aeh Horse creek and then
FIRST ARRIVAIS FROM CANADA MEETING HEARS 
SAllSFACTORY IN QUAIITY, PRICE
Old Country Apple Export Deal 
Opened Middle of September 
With Ready Sales Reported
Tile Canadian ajiple export si'ason 
Jias ojiened in liivei'iiool witli ttie ar­
rival of about .'10,000 paelcages of fiuif, 
including 24,250 barrels of ajiples from 
Nova Scotia and a very satisfactory 
.sale is to be reported.
Diseliarge of tlie cargo eoniinenced
Ching to Coach
. .. <1 II r • . L early on Tuesday morning, Septemberthere are live miles of ea.sy going, he j., ,.„„„i,i„n and appeanuiee of the
first barrels examined were quitesaid.
..afbilTi j r / - ; , " r  » ..rocked,., h
‘  o I .I.-, Liecame evident that tlie cargo
cannot put over." V."" ••• V "'" '" “  V*‘“  '""''‘'V
chairman of tlie Nara- « «  degrees, but someEd Harvey 
ala road ce 
board, urged members to turn out for
mala roa  committee of the junior registered as high as 70 degrees
‘ . 1'. On the whole, however, tlie eitrgo
______________________________________a work narlv on Siindav. Oetober 0 eonsidere^d to be warm, and------------------------------------- - Udu ig 111 o consjderatioii the genera
THtt "COURIER” FOR JOB PRINTING the year. condition, the fruit should stand
up very well until it passes into eon-
..............   ■" r .— '.--------- r ' -----------— j-----Lj; !____ sumption.
The ship carried a deck load the
Brown eoiitiiiiicd wliile the vegetable 
grower obtiiins $3();).()()() amiuiillv, for 
a total of ,f!)10,000. The fruit grower 
reeeivi's aiipro.x irualely half of the 
cost of pl.iemg tlie fruit available for 
■m/BV-i a »T V /--v f 'i k -m w vr trade, wliile the railways ri-ap aA W I I I I  A I I V " f  $;i.000.000 and the ocean
i T I l j J r i i l  1  uners another $1,:F..'-),0U0 from the I i aiis-
_____ _ port of Oluin.'ig.in proiluee.
 ^ i"' !■>  ^he diiiMei* which was scrvi'd theGeorge E Brown Gives Conser- junior board was an all-Kelowna pro-
vativc Estimate of $1,550,000 duel. Mr. Brown jioinis out, and later 
for Total Kelowna Payrolls '• of thanks was ji.i.ssed to the
______ .» W.A. of the United elnireh which pro-
What tlie industries of Kelowna y*tled the dinner, to ,1. W. Hughes for 
means to tlie eomiminity and tlie a- conations of gr.-ipes, RowelitTe Can- 
mount of payroll wliieli keeps tliis eity *^ or tomato jiiiei', and tlie Kelow-
alive, was given an airing at tlie juii- ^'oaniery l,td. for iee ereani.
I‘'ricii(lly Ri'hitioii,s
"Her SOM ami Mr. got on very
well logetlier except when they hud 
<iuari'ek'd." R''j»oil of polie*' court 
case.
Cleans Dirty Hands
I:./
ior bo;ird session in the United eliureii 
hall on Friday niglit, October 7, by 
George E. Bi-owii, ineinber, and ac- 
eoiinlaiit at tlie B.C. Tree Fruit Board 
olTice.
Mr. Brown estimated tlie annual 
payroll paid by retail stores, garages, 
.lirofe.ssional olTiees, iiaeking plants, 
canneries, sawmills and oilier similar 
places of busiiie.ss to be at least 
1)00 annually. This llgure had been 
compiled rougJiIy, lie said, and lie con- 
.sidered it a conservative estimate.
He urged the employers present to 
co-operate willi the junior board in 
its endeavor to obtain accurate infor­
mation relative to tlie industries of 
Kelowna, tlie jjayroll and the amount 
of purchases made by retail and other 
stores and businesses.
I f  tills fund of' information could be
Buy This Week
Cars
HUDSON d»-j
SEDAN ..........  «D 'X U U
ESSEX
ESSEX diO/l ft
COACH ...........
FORD dJQ O ft
SEDAN ..........
PLYMOUTH (g >1 fyjr
SEDAN ..........
PLYMOUTH
COACH ..........  t  D
and Save 
Money!
Trucks
MAPLE LEAF 
1^  TON   tDO I D
DUALS $550
CHEVROLET 
EXPRESS .....
FARGO
EXPRESS   • JdD
INTERN AT’L <DQOft 
% TON ..... ....
SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY ^
DODGE E X P R E SS—
d d  A bargain at .............  ............. ^ d x U
BEGG MOTOR CO.. LID.
BERNARD AVE. PHONE 232 KELOW NA.
It looks as if the days of broken Brown pointed out, it
temperature of which was lower, bones and fancy stitching are over for to great advantage in
ranging around 62 to G3 degrees F. chine Tnhn,.nn AHOAriT f over for Vancouver to show the purchasing 
A  large part of the cargo was sold Johnson, ABOVE, for many power of this Okanagan valley and to
at auction on Wednesday morning, o mainstay of New York Ran- indicate tlie amount of jnirchascs
and the range of prices was excellent, gers in the National Hockey League which is made by the Okanagan from 
the average exceeding that of the first and last year with the Americans metropolis.
.sale at Liverpool last season by about will r^v,' • * General businesses in Kelowna con-
4/6d or over $1.00 per barrel. ■ spend the coming winter tribute about $900,000 to the payrolls
In the packs of Williams Red and ii^asler-minding the Minneapolis Mil- of the community, while the packing 
Early- Williams there were some slack the American association. He houses supply another $400,000. The
packages, and while tights realized signed a one-year contract that takes balance of the $1 ..5.50,000 is made up by 
from 19/9 to 23/-, the slack ranged him back to the city in which he fin-■....— ’ 1....— J wiiien lie iiii fjjgtrict the fruit grower is
paid $70.5,000 for his tree fruits Mr.
several shillings lower. u- *
It was not expected that Duchess_______ amateur career.
would realize values equal to the 
other varieties, and while the number 
of barrels was small, the selling price 
ranged from 13/- to 15/9. There were 
a number of slack packages. A  few 
Emperors realized 14/6 to 16/.
McIntosh, while small in quantity, 
realized the top market price at 38/- 
for No. 1. 2^, while Cox Orange in 
half barrels at 19/- were equal in 
value.
The hamper pack was also quite a 
feature of the market, and while the 
quantity was small at 1,810 packages, 
values ranged from 7/6 to 11/6 with 
Domestic Duchess touching bottom 
at 6/6 and Cox Orange reaching the 
maximum at 12/9 per hamper.
RUTLAND TRUSTEES EMPOWERED 
TO s ™  $1 4 , 0 0 0  ON AromoN
Increase Expenditure on Exten- day. Oct. 9, Rev. S. N. Dixon taking
4-^  c „ i__ii/r-11 the service. The church was tastefullyto Primary School Mill decorated for the occasion, and con-
Rate Will Remain Same
, A  special general school meeting
____was held in one of the classrooms on
A  small quantity of British Colum- Thursday evening, Oct. 6th, to em- 
bia boxes ex ss. “Duchess of Bedford” power the trusteeis to increase the
tributions of fruit and vegetables for 
the Kelowna Hospital were received 
from the children.
iTinnni«4dt4L*iiii(it4iTnRininninTTnTnTTixirrniTTT7TTznn7niatii**ii*<iiiiii4fnnnnnnTninu4t«i«UTiiiTinnnnnz7X7TninniiiiiiuinTXTRinnniniTnnnnxninnni
Scoop, Sensational Offer
FOR ONE HOUR ONLY—4, to 5 p.m.—SAT,, Oct. IS
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AT
$ 1 5  E lg ita Hydro Approved  De Luxe  
Electric
S h a v e r
O N  
S A L E  
O N L Y
By arrangement with the manufacturer of 
this nationally advertised dry shaver w6 are 
allowed a limited number only. Enjoy this 
convenience at a sensible price. GET YOURS 
IMMEDIATELY!
WOMEN, TOO, WILL WELCOME 
THIS IDEAL AID IN PERSONAL 
DAINTINESS
Precision built, chrome-plated head, Plaskon 
case, double cutting edge, non clogging, self- 
sharpening, handsome leather pouch.
AC - DC CURRENT.
If You Can’t Attend Sale, Deposit Money Before and Shaver 
Will Be Held for You. Order Yours now!
Here is a dependable razor that delivers the utmost in shaving satis­
faction—no water—no blades—no soap—no brush Will pay for itself 
in reasonable time. Nothing else to buy. 
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE BY THE MANUFACTURER 
NO CATCH TO THIS—JUST PAY $3.59 AND IT’S YOURS!
No charges. No C.O.D.’s at this price.
Sold Exclusively by
T h o m s o n ’s  J e w e l r y
K E L O W N A  ,
LIM IT ONE PER CUSTOMER — Mail Orders Accepted, Add 15c
Pleads for Peace
Rev. A. C. Pound, Mrs. Pound and 
Col. W. H. Moodie left by car on
realized good prices, but the season amount to be expended upon the new InnSVeTti^rS^the^P^esby^^^^ 
for this pack has not yet got into its extension to the primary school. E. meeting ot ttie Presbytery.
stride, and it w ill not be until arrivals Mugford was chosen chairman. ~  ^ ~
reach normal volume that the market The Proyiricial Government having Johnnie: "Mum, what would you do 
can be correctly gauged. Gravenstein, agreed to increase its contribution to i f  somebody broke your best jug?” 
fancy grade, averaged 11.1/-, Grimes the cost of the new school from $5,000 Mother: "I d give him a good spank- 
Golden fancy 10.83/-, and McIntosh, to $6,000, the money to be paid oyer ing and send him to bed without any 
extra fancy 14.53/, fancy 13;4/- a box. at the beginning of the next financial supper.” '
Supplies of American apples were year, a resolution was unanimously Johnnie: “Well, Dad’s just broken 
lighter than at first expected owing passed authorizing the trustees to bor- it.”
to the delay in arrival of the ss. “Fran.- ^°w that amount on a short term loan ----- ^ ^ ----------------- r
conia” which is carrying 7,684 barrels, repayable in the spring. The addition- 
2,915 boxes, and 9,iS18 hampers. The al thousand dollars required by the 
non-arrival of this fairly large supply District it was agreed to take from 
o f fruit curtailed the offering very the $2,000 surplus in hand from last 
considerably and undoubtedly assisted year. The total cost of the building 
the strong enquiry for the Nova Scotia under the revised plan will be 
shipment. Small quantities of Ameri- $14,000.
can apples, however, were available The' estimates passed at the annual 
ex ss. “American Importer”, consisting meeting in July would have necessi- ‘ 
of Jonathan, King David, Greenings tated a small increase in the mill rate, 
and Grimes Golden. Jonathan topped t)ut by some economies here and 
the market at from 33/- to 37/6 per there and postponement of repayment 
barrel, and the remaining varieties re- of a small loan of $700, the trustees 
alized around 34/6, 24/- and 22/- re- were able to present revised estimates 
spectively. at this meeting -that would enable
A  few boxed Jonathan from Calif- them to keep the mill rate down to 
ornia were also offered and realized the same as in the previous year, viz. 
from il/9 to 14/6. . 9.7. This revision was adopted with-
The ss. “Letitia” brought to the out dissent 
Glasgow market the first sizeable Votes of thanks were extended by 
cargo of apples from British Colum- the meeting to School Inspector A. S. 
bia, and while very good prices ruled Matheson and the trustees for their 
for McIntosh and the best sizes of work in connection with the enlarge- 
Wealthy sold at very satisfactory lev- ment of the school. The meeting ad- 
els, the small sizes of this variety and jburned at the. comparatively early 
a rather mixed lot , o f Cox Orange re- hour of 9 p.m. 
alized much lower levels. • * * ■*
The average selling prices for each Friends of Mrs. Wm. Hardie will 
variety were as follows:— regret to learn that she is seriously
McIntosh, extra fancy 15.07/-, fancy the Kelowna Hospital. Latest
13.23/-; Wealthy, fancy, 12.72/-; Grav- ®^P°^ ^^ s are favourable and a speedy 
enstein, fancy, 6.65/-; Cox Orange, ^^^cpvery is hoped for.
extra fancy, 8.8/-, fancy, 8,4/-, cee, Campbeir arrived home last
■ • ■ i  T 4 , ’ week from the Queen Charlotte Is-
A  small quantity of McIntosh ^ ex ss. lands, where he has been in the em- 
Empress of Australia’’ sold in South- pjo t^e B. C. Packers, Ltd., since 
ampton, sizes ranged from 198 to 252,. March last. George’ states that the 
and the average value of extra fancy climate of the Okanagan is much more 
was 12.43/-, fancy 12.2/- per box. to his liking than thlit of the Islands,
Pears where the standard weather forecast
The market for pears has not been is that “a storm is approaching” from 
very active, and although supplies are one difection or another! 
not excessive, some recession in values _  . * * *
has taken place. Offerings of about Harvest Festival services were held 
1,2000 half-barrels of Clapps Favorite Sunday, Oct. 9, at the United 
from Nova Scotia on the Liverpool the church interior being
market met with a good demand, specially decorated for the occasion 
prices ranging from ,10/- to 11/9 ac­
cording to grade and size.
)
SAME FINE 
QUALITY
B Y  T M C
Oi Oidz
P I L S E N E R
P ro u d ly  m a in ta in in g  the  
■ame fine quality that Won 
tw o  f ir s t  p rize s  at the  
B r it is h  E m p ir e  B re w e rs  
Exposition, London, 1936.
VANCOUVER BREWERIES
tllMUTED
Miss Ellen Wilkinson, Laborite mem- 
with a profusion of flo\yers and fruits of the British parliament, shown
____ _______ bf the field. Special music was ren- in a fiery address to a crowd of thou-
Ontario Bartletts in hampers were choir and Rev. A. C. N. sands in Trnifalgar Square which met
also in gbod demand at 10/6 to 11/3, M.A., preached a special
also British Columbia Flemish Beauty Thanksgiving serinon. in a deinonstr.ition to “save the peace”
from 9/3 to 10/-, but a larger volume of Eiiropr.'. Meetings like this took
of Californian Hardy and Bartletts heW \ „ ' ’ ‘ 'e ,ijW ?bl?” y o ? i „ f  pfenie
were sold somewhat more slowly at Thanksgiving Day Oct. 10th . Mini.sler f  harnberlam and his cabinet
10/- to 12/6. met to dei'ide ways and means of pre-
On the London market demand is Rev. Nelson Harkness,. secretary of renting a -var over Adolf Hitler’s 
rather sluggish, supplies appear to be the British and Foreign Bible Society, Czechc ■ lov.;>’:;an demands,
plentiful and prices tend to rule lower gave an interesting lecture in the Un- ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■
than last week. ited Church on Monday evening on '
Plums from Ontario have not found “The Tragedy in Spain,” illustrating 
any very active demand at Liverpool the talk with fifty beautiful colored 
or London, and the limited quantities slides. A fter the lecture a meeting of 
available are moving rather slowly, the local Bible Society was held at 
Ontario Archdukes, at 7/-, Damsons at which the following officers were el- 
7/6 to 8/6, and Reine Claudes are be- ected: President. W. D. Rae; Vice- 
ing offered for sale but prices are not President, Miss M. Kidd; Secretary- 
yet available. Treasurer, Miss Eileen Pound.
----- , .
All the Vowels Mrs. R. Gibb, mother of Mrs. Del-
The word “facetious” is peculiar in Parker, is seriously ill in the Ke- 
that it contains all the vowels in order Io'wtih Hospital, and two daughters,
_______ • ■ Mrs. Jack Morrison of Burnaby and
Husband: “What an age you’ve been Burchall of New Westminster,
standing at the door talking—just on 
an hour!”
arrived form the Coast during the 
past few days and are staying at the
THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTROL 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Wife: “Yes, it was Mrs. Gibb—she home of Mr. and Mrs^ Del. Barber.
hadnt time to come in.” Miss Eileen Pound attended the
«.T u ,1. i T 1 ■ , Young People’s Conference held at
j  Penticton on Monday, Oct. 10, as lughter to take up the flute instead ^
of the piano. Why was that?
“ Well, he knew that if she played 
the flute she couldn’t sing at the same 
time!”
o f ”the*^Diano^^^ h”v w*l« Rutland United This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the LiquorChurch Y .P . S.
Harvest services were held at the Control Board or by the Govern- 
Anglican Church, St. Aldan’s, on Sun- ment of British Columbia.
^  ^ PHEASANT 
SEASON
O P E N S  
S A T U R D A Y
OCT. 15th
DON’T FORGET TO EN TER YOUR PHEASANT IN 
SPU R R IER ’S PRIZE FOR TH E LONGEST TAIL.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING IN 
GUNS AND AMMUNITION
Reconditioned 12 Guage Double Barrelled HU
Shotguns, for as low as ....................................
12 Ga, Meteor Shells ...... ...............  $1.15
12 Ga. Canuck Shells ......................  $1.25
Let us repair or recondition your guns for you.
— Guaranteed Repairs —
Why not start your boy off this year with a new single barrelled 
Winchester 12, 16 or 20 ga. shotgun—A wonderful little gun and 
costing only $15.00 new. This gun won the Grand American Handi­
cap with a score of 195 out of a possible 200.
Spurrier's
Phone 87 Bernard Ave.
Maple Leaf Hockey Star, Sylvanus Apps, 
goes in Training »  Eats Muscie -Building 
QUAKER OATS
*'Sy l” Apps, famous Toronto 
Maple Leaf Hockey Player says, 
"Hockey mkes plenty o f  strength 
and energy— Quaker Oats helps 
me get it!”
Everyone needs the muscle­
building proteins, the energy 
creating carbohydrates contained 
in delicious Quaker Oats. It is 
now known, too, that oatmeal 
is the richest thrifty source  
o f  that precious health and nerve 
food— "Thiamin” (Vitamin Bi), 
Perfect health is not possible 
without it. Y ou  should have 
"Thiamin” daily because it is not 
stored in the body,and, remem bet, 
only Quaker Oats contains health­
ful Vitamin "D ”, Order Quaker 
Oats from your grocer today.
•Oi,
SOYS!
GIRLS!
Watch for thril- 
linsnews of the 
niew. Maple Leaf 
Bantain Hockejr 
Club, officially 
affiliated with 
Toronto Maple 
Leafs. FREE 
Hockey Gifts 1 
Start now  to  . 
save Quaker  
Oats box tops.
T9E WHOU FAMILY 10VE$ CRFAMY 
< 4UAKCR OATS -  IT GIVES US EXTRA 
’ C^ P AND STREN6TN- HELPS THE CHILDREN 
GROW BIG, STRONG/YET EACH 
GENEROj^S BREAKFAST COSTS LESS 
THANT «....
ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS MAKE
&
GO HAND-IN-HAND
Farmers who make quality their aim by fertilizing with 
Elephant Brand Fertilizers, not only produce better crops 
year after year, but also reap the rich reward of bigger 
yields and better profits.
Elephant Brand Fertilizers are a quality builder, but 
they also increase yields. Thus you profit in two ways. 
Fertilization is your insurance of Y IE L D  plus Q U A L IT Y  
year after year.
Manufactured at Trail, B.C., by the
MINING
AND
SMELTING COMPANY
OF C A N A D A  L IM IT E D
Distributed in British Columbia 
by Buckcrfield’s Ltd., Vancouver, 
who will answer any inquiry.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna 
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna - '
Growers’ Supply Company, Kelowna 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, Kelowna 
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Limited, Kelowna 
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna 
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna
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GREAT
OPENING SALE
STARTING OCTOBER 14th
COX’ S EMPORIUM
We welcome all our old and new customers to our new 
location in the old Post Office building opposite 
the Empress Theatre.
WALL PAPERS BORDERS ‘ Va PRICE
COPPER WASH BO ILER S— Reg. $.L75, for   $2.79
ROASTERS—Keg. $I..SO. for ................  $1.19
ROASTERS—Keg. $^ ..S(), f,,r ................  $2.95
ROASTERS—Keg. $2.50, for ................  $1.95
VACUUM BO TTLES ...............................  28c
COCO DOOR MATS ................................... 45c
COCO DOOR MATS—Keg. 90c, for ........ 79c
WEDGEWOOD DINNER SE T S—Keg. $39. for $29.75
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS -  TOYS 
WHILE SALE IS ON AND SAVE 20%.
ADULTS ASKED TO 
AID SCHOOL PATROL
MISSION HALL
RECEIVES GIFT
I*LAN l Oll W INTIJl I'AIH A IT L i;
i:x iiin iT S
I ’ r i4 im ii ia iy  plaii.s fo r  an e x l i ib i t io i f  
o f  u])|)leK a t th e  w i i i t e i ' fa ir  in V a n -
Bert M e Kim Speaks to Bosses’ 
Night Junior Board Meeting
"Tile r.cfioolljoy Iralfie patrol la be- 
in/; iiiau/jurated on October 18 to give 
the .srliot)! pupil.a an education in traf- 
llc control and to make them trairic 
conaeiouH,” declared liert McKim, 
chairman of tlie Kelowna junior board 
tralfic eommittei;. to the tnonthly
Mayor O. L. Jones
He may be known as the Mayor of city council ten years ago and has likely to be mucli extended. Biiclmin- 
Kelowna to many persons but to men sei ved continuously with the excep- ton will be startin/; soon, and junior
and women who are in difllculty, to tion of one year. For the past three basketball is deilnitely a prosj)ect with
foreif'ners who llnd the ways of Can- years lie lias been chief ma/;istrate. hH the equiimient already propared. 
meetin/; of tlie or/;anization on Friday adians in this big country exceedingly He has served on the Kelowna lies- Weekly dancing cla.sses are now being
night. difficult to understand, he mi/;ht well pUal Society board for three; years; is hWen under the direction of Miss
“1 ask all of you to assist in this ef- be termed Father Confe.ssor. a past president of Toe II and still lT f‘<-icn of Kelowna. In addition, a
fort, for the control of children pedes- Mayor O. L. Jones has been living retains ofllce on the executive; is a I'C'gular .series of community dances
trian traffic. Stop witli llie children on this earth nearly half a century jiast president of the Ca-adian Legion. piomt.sed iind we liope for
until the road is clear. Tlie idea is but lie has retained a youthful figure Kelowna bwuicli, holding the office entertainments from the
to brin/' up the children to a con- and countenance and might well be the year the fine new buildin/; was dramatics club,
sciou.sness of traffic laws and liave taken for a man many years younger, erected; past prcsicjenl of llie Retail
them inbedded in the youngsters from His flr.st vision was in the small yil- Merchants’ Bureau; president of the 
an early age. lage of Newborough on the equally Imperial Veterans Association; presi-
"Oii Richter street, from Bernard tiny Isle of Anglesey, in Wales, and dent since inception of the Okanagan
avenue to Wolseley avenue, the street his early trainiu/; was devoid of Eng-
couver have now been laid. Major M.
Tlie Community Hall association has V. McGuire, manager of tlie Okana- 
I'eceived a /;lft of four tables, tiresent- /'an Federated .Slii/ipers association 
ed by Mrs, J. 11. Thompson, and tliis states on his return from Vancouv'er. 
addition to the equipment of tlic hall Tlie association will be sfagiiig an 
will be much ap/neciatvd. The li.se of ample display of its own, 
the hall during its second senson is .
Diving wliere Patroclus compares the fall of
The earliest reference to the prac- Hector’s charioteer to the action of 
tice of diving occurs in the Iliad, a diver diving for oysters.
is marked into scliool safety zones, lish entirely. He con still read and 
Slow down and give tlie patrol a write his native language fluently 
chance." but, with half the opportunities, has
Mr. McKim outlined briefly the mastered the English language to a 
pint the junior board played in organ- degree far higher than most, 
izing tlie patrol, with ttie principals. The Courier reporter asked Owen, 
scliool board and city council. The as he is known to his best friends, 
junior board is providing equipment about his early ambition. .He hesitated 
lor the patrol and has also arranged awhile and spoke of a young boy’s 
to have certain increments for the pat- dream of being a sailor. That was 
rol members. natural enough as a big percentage of
'I'his patrol does not interfere with the population in his native village 
vehicle tralfic. Mr. McKim .stated, but was compri.sed of roving sailors, 
controls the pedestrian school traffic But he was quick to change this 
and regulates cro.ssing of streets. opinion. Practically from early child-
----------------------------  hood he has been inbred with the de-
Auritie (on a visit): “How time flies! sire to fight for the common people. 
I ’ve been here three weeks, and it He is an idealist, this Welshman, and 
only seems like three days.” longs to help all mankind who have
Small niece: “But daddy says it not enjoyed the bountiful fruits of
.V/''
mm
n ^
i W ' l l i l
seems like three years
SERVICE STATIONS
AND YOUR T O W N
¥ N  T R Y I N G  to tell you  som ething m ake their liv in g  b y  b u y in g  goods in  
about the oil business, w e  do not large  quantities and selling to y o u  in  
ask you  to believe that it is ru n  b y  sm aller quantities, ch arg in g  you  m ore, 
superm en w h o  never m ake niistakes; o f  course, than they paid  so that they  
how ever, w e  believe it is at least as m ay  cover the cost o f  the service they
efficient and as ab ly  d irected as other 
im portan t industries w here  com peti­
tion  dem ands good  service at reason­
able cost.
render, and earn  a rew ard  fo r  their  
labo r and enterprise.
T h e  a v  e r a g e  storekeeper sells 
o rd in a ry  goods at a gross p ro fit  o f  
A  critic ism io ften  directed at ou r 25%  to  3 0 % . W e ll ,  y o u r  n e igh bo r-  
industry  is that w e  have spent too in g  service station operator gets no  
m u ch  m oney on  qu r service stations—  m ore, and sometimes less. In  m an y  
"T h e re  must be b ig  profits in  gasoline cases he w o u ld  not be able to c a rry  on  
w h en  the com panies can  affo rd  all his business i f  he depended on ly  on  his 
those stations.”  T h a t  is w h a t  people pro fits fro m  gasoline; that is one rea -  
sometimes say. J son w h y  he sells oil and other p roducts
. . . 1 w  services. T h a t, too, is a reason
. . f k  «  ^ t u r a l  fo r  yo u  to ^ K y  in  m any  cases the oil com panies
th ink  this i f  you  have n ot been to M  dealer to keep his p lace b r igh t
the facts. F ran k ly , adm it it is w e  attractive b y  p ro v id in g  signs and
w h o  are to b lam e i f  
the truth.
I^ou d on ’t k n o w
T o  begin  w ith , the oil com panies 
d id  not bu ild  all the service stations 
y o u  see around the country . T h e  oil 
com panies o w n  less than 12 out o f  
every  100 o f  the places w here gasoline 
is sold. P rivate enterprise and private  
cap ita l — y o u r fe llow -tow n sm en , fq r  
instance —  o w n  the great m a jority  o f  
them .
b y  pa in tin g  his premises. B u t  do  not  
th ink  that just because a p lace is 
painted  in  the oil com p an y ’s colors it 
is o w n ed  b y  the oil com pany. In  m ost 
cases that is n o t so.
A r e
s ta tion s}
th e re  t o o  m a n y  serv ice
Such people have invested their 
' m oney  in a retail business enterprise in  
y o u r  com m unity , and w h at has been  
the result?— brigh t, attractive, h igh ly  
specialized "stores” , w here m otorists 
ca!n b u y  the brands o f  gasoline, oils, 
tires, batteries and other things they  
p re fe r— "stores”  that invite visitors to  
stop fo r  a w h ile  in  y o u r  to w n  and to 
spend their m oney  there, thus help ing
Som e m ay  th ink  so, b u t  it m igh t  
also be argued that there are too m an y  
butchers and bakers, too m an y  farm ers, 
m echanics, law yers  and doctors. H o w  
w o u ld  it benefit y o u  to have fe w e r  
o f  them? W h a t  w o u ld  you  do w ith  
the peop le  displaced fro m  occupation?  
P u t them  on relief? T h en  the taxes 
o f  those still occupied  w o u ld  have to  
be increased, and  w o u ld  offset any  
theoretical "econom ies.”
there
So do  n o t assume that because
are m an y  service stations” you .
to m ake your com m u n ity  m ore p ros- as a cpnsum er o f  gasoline, are "p a y in g
perous^— "stores" that give em p loy ­
m ent to men w h o  m igh t otherw ise be 
unem ployed, to y o u r  cost as a tax ­
p ayer— -"stores”  that p rov ide  restrooms 
and conveniences that m igh t otherwise  
have to be paid  fo r  fro m  the tax  reve­
nues o f  you r com m un ity . ,
the
lS^o^v w h a t do these stores cost the  
gasoline buyer?
p ip e r ."  "Serv ice  stations” p ay  
taxes on  land that m igh t otherw ise be  
n on -p ro d u c tiv e , they p rov ide  neces­
sary service, they  g ive  em p loym ent  
and t h e y . c ircu late  m oney  in  y o u r  
district. A l l  this is to  y o u r  advantage  
and entails n eg lig ib le  addition  in  cost 
o f  gasoline to the consum er.
T h e  fa c t  that the price  o f  gasoline  
in  B ritish  C o lu m b ia  com pares so fa v o r -  
Y o u  k n o w  that you r butcher, a b ly  w ith  prices elsewhere shou ld  alone  
y o u r  grocer, y ou r h ardw are  m an, all be enough  to p rove  this.
PETRO LEUM  INDUSTRIES 
O F  BRITISH C O L U M B IA
BRITISH AMERICAN OBL CO. LTD. 
B.C. FUEL COMPANY LTD.
HOME OIL DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
IMPERIAL OIL LTD.
SHELL OIL CO. OP B.O. LTD. 
SIGNAL OIL CO. LTD.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF B.C. LTD. 
TEXAS CO. OF CANADA LTD.
UNION OIL CO. OF CANADA LTD.
^bis is one o f  a senes o f advertisements telling you about the services and 
operations o f the Petroleum Industries o f British Columbia.
■ -rav!.'. -
M
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nature as those more fortunate.
“ I see on one hand, nature and its 
prolific abundance. But hand in hand 
and side by side, there is extreme 
poverty. It has been a conviction 
vifith me from my early days in Lon­
don that mankind is foolish to let 
such conditions exist. I f  there is a 
famine, mankind cannot overcome the 
deficiencies of nature. But there is 
no famine, and it is only man’s stup­
idity which allows an abundance on 
the one hand and extreme poverty on 
the other.”
As he spoke, it was plain that Owen 
Jones is firm in his own beliefs. To
see other persons suffer, makes him . . .
suffer. And it is no false cloak to most ardent supporters, 
be discarded at a moment’s notice. In politics, Mr. Jones has played a
In addition to his belief in the prominent part in the work of the
A reminder of the approach of the 
pheasant f»!iooUn/i sciison has been af­
forded by intermittent fusikulcs at 
the south end of tlie Mission, where 
local sjoorlsmen liave been practisin/; 
at the traps on the Bourhe placo. The 
bird.s are reported to be plentiful and 
well-/;rown, and quail are on tlie in­
crease after jtn apparent scarcity in
the two previous seasons.
• <* * '
Mrs. Goldcr, of Toronto, arrived 
hero last week for an extended visit
as the /;uest of Mi.ss M. Page.
* •
Miss Primrose Walker left last week 
on a hunting trip for several diiys on 
the far side of the lake, accompany­
ing Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Dalziel, of Ok­
anagan Landing.
Get Wise to 
Constipation!
When you’re constipated, It'G a 
great temptation to be satisfied 
with quicK relief. But physics 
may become a habit. Ami they 
don't keep constipation from re­
turning. It ’s so much bettor to get 
at the cause of tho trouble.
I f  you cat what most people do, 
thing thochances lixo tho only 
matter Is you don’t get enough 
“bulk'' And “bulk” doesn’t mean 
hoiu much you cat. It  means a 
kind of food that Isn’t consumed 
In tho body, but leaves a soft 
“ bulky” mass in tho Intestines 
and helps a bowel movement.
What to do? Eat a little Kel­
logg’s All-Bran for breakfast
every day and drink plenty of 
water. This crunchy toasted ce­
real Is not only rich In “bulk”-
It also contains the natural In­
testinal tonic, vitamin B,. All- 
Bran Is made by Kellogg in Lon­
don, Ontario. Sold by every grocer.
Fishing off the rocks along the Miss­
ion Bay is reported to be good just 
now, fish up to two pounds being 
taken on the fly. A  deep line Is still 
needed for the big ones, but the shore 
run of kokanee is coming in, so that 
surface trolling ought to be good soon.
SAVE FOR IT FIRST
VERNON BUILDING 
VALLE Y
LEADS
Vernon is leading the entire Okana­
gan in building permit values, figures 
at the end of September reveal, That 
city has a total of $142,180, compared 
to Kelowna’s total of $117,’740 at Sep­
tember 30, 1938. Penticton is third in 
lirfe with building.
Valley Union Library, and one of its JUVENILES GO FOR JOY-RIDE 
AND LAND IN JAIL
Three juveniles borrowed a car be­
longing to Pete Antonick in Pentic-
wrongness df the social order. His C.C.F. party and was candidate in the ^
Worship has a firm conviction regard- 1933 provincial' election, being defeat­
ing the goodwill between peoples of ed by Dr. Allen Harris by a few votes, 
all nations. He wants Canadians to present, Mr. Jones is chairman
lend these strangers in our midst a ^^e Okanagan Municipal association 
helping hand and aspst them to over- firmly believes that the assooia- 
come their deficiencies and assimilate tion has done fine work on behalf of 
themselves with the conditions and the taxpayers of the Okanagan cities 
laws of their newly-adopted country. municipal districts, besides going
In no other way, he feels, can a united way towards cementing friend-
Canada be obtained. ship between the communities. Last
A t the outset, his title of “Father month he was chosen second vice-pre- 
Confessor” was mentioned. For proof sident of the Union of B C. Municipal- 
of this title one needs only to look ities at the Nelson convention, 
over some of the personal letters ' t^e early days of the Calona Win- 
which he receives daily. One he show- gj,y .^gg g prominent helper and 
ed your reporter was from a hopeful served as vice-president for two to 
soul who wished to establish a frog -three years 
farm and needed a small capital out-
joy-rided” to Oliver, where they 
were thrown in jail to await charges 
the following day.
lay. Still another letter asked him ta 
sign a note so that a son might obtain 
a start in the business world.
Mothers, fathers, and . young men 
and women are at his doorstep each 
week, seeking advice and assistance 
regarding their social, financial and
A t home, Mr. Jones’ domestic life is 
a happy one. He has four fine boys 
and a charming daughter, who is the 
baby of the family, and to hear him 
talk of her is to know she is his pride 
and joy. Both Mr. arid Mrs Jones 
are fond of reading and their stock of 
material on all subjects is tremendous.
many other troubles. He lends a will- Despite his many duties of a civic and 
- mg ear, never loses patience, and al- political nature, he still finds plenty 
ways ,is willing to help. time to devote to his home affairs
When still a young man, (Dwen and to keep posted on all types of 
Jones moved from his small village advances in this rapidly-progressing 
birthplace to Lohdon and for three age. 
years prior to the war was in business 
there. Even at that early <age he, in-
terested himself in social welfare Friend of Family, to Small Boy:
woi^ in the East End of London and “And what is your new baby broth- 
conducted classes among boys. He
spent all his spare time in such social ^  name, Michael.
endeavors. Michael: “We haven’t decided yet,
The call came in August 1914, and so at present he’s anonymous/ 
Owen Jones joined the forces imme- ' ■ _
diately. He enlisted as a private in 
the Royal Welsh Fu.siliers and quickly 
progressed from the ranks to the post 
of lieutenant. It. was when he gained 
this rank that he was badly wounded 
in the Battle of Delvielle Wood in 
July, 1916. He may show you his 
scars today, and if he should, you will 
wonder that he is able to walk today.
He has a slight limp but otherwise 
bears no visible signs that he nearly 
laid down ta's life for King and 
country. ' • ^
Owen Jones w ill not discuss the 
war. His principles would not allow 
him to accept glories and he would 
rather not discuss the futility of the 
subject.
But' his year in the hospital at Man- 
chestet was a pleasant one, despite his, 
many wounds, for it was there that 
he met his wife, Margaret Harrison, 
who was a nurse at the institution.
They made many mutual friends in 
that year and still correspond with a 
few  of them.
After a year of confinement in the 
hospital he was released as an out 
patient but two years more of con­
valescing were necessary before he 
could assume a more or less normal 
life. During that time the government 
gave him a two-year course at Bristol 
University, where ha studied chemis­
try, entomology and other subjects.
. In 1918, the last year of the war he 
married Margaret Harrison, and short­
ly  afterwards was informed he vrould 
have to leave England for a drier 
climate. Canada was recommended 
and so, in 1920, he and his bride set 
sail for the new land. For a year he 
farmed at Oyama, but the work prov­
ed too strenuous, and he was forced to 
sell the ranch.
Late in 1921, Owen Jones joined 
partnership with Paul Tempest. Their 
first efforts were buying and selling 
used furniture by truck arouhd the 
district, but they soon had so much 
stock on hand they had to rent a 
warehouse. Out of that meagre s’art 
grew the large furniture business of 
O. L. Jones Furniture Co. Ltd., as it 
exists today.
That it is no idle saying to say that 
Mr. Jones is an extremely busy in­
dividual and has left his mark in the 
building of Kelowna since his arrival 
here seventeen years ago, let it be 
noted that he was first elected to the
Your Best Friends Are
YOUR FAVORITE 
BOOKS
We have just received a large 
. selection of new Books.
Travel History
Mystery Western
Science Fiction
Also a fine selection of the New 
PRAYER and HYMN BOOK 
used in the Church of England
PERSO NAL GREETING 
CARDS for CHRISTMAS
Our new SAMPLE BOOK has 
arrived arid we invite you to 
come in to make your selection 
now.
W. R. TRENCH LTD.
DRUGS & STATIONERS 
Phone 73 We Deliver
MAKE THAT TRAVEL-DAY
com&Puoe
Have you often sighed for the 
money to travel? Have you w6n- 
dered how other people get the cash , 
to do it? Why not follow their ex­
ample. You know that a train can . 
cover the longest journey only a 
mile at a time...and that’s the way 
the thrifty folk accumulate their 
travelling expenses. . .  a dollar or so . 
at a time. I t  isn’t hard to save this 
way and it’s a great thrill to get the 
funds for a grand, luxurious tour.
.You can begin today  by  opening an 
account at your nearest Post Office Savings , 
Bank. A  dollar w ill do to start; and by 
regular saying .your travel funds will soon 
grow. Meanwhile, you w ill receive 2 per 
cent. . compound interest on your deposits 
and, should y6it urgently need cash, with­
drawal of funds can be conveniently 
arranged at any time. Small amounts put 
away .regularly in the ,Post Office Savings 
Bank is one sure way to make your travel 
dreams come true. I6L
A IL  BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE,! 
S A V IN G S  B A N K  ARE O P E n ''
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
TRY THE COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS.
NO HUNTING”
S I G N S
Clearly printed on pure
HEAVY LINEN
The signs will withstand rain and wind and rem a in  in position for a long time.
Also printed on Heavy Cardboard
Il'or sale by
THE KELOWNA COURIER
W A T E R  ST. P H O N E  96
i i ' l i i i i i l i
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AGENT FOR
ROCK GAS
Tho Moat Economical Fuel 
For Cooking
A. I  JONES
MACHINE SHOP 
AND BOATW ORKS 
Phono 178 VtTater BIreo*
Next to Power neoso
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
RuKseH Scrim wiis n vieitor to Wen- 
.'itclict; over (lie week-end.
* • «
Mr«. Rentty Lewla was a visitor to 
tile Coa.st over tiie week-end.
«• ♦
H. C. Abbott, of Regina, was a busi- 
nes.s visitor in Kelowna last week.
• • P
Mrs. A. JI, DeMara is a visitor in 
Sieamous this week.
THANKSGIVING 
SERVICES HELD 
AT ST. MICHAEL’SMr. George Sutherland returned on Monday from a shooting trip in A l­
berta. ______
Dr. Bruce Reid of Vancouver has ar- Garrett’s Harvest Cantata Brings 
rived in Kelowna to assist the llrm Out Fine Solo Work at Several
of Drs. Knox and Henderson during Sparkling Performances
the absence in the ea.st of Dr. W. J. _ ____
On Thur.sday evening last the Har-
HINTS ON 
FASHIONS
Mirrors on Gloves Add  
Novel Note to Fall 
Accessories
K.G.E.
p h o n e :
305
CO-OPERATIVE 
STORES PHONE I305
GROCERY
27 cPICKLES—Happy Vale; bottle ....
SOUPS—
Heinz ......... 3 25c
MALTED MILK-
Bordeiis ................ 37c
JE LLIES-
Sheriff’s ... 6  “  2 0 c
W AFERS—
Ormond’.s, (irahain 2 1 c
,  . .  Miss Florenee McKinnon was a visi- 'y|'“ '''^"«*virig services commcJic-
r i\/r /-» • I- I 1 tor to Penticton last Thnrsdav tn at- with a performance of Garrett’s
. v iJ t o f  i?  k S L o, S  wcS  ■ w e d Z i ' i  'iVTs'^""Dutd,y’’ b f ' t h r  c h S r ’.UKciowna^llns week. Williams to William Gartrcll which ^  shortened evensong.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Arnold, of Van- <»ok place at 7.00 o’clock at the United 
eouver, were visitors in Kelowna for Church. S m d T  Haworth
• * « Mrs. Irank Sharron was a visitor to Cuicll. Ihe boys and girls voices
Guests registered at the Willow Inn Vernon on Friday. were particularly beautiful in the
this week include: A. E. North, Kam- . choral recitations throughout the
loops; J, Vancouver, Vancouver; Mrs. c Mrs. J. B. Spurrier left on work.
J. M. Anderson. Aberdeen, Wash,; C. Spokane on a short holi- This festival was continued on Sun-
Murrell, West Vancouver; Mr. and Cctober 9, when there were lay
Mrs. J. R. Campbell, Vancouver; Mrs. Mr and Mrs J T Flvnn left on q.m who joined heartily in
R. J. Davy. Mara; Mr. and Mrs. L. K. day fm Vancouver win' well-known hymns. Rev. S. N.
Purcell, Bellingham; J. Hobbs and midce theh "nine "  Dixon preached at matins and the rec-
son. Vancouver; A. W. MeKcen, Van- • ’ • • C- E- Davis, at evensong.
coLiver; George McLeod, Salmon Arm. Miss Margaret Johnston is spending Selections from Haydn’s Creation
• * * a two months’ holiday at the coast were sung at both services, in tho
Mrs. J. Purvis entertained a few • • * ' morning the trio "On Thee each living
friends at the tea hour on Monday Don Filmore is holidaying at the “ waits", followed by the chorus
afternoon, at her home on Harvey coast at present. .“Achieved is tho glorious work," while
Avenue. . j * * * evensong the selections were: Bass
• • • Mrs. Lloyd A. Day was a visitor to solo, "In the beginning;’’ chorus, “And
Mrs, Percy Rawson, of Winnipeg, Vernon last Friday. the spirit of God;" treble solo “With
was the guest of Mrs. E, O. Hughes * *. * , ,  . verdure clad;" tenor solo. “ In snlend-
l« » l wook. st™ ?M  ”  ''■■‘ehl.”  With Iho following Chotul
• * * Stewart of Kamloops were visitors “j h e  Heavens are telling ”
M iss Joan Campbell, of Kamloops, l“ st week in Kelowna where they put Thr. choir anim m Oon. r ♦ *i
was Iho houso guost of Mia, Bc-ri on an cxcollonl ncrobnllc display at ot™ho o h o ru T L rk  w in ^  
dohnsion ovoi; tho wook-ond. the E.ks’ C arn iyl^   ^ ? a r lX o ro T a ‘k e :  b t
Guests registered at the Royal Anne Mrs. W. E. Adams left on Friday DawOTth, PaLC^rell and Messrs. Ash- 
Hotel this week include: H. M. Whit- evening to spend a holiday in the east. mass) and F. A. Martin and G. W. 
aker. Nelson; Wm. A. Ross, Kamloops: , r.* * * (tenor). Douglas Haworth
L. R. Ireland Edmonton’ Mr. and Mrs. Purvis was a visitor to “ fin P “ t Curell made a good impress-
WAX—Chan;
1 lb. till ......... 49c
LEMON OIL—
C h an ; 12 bz...... 21c
Accessories for Autumn
a-. a , . j u v w i iu i ,ovyii i.ii, iiu j,*xiD _____  “  __*____  .Hore oTe somo blithe and smart ac-
A H Arnold Vancouver- Mrs T  L P'^'^ticton for several days last week, ion'in this first effort in such difficult cessories guaranteed to brighten up 
Clark, Toronto; F. W. Slade, Kimber- Mrs A P ' ^ and exacting solo work. a late summer and early autumn
le y  J C Connick Fernie- R G Per- i w entertained The church was attractively decor- wardrobe. For your suit, there is an
cival Montreal- Mr and Mrs G L  afternoon at ated with autumn-tinted flowers and overblouse in toast-colored jersey,
Wilson. Calgary; C.‘ J. Huddleston.' Bernard ^ avenue. <iesign
Summerland; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Milne, Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Knox It has seldom, if  ever, looked more ^^ o^m yoke to waist. The little neck- 
leit on beautiful. A  good supply of fruit and hand with a bow in front is nice with
COCOA—
Cowan’s ; 1 lb. tin 27c
MARMALADE—
4 lb. till ................. 49c
PIN EAPPLE—
Black Label; tin 15c
CURRANTB; 2 lbs. ......... 25c
SULTANAS; 2 lbs. 25c
COCOANUT; Des. 1 lb. . 18c
MACARONI; 2 lbs. 15c
SALMON ; pink^ 2 tins .... 25c
PILCHARDS; tin 10c
Calgary; Mr. and Mrs. G. Hoi'ie, Van­
couver; Mrs. N. Colville, Nelson; F. 
W. Toffrey, Victoria; Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Palmer. Vancouver; Miss Ann Mowat, 
Vancouver; Miss C. M. Cruickshank, 
Vancouver;
Vancouver; J. Taylor Wood, Mont­
real; Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Harper. Car-
DOG FOOD; tin 10c
SAUSAGE; Hedlund’s .... 25c
POTATOES- 
100 lb. sack .. $1.35
W R I N K L E S
WITH
IV IT AL ES CE NC E
formerly available 
only in clinics
Kamloops; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Pirn, Sunday on a holiday to be snenf in - . - - - . -
Vancouver; Mr and Mrs. R. Ridout, Ontario and New York vegetables was inco^orated in the de- autumn suits. The belt is in , dark
• ♦ i  corative scheme and these, with a green suede with padded brown kid
Miss Gwen Harding of Nelson visit- splendid offering of good things appliques in a leaf motif terminating
ed with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Per- brought by the Sunday School child- “  strap and buckle. The gloves are 
cy Harding over the week-end. * their service of offering in the ?u amusing new note in Paris fash-
• • • afternoon, have been forwarded to the Hns. A  little round mirror of un-'
c ver- Maior and Mrs Tweedv Betty Hargraves was a visitor Hospital or distributed to the sick breakable glass is crocheted into the
-  vl  ^ and needy. hack of each doeskin glove. The un-
!^/r ^  .. , Harvest Thanksgiving service der-side where the glove buttons is
mi- Miss G D Sibley Trail- Miss J hm.eo « 4. i held at St. Aidan’s, Rutland, shorter than the back which has .
U  McLena^en, hy Rev. S. N^ Dixom on Sunday after- rounded edges. The shoe of brown
Elder,. Kelvachaju, Cal.; Mr. and Mrs. ® ^  Kamloops. noon, when the children brought their '■^ d^ has a. moccasin-like suede tongue,
F. J Murray Armstronc- Mrs A  R iwrice -kir r ui offerings for the Hospital. The church with fringed edges sewn along the top
McDo„ga“ l. fna’ ^ d ^ u g S ; v l — . fh T ea i^ ,
Harvest Thanksgiving services w ill 
also be held in the other out-stations.
to r  i r t o w i ' f o r  ' ; ; v e « r  SSa“  M  r  K a l a W
week. . Sunday evening. next, 7.30 o clock, with
Frank Fumerton returned on Thurs- * ♦ • childrens service on October 23 at
day from a four rnonths’ sojourn at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hodgins of Van- . SL Andrew’s, Okanagan Miss-
the Coast. ' couver were visitors in Kelowna on October 23, 11 a.m. and again on
• • * Monday. . October 30 at 3 p.m., children’s ser- —____
Mr: and Mrs. Frank Loveday, of * ♦ ♦ vice of offering. Joe Rich Valley will M rc T r» "H” * u r» j
Penticton, were house guests of Mr. Mrs. P. B. Willits entertained her also have its opportunity of render- .“ ^tenner L.allea to
and Mrs. W. E. Hpskins over the' bridge club on Tuesday evening at ing thanks for God’s bounty on Sun- Coast— A d ria n  R eece i n . H os-
week-end. ber home on Christletoh avenue. day, October 30, at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., p ita l
* • • • • • children’s service, when some of the ' ——
Reeve W. G. Wilkins of Penticton Miss Inzola Hardie returned on Sat- choir boys of St. Michael’s will assist. Mr. and Mrs Ormonde of Ornvili.. 
f  visitor to Kelowna on Tuesday urday from a business trip to Van- Children’s Day w ill be observed had a nasty accident on Sunday a fter ' 
and held a sitting of the court under couver.  ^, throughout the Church of England in noon when coming down the M^^
the Farmers ^Creditors Arrangement _  Pheet R eW fe  * Canada on Sunday next, October 16. W. J. Stevens’ house at W eS b a ^
Act, of which he is Commissioner , Roberts was a tea Teachers and Sunday School children Their car left the
for the Interior of B.C. and AH A„|els’ o h S  to to a  lo tL  b e 'S  b S t  “cut ^
• ' *  home on Richter street. wm attend matins: at II o’clock, and the forehead. M i s r j / c g S e p l m
address to par- ter, who with her parents was passing
^ * * ®bd.
Sanford Austin, former school tea­
cher here, now teaching at Trail, was O. M. Leary of Winnipeg was a visi 
a visitor over the week-end.
, • • • week.
* ♦
OROVILLE COUPLE 
INJURED IN CRASH 
AT WESTBANK
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gordon were visit­
ors to the Grand Coulee dam and 
Spokane over the Thanksgiving week­
end.
Ray Minch ell of Summerland was a ents at evensong.
Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson and J. 
N. Thompson left on Tuesday for Rev- 
elstoke, where they are attending the
visitor in Kelowna over the week-end. 
♦ ♦
Mrs. Max dePfyffer was a visitor to 
Vernon on Friday.
. • ♦ ♦'
Guests registered at the Mayfair
semi-annual conference of the Kam- Hotel this wedk include: A. Keroack, 
loops-Okanagan Presbytery of the D. C, sharp, Mr. and. Mrs.
MERRITT CHURCH 
WEDDING SCENE
at the time, took Mrs.: -Ormonde into 
Westbarik where Mrs. K itty Stewart 
rendered first aid. Later Mrs. Or­
monde was taken to Kelowna hospital.
the eldest son of Mr. 
ana Mrs.. T. B. Reece, is seriously ill ih
__ __________ui me ' -- - _________ ___ VI Kelowna hospital. He is slilfOiihg frdm
United Church. They expect to be Hall, L. Boweririg, A. R. Roberts, Pen- C arl G rego ry  B runette o f  K e lo w -  effects of a bad attack of influenza.
home today. ticton; A. W. Roder, S. C. Chatwin, na Take«; B rid e  on o mr « , , , - * *  *
* • •  ^ J. Steele, A. Daws, Vancouver; C. na la K es  JSriae on UctOber 9 Mr. Harold Menzies, principal of the
Mrs. A. E. Cookson was a visitor to Crawford, Jack Meeker, Seattle; Mr. mhk. xr  ^ 4. u „  Public school, spent the week-end at
Vernon on Friday. . and Mrs. deal, Allenby; W Hadley ™  ^  Heart church of Mer- his home in Vancouver.
Vernon; O. W. Hembling, Oyama; a ! weddTnelar» T*r««U . T Tx .WCUWlIIg
T H E S E  d e a d l y  
n E N B S
very pretty
on Sunday, October 9, when Mrs. L. D. Hitchner left for Vancou­
ver on Saturday night on receipt o f a
F Mnl n Phphali<5 Wach • w uii o ua cj i o a n
derson, Grindrod; G. Gutheridge, Van- * T  -----------v,* «
couvei"; Jack Lee; Vernon; W. A. Hark- TWr telegrain saying her father, Mr. Atkins,
ne,s. M. McLeod, M iss’ M. Ingram,
 ^ 1^ size with any 
I $100Vita-Ray purchase |
For years, a  foremost skin clinic 
accomplished remarkable results 
with a cream rantaining Led- 
thin. Bm  this crealh bad to ho 
made fresh almost weekly.
Today-^in VITALESCBNCE- 
ihis cream is available to yout 
For university sdentists have coL 
laborated' in stabilizing Ledthin 
—combining it with' Vitamins A  
and D. It will now keep fresh 
. indefinitely—and yon-can reap the 
amazing results formerly possible 
only-at a : high-priced clinic
Miss THELMA M ARKELL
will be at the store ’THURSDAY 
FRID AY and SATURDAY for free 
consultation on the use of Vita-Ray 
Cosrnetics. — Please arrange your 
appointments by phoning 19.
 
co vei^; Jac  Lee; er o ; . . ar ’ 
s , iss  o T ’+iTr^io+l'
Vancouver; C; F. Orchard, Kamloops;
S. Shinibu, 'Vancouver; J. Bell, S. T?„+o7..-r,o: ..t,,,- u m „ t. -----  ---- „ „ „
Thompson, Penticton; George Taylor, h^r ® the^arm of been visiting their sister, Mrs. J. L.
G. F. Ekins, Kelowna- C Rhode Vic- father, the bride was charming Dobbin, have returned to their home 
toria; Ken R u tta n "S a tS c ;T ? a rS n -  at Flin Flon, Manitoba.
♦ • a
Mr. and Mrs, John Purdy, who have
roses and lily of the vall-
car-
r  M S.eS - \ a’S i? e d ^ ^ '= g o t :
“ w  S ^ w l S e T a S i S ' ‘ S r | . o , S T a s  J .  .
M i,; D. U U e S ff  hia brother, Mr. Rudolph
WEDDING SCENE 
AT BETHEL BAPTIST
Mrs. Y. H. Carlson, Edson, Alta.; Mr.
Elizabeth Brown Be­
comes Bride of Vivian Durnin
&  CO.. L T D .
THE ^ G / x a ^  DRUGSTORE
Bacillus typhosus (Ty-fihold Bacterla)-a f r l^ t -  
ul enemy that'can pol­
iter supplies 
B er "
nltles.
Spread Ghastly Disease
K e e p  o u t s i d e  c l o s e t s  
^ c le a n  w i t h  G i l l e t t e s  L y e ,  
D e s t r o y s  c o n t e n t s . . .  
b a n i s h e s  o d o r s
DON’T risk the safety of your family and neighbors. Once 
a week, sprinkle half a tin of 
Gillett’s Pure Flake Lye over 
contents of outhouse. This power­
ful cleanser quickly (Jestroys con­
tents . . . and banishes odors as it 
cleans. Kdep a 
t i n  a 1 w a y s 
handy. A.sk your 
grocer for Gil­
lett’s Lye — to  ^
day!
♦Never dissolve lye In 
hot water. The action 
of the. lye Itself heats 
the water. -
MADE IN CANADA
FREE BOOKLET— The Glllett's Lye Book­
let tells how to use this powerful cleanser 
for dozens of tasks: Write to: SttUfUArd 
Brands Ltd., Fraser Ave. & LIbertjr St.. 
Toronto, Ont.
V r . 1 i " ’ Angeld., M gsTu'e.!!? . . .
Manle C%’ek ® Divine,’’ accompanied scene of an informal wedding on Tues
“O Sacred Bethel Baptist Church was the
Mrs. Peacock, Maple <5reek, Sask., B. by Miss Rosina MeStav 
Kinnaird, Medicine Hat; C. C. Dub- ttosina Mct>tay. day, October 11, when Marion Eliza-
bin, Vernon- R Robbins Notch Hill- u ceremony the wedding zeth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
TT ’a breakfast was served at the home of Brown, Richter street, became the
the bride’s parents. bride of Vivian Bernard, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruncifte, on their re- and Mrs. D. Durnin, of Benyoulin. 
turn from a short honeymoon, -will Rev. Ivor Bennett officiated.
H. A. Kellett, Mara; Albert Alum, En 
derby
The bride entered the Church on the 
arm of her father, to the accompani­
ment of the Wedding March from Lo-
Mrs. Neighbor: “Mrs. Blogg’s Alice take up residence in Kelowna.
used to have such a sweet tooth, and —_____ j________ ■
now she’s in the confectionery factory YOUNG PEOPLE’S BIRLE STUDY
“ M i^°Nexdoon '°M y'"l wlshTl^couId People’s Bible Study group “ "'sr ’
get my old man a job in a brew ery- ™ \ V reM ero rt^ e "se® 1"^  ^ Mi's“  0?fve‘ " lr o w n 'a ”  d^
- ' " '' ited Church parlor, under the leader- Hurnin. During the signing of the
ship of Dr. W. W. McPherson. The register Mrs. R. W. Corner sang "Be- 
subject for this fall w ill be a course cause.”
of lessons on “The Interpretation of Immediate relatives gathered the 
Life in the light of Christ’s teaching.” borne of the bride’s parents at the 
IThe class is open to all young men and close of the ceremony, 
women of eighteen years and over. Mr. and Mrs. Durnin left later for a
------— ------------------  motor trip to the coast, and on their
A.O.T.S. MEN’S CLUB MEETS return w ill reside in Kelowna.
£AD IES, Q IR L S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system ^  
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert tr^uning guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
9 A O  Hastings. Trin. 0 9 0 *7  
«JV«J Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler 6 . C.
Schools.
The A .O .T .S . Men’s Club of the n w n n
United Church w il commence its fall MRS. PICKERING TO
activities with a supper meeting on auaxa-vn a v r
’Thursday evening, Oct. 13, in the W  M  Q
church parlor. ALfter the discussion Vf • IfA atj*
there will be a programme of recrea- -_____
tional acUvitle, in the hall, including Delegate to United Church Gen-
shuffle-board, rubber quoits and in 
door bowling.
S A F E W A Y
Prices Effective Friday, Saturday and Monday—October 1 4 -1 5 -1 7
SALMON Choice Pink, halves; (limit 4) tin ............. 6c
OXYDOL Large packages; (limit 1) pkgf. . 19c
RED PLUMS Aylmer;17 oz, tins; each 9c
CORN STARCH “Canada” ; (limit 2) pkg. 9c
ICING SUGAR -  
KIPPER SNACKS (limit 6) tin .........
2 15c 
5c
SHORTENING “Domestic” ;(limit 3 lbs.) lb. 12c
PORK BEANS .Aylmer, 1 lb. O  for |  C tins (limit 4) £* JIOC
PINEAPPLE Singapore sliced or crushed; (limit 4) 1 lb. tin ............. 9c
SWEET POTATOES -  -  3 19c
OLD DUTCH CLEAN SER—(limit 2) tin .. ........... 9c
GINGER SNAPS—6 doz. in cello pkg.............. ........... , I4c
Bader’s Dutch SHORTBREAD BISCU ITS—pkg  9c
FIG BARS—per lb............................................... ........... I8c
“AIRW AY” C O FFEE—per lb.  ...................................  23c
"MAXIMUM” TEA —per lb ............. ............................ 45c
ORANGES- Medium Size .... 2 45c
BANANAS -  -  -  3 ”’°25c
MEAT DEPARTMENT
ROUND STEAK - 2 35c
HAMBURGER -  -  2 ’^  23c
POLISH SAUSAGE- 19c
PORK ROAST—(Shoulder Cuts) lb. -2 0 c  and 22c
SMOKED H ADDIE F IL L E T S—Ib. 20c
COTTAGE R O LLS—lb............  ......- - 29c
We Reserve the right to limit. Safeway Stbrra Ltd.
HEATERS
You’ll ]^ e putting that heater in now, so see
us right away !
YOU^i SAVE MONEY!
USED 
HEATERS
E V E R Y  T Y P E , P R IC E  
A N D  S IZ E
Y O U  C A N  G E T  O N E  
N O W  F O R  A S  D O W  
A S
. o o JUST  T A K E  Y O U R  
P IC K — You’ll find what 
you’re looking for.
JONES
FURNITURE CO.. LTD.
Phone 435 Bernard Ave.
Teclinocracy Lectufa
SPEAKER: CYRIL LARGE, VANCOUVER
Subject:— “ Our Changing World and Scientific Control.” 
I.O.O.F. Temple — Kelowna
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 8 P.M.
ADMISSION—Students, 10c; Adults, 25c.
11-2C—19-lc
OD
eral Council Will Make Report
The Women’s Missionary Society of 
the United Church w ill hold its fall  ^ —  '' ' ""
thank-offering meeting in the church gather with the executives of the var- To celebrate a local centenary the 
parior on Friday afternoon, Oct. 14, lous organizations and the conveners town council had decided to give muc«i
speaker will be of the various circles to hear a report to all the school-children!^ ®
Mrs. W. lackering, daughter of by Mrs. W. H. Pickering on the work “l  hope”  said one of their number 
M ^  and Mrs. Gordon Brown of this Council of the^United .speaking ’ at the distribution
T^ * ., , . A . 1 Onvirch, n6ld r€C6ntly st Toronto, whonover vou look at thp^p vmi
npfP • evening at 8 o clock, the where she was a delegate from the w ill be reminded of the councillors 
Official Board and their wives will Kamlopps-Okanagan Presbytery. wlio gave them.”
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D. K. GORDON LIMITED
KELOWNA
P R O V IS IO N E R S
PHONES: 170 and 179
"OXI'OKD" MINCEMEAT. SALT IIEKItlNGS, 
ItONELESS SAI/r COO, KIPPEIIS, ITNNAN 
I1A001E8, SMOKED SALMON. IIEIIICINGS, 
SAULE CHUNKS, IIALIUUT, COD. CKAIt, 
SlIICIMPS, COOKED MEATS, HAM uml 
BACON, BUITEK and EGGS
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY SATURDAY
FRESH  RED SPRING SALMON 
EASTERN HADDIE F IL L E T S  
BO N ELESS OVEN ROASTS of VEAL 
1938 SPRING CHICKENS FOR ROASTING 
BREA STS OF LAMB 
LOIN ROASTS and CHOPS OF VEAL
Mushrooms, Cauliflower, Lettuce, Celery, Potatoes, 
Savoy Cabbage, Onions, Carrots, Turnips 
OYSTERS on the Shell and in 8 oz. and 16 oz. jars.
Young People of United Church 
In South Okanagan Hold First 
Annual Rally on Thanksgiving
Eighty Representatives in Union Rally Hear Inspiring 
Addresses and Join in Group Discussions at Penticton 
— Arrange to Meet in Yearly Rally for Similar Affairs
H
PASTEURIZATION 
IS SAFEGUARD 
ROTARY TOLD
-More About-
RUTLAND
AIRPORT
From Pujjo 1, Column 2
That tluTo |h no vnlid un’uinont 
ajjainst tlic pasteurization of milk was 
ror,„-,,-,xr 1 • Uio statement made by Dr. L. A. C.ISIO R Y  was made m Penticton on Thanksgiving Day, Monday- ikmton to the Rotary club on T uck-
October 10, when the young people of the Unjited Church in the is one of our mo.st popular
South Okanagan district to the number of eighty, and represcntiiur 
local conEregations from Kelowna in .he „ „ ? .l / , ’o O aoyoTin 'Ih?
south, met in a highly successful rally, the first of a series planned ba.sed on either iniHinformation 
as an annual event.
. . .  ,  Anally lined uj) at .T>100 »-;icli,Objections Based on Ignorance p, aneara of taxe.s. and the Banl 
Dr. L. A. C. Panton Claims Montreal loaned the .senior board of
______ trade the money for the pureliase. The
provincial government then removed 
them from the tax .sale li.st and 41 live 
dollar bonds were sold to the business 
men in Kelowna and the bank paid 
oir.
“That i.s the iiosition llie airjjort is 
on today. The two northerly lots have 
been- acquired .subject to appro.xinnil- 
ely $800 back taxe.s and the balance 
owned by Mrs. Eutin is for sale at
BAGS ALBINO C'AltlBOU
When Dr. Henry G. lJiq{bee, New 
York, was liuntinj^ at Ja.sper a few 
day;; ago, he saw an albino caribou, a 
raic and beautiful creature with wliile 
skin and pink eyes. He shot the freak; 
which, he claims is seen only about 
once ill 20 ycar.s. “Now I ’m quits with 
• iibii'H f**'-’ who bagg.cd a white gijiiAc
k of I** recently,” }|(. remarked when
he pii.s;;ed througli Winnipeg on 
adian National lines.
an
rally by Rev. C. R. McGillivray and 
also by the president. Presidents of
Ilov. McGillivray Credited
Clilelly responsible for the launcii- 
Ing of tills district union is Rev. C. R.
McGillivray of Penticton, who some 
tliree years ago, when settled in Revel- 
stoke, and occupying the position of , 
chairman of the committee on relig- ot Revelstoke, were received in
ious education in the Kuinlooiis-Ok- form of a telegram, and were re- 
anagan presbytery of the United ciprocated in a return message. 
Churcli, launched a similar movement A  pep talk by Clair Dilworth of 
in the nortlieri 
tery, a movement
or ig­
norance.
Tuberculosis, undulant fever, septic 
sore throat and a score of otlier dis-
llicre are no "niggers in tlie woodpile", 
in acfiniring the site, ajiart from rals-^  
ing llie money. The old rumors that 
local men Jiad bought a pii'ce iu ilie 
middle have been disssipated. The 
senior board lias worked In perfect 
harmony with us in this matter and 
all eorre.s))ondenee was referred back 
and forth and all negotiating done to- 
.$8,000. It has taken a lot of negotiat- A'-' ’^ or. 
ing to get to tliis point and there are "A t llie niiniicipal convention at 
some good points to bear in miml. Nel.son recently, Mayor Jones Intro-
“This is the only airport site in tlie duced a recomnion'dation to be for- 
Valley which could meet the federal warded to the provincial govoriimenl 
government requirements in regard to -‘’HAge'sting Uie setting up of machinery
is not to be assumed that because milk 
may be free from visible dirt, it is 
free from dangerous j;erms. On the 
contrary it|inay be grossly contamin­
ated with the germs of typhoid fever
Vou can get them here 1
SANKA COFFEE — KAFFEE HAG COFFEE— per tin ........... 55o
GOOD MORNING MARMALADE— 4 lb. Glass
Grapefruit, orange and lemon .......... . tin O D C  jar iu D C
EMPRESS J A M S - 4 lb. to
Half a dozen varieties ............ ..............  TC tins t f V L  V t l L
CHOCOLATE COATED MARSHMALLOW 1
BISCUITS—per dozen ...................................................... ....  JL/mtC
JELLO and JELLO CHOCOLATE PUDDING— n  pkgs. - I j r  ^  
— T^he new Jello Pudding will be here very shortly. X d C
, QUEBEC SOUP—^Plain Pea Soup and Plain Vegetable Soup. "J _
O.K. FANCY FAM ILY  FLOUR— -t pound A K
For pies, cakes, pastries or bread ................X v  sacks 4 0 C
-SPECIAL THIS WEEK-
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR—
The old product at a new price 
CLARK'S PORK AND BEANS—
Big 26 ounce tins ............. ..........
cans
for
2 6  c  
2 6 c
McKenzie The Grocer
PHONE 214
ern portion of tlie presby- Kelowna was followed by the singing and other diseases.
• e  which has expanded of Onward Christian Soldiers,’ after j  • .
and developed into a flourishing in- whicli the meeting divided into four ,, t^'^Perience and science have shown
the nurnos,. of «ro.in rii.s- pasteurization is astitution during tlie past three years, sections for t  p rp e f .group dis 
holding an annual rally each Thanks- cussion.
means where­
by milk can bo rendered absolutely
giving Day, an annual district picnic Planning and carrvine out a voar’s niost up-to-date method
in  ih n  earlv su m m er and an an n u a l ^ ana carrying oul a ycai s known for safeguarding the commun-
m me cany summe^ ana an annual piogram was discussed by one group jtv milk siinlv No enidnmte hne nxtor 
dramatic festival and competition in under the d ire c t io n  of P e v  TT r  i "1 i k  supiy. n o  epidemic has cvci
the early winter, as well as establish- Burkholder. H. Mitchell of Kelowna reported as being traceable to
int? nnd niSliiitQinint? contQcis cimoni?tliG ' ' j  i j i tlie consumption of properly pQstcur-
o o a r u „ t o r £ u 6 h r  S S e r c n i ; o \ S o n s i b m y  g ”  ‘ C « ,?-<!>■"■<="»-
all times ot the year. . y o S ^ X l o ^ u L r i r t h c  Fa“v‘ „  “ l ‘s"
On June 9 last a picnic was held at third group dealt with the question iiwSri^bly TosTere^^^ 
the Dominion Experimental station at “Does a voung oeonle’s u n ion  rm liv ignorance of
Summerland, and was attended by up- help young oeon?o9’’ I  T  Lvnch S  n® Potential hazards of raw milk and 
wards of one hundred young people Penticton ^direefed the ' discussion in of pasteurization,
representing congregations from Kel- this group, while a fourth group under ,11? considered a number
owna and Rutland south to the Inter- the chairmanship of Rev R Ashford objections in detail and mar-
national Boundary. On that occasion of Summerland faced the question ®^olled an impresive array of figures 
Rev. Horace C. Burkholder, newly ap- “How can missions be made interest- prove the falsity of the objections, 
pointed secretary for young people's ing to young people?” summing up the speaker declar-
work in the United church in Alberta Aftor i^oif i__ j- pasteurization does not render
and British Columbia, made his first I discus- less palatable or alter the taste of
official appearance in the latter pro- ,  .. wnrt  ^ clean milk which has been produced
Vince. The same day plans were laid groups under sanitary conditions; that it does
for the organization of a district un- n o „ tp j  A*^ f^ *n*^  and re- not measurably alter the nutitive val-
ion, an executive committee was elcc- fLp„p Hiqf’ncjcinnc ^   ^ milk; that it is effective against
ted of which Jack Bowering of Kel- n^pna,^!! will be all milk-borne infections; that it has
owna was president and Mrs. D. H. Play^d a large part in the reduction of
Campbell of Rutland secretary. Rev. sineiil^ of innthm- n-.. Following the infantile diarrhoea and tuberculosis of
J. C. Goodfellow of Princeton, chair- noo^ n l«;^on  origin in Canada; that tourist
man of the presbytery’s committee on rplava+inn  ^period ot traffic can be markedly retarded by a
religious education, was named honor- whinh i^i^^-borne epidemic and pasteuriz-
ary president, and Rev. C. R. McGilli- which was called for six o clock, ation offers a safe-guard; that the cost
vray honorary vice-president. Each . supper arrangements were in of pasteurization is a reasonable one;
local union in the district is represent- keeping with the high standards set that pasteurization is a proven method
ed in the executive by a councillor. the other sessions of the rally, and for, the proteeftion of the consumer
On Sunday, July 24, the executive splendid fellowship of the hour and affords the final safeguard against
committee held a meeting at the climaxed by a brief but most in- disease in a clean, high-grade milk
Young People’s camp at Trout Creek address by Rev. Frank Patti- produced under sanitary conditons.
Point, and made preliminary arrange- of the Summerland Baptist church 
ments for the rally at Penticton on who brought fraternal greetings from 
’Thanksgiving Day. denomination.
Rally Successful ^  short business meeting^ was then
rally • itself was a success in Summ^rl^d^*^^ Miss Jean Munn of
size, drainage, air currents, etc., whicli 
mean.s that if a north-south air-niail 
route was established througli this 
Valley the possibilities of having an 
emergency landing field in Kelowna 
and financed by the federal govern­
ment would be very probable.
“Another point is that wo now know
to exprojiriate land for airport sKi's 
We expect this will be done and when 
it is tlie balance of the Rutland field 
should be aeciuired at a reasonable 
llgure.
“ In any event it looks now that Ke­
lowna should have a flrst-clas.s ainiorl 
in the not too distant future.
Looking Ahead’!
A SA FE AND SOUND FU TURE for your 
children can be easily arranged by taking 
advantage of our simple savings plan, ar­
ranged for you by
YORKSHIRE SAVINGS AND LOAN ASS.
----- A PLAN TO FIT  YOUR NEEDS - —
Apply now at:
E. M . C a rru th e rs  &  Son , L td .
Phone 127 Bernard Ave,
’The was elected secretary-
WE REPAIR and overhaul 
all makes of domestic and 
commercial refrigerators.
REFRIGERATION
ENGINEERS
W E
C U T
K E Y S
Have that extra key made nowl
THOMSON MOTORS LTD.
PENDOZI STREET PHONE 22
. m a t in e e s
Monday, Wednes. 
Frilly,. Saturday 
at 2.30 <
Z5e and. 10c
T O N IG H T
Thursday, October 13th
Yesterday
PLAYMATES!
.■-•Today
CELLMATES!» ' .»■ ’A'’!.,’*
F R ID A Y  - S A T U R D A Y
October 14th and 15th
---------- — ^ ' _____ _ _____
IKARTHOiOHEW, 
IMKI9 Y RQONfY I
every way and, from the beginning of
registration at 2.30 in the afternoon to district union, suc-
the final words of the president at ® f  f  ^ resigna^
nine o’clock in the evening, there was regret, and
not a dull moment. Local arrange- , ^ a^  hearty expression of apprecia-
ments were in the hands of the Pen- services ^^de m office,
ticton union, and no pains were spar- were passed favoring the
ed in their preparations. The pro- an anr
gram for the day was arranged by the
executive committee, asisted by sug- r.  ^  ^ ,
gestions submitted by various local Publication of a periodic budget of 
unions. district news were also discussed.
Allowing half an hour for registra- The evening session started with a 
tion, the rally was called to order by sing song conducted by Bruce Barr of 
the president, opening the session with Penticton, who had charge of the 
the singing of “Blest be the tie that music. for the day. Miss Margaret 
binds our hearts in Christian love,” Holliston of Penticton rendered a viol- 
followed by prayer by Rev. Dr. Me- in solo, acoempanied at the piano by 
Pherson of Kelowna. A  few words of Sid Cornock. and kindly responded to 
welcome were then addressed to the demands for an encore. A  vocal duet
by Mrs. A . J. Bowering and Miss 
Freida Dilwprth of Kelowna, with ac- 
companient by Cyril Mossop, was also 
greatly enjoyed.
The address of the evening was giv­
en by Rev. Burkholder, whose very 
presence was an inspiration to the 
rally, and whose two brief visits to 
the valley give promise of splendid 
work to be acoemplished among the 
young people of the district. The 
parting words of the president were 
followed by the singing of a hymn; 
and a most successful rally was then 
brought to a close by a prayer and 
benediction pronounced by Rev. Cribb 
of Oliver.
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
October 17th and 18th 
A  BRITISH PRODUCTION
CRIME
SCHOOL
AlEXAM DER KORDA
MmifoBLRon
A COMEDY IN TECHNICOfcOlt
LA U R E N C E  O L IV IE R
ADDED
“UP IN LIGHTS”
(A  Musical)
“PEARL OF THE 
EAST”
(Travelogue)
with
Charles Coburn 
Herbert Mundin 
Gale Sondergaard
A Sam Wood ProdticUoa 
■
ADDED -------
■ADDED
A DISNEY CARTOON
“SU RF H EROES”
(A  Pete Smith Novelty)
AT 8.30 p.m. ONLY
RICHARD DIX 
CHESTER MORRIS
COUNCIL APPROVES 
GYRO LEASE TO 
MOUNTAIN PARK
Difference of Opinion as to In­
clusion of Caretaker’s Building
Objecting to the elimination of the 
caretaker’s building from the city’s 
lease with the Gyro club covering 
Knox Mountain Park, Alderman Geo. 
Sutherland provoked a discussion on 
the subject at the city council meeting 
on Tuesday night.
Alderman Sutherland maintained 
that the Gyrq club will receive bene­
fits from the fact that the building is 
occupied and’ that for this reason the 
club should assume the upkeep of the 
building.
Alderman Whillis pointed out that 
while it was true that the occupant of 
the building would act as watchman, 
the city nevertheless could have had 
to maintain a watchman there wheth­
er or not the park was leased to the 
club. Further the club had agreed 
that any improvements made would 
become the property of the city should 
the lease not be renewed. The lease 
was very fair to the city and the up­
keep of the house in question which 
the Gyros had no use of and which 
was moved there by the city, would be 
an unfair imposition on the club.
A fter a general discussion the lease 
was finally approved by the council.
your
GIRDLE
Sizes 32 to 38. 
Small, Medium 
and Large.
$ 4 .5 0
4 CHEERS FOR NEMO’S 
INGENIOUS DISCOVERY:
ANGLE-PULL
ELASTIC
4 cheers for 4 good reasons: 
Its diagonal tension (see 
illustration) smoothes your 
diaphragm . . . moulds your 
hips . . .  slims your waist­
line . . . and, last but riot 
least,”' tactfully guides you 
to correct posture. And, 
you yourself w ill add an 
extra cheer for the compli­
ments you’ll hear when 
you wear this figure flat­
terer!
before you choose 
your wardrobe
Nemo Sensation
JUTfser
“ RITESET”
NEMO’S RIGHT 
SET-UP FOR 
JUNIO R 
FIGURES
RITESET w ill win your 
admiration on sight! And 
its beauty is only one rea-- 
son. RITESET is made of 
pliable, 2 way stretch Sup- 
plespuri, smartly combined 
with lace and moire. Gives 
you tactful support and 
lithe, slim lines. L qw- 
backed, too—so RITESET’S 
good for evening! Your 
chances to resist RITESE’T 
“in the hand” are slim; but 
when you see RITESET on 
your figure, you’ll be won 
over completely!
Sizes 32 to 38.
Sensation Tivo-way Stretch
-in-
PARAMOUNT NEWS
SATURDAY MAT. and EVENING 
CHAPTER 3
“LONE RANGER”
“ Sky
Giants**
SHIMMERETTE — AU
firm knitted mesh las- 
tex, lace bust; sizes, 
34, 35 and 36; 
priced at $4.50
SCAMP—A  14 inch ra­
yon mesh lastex girdle 
—new flat garters, very 
soft and pliable; med. 
and large; C l  
priced at .... I O
POUFF'—^An all knitted 
supplespun double knit 
back; short 
length ....... $2.25
PEACH PANTIE No. 201—Firm knitted lastex— 
swami crotch—boned with a three-inch bone at 
waistline to prevent rolling—^ bound around leg 
sections—Sizes, medium; 
priced at ......................... ............... .
NEMO FRONT LACED 
CORSET No. 346—Ditto 
patterned batiste—8 in. 
clasp—length at waist­
line 16 ins.; d jx  r n  
priced at ....
SKIP SET—An all elastic two-way 
stretch combination— l^ace and bust 
sections—elastic shoulder straps. White 
only. Sizes, small, medium O K  
and large ........... .............
-  E M P R E S S  -
WED. - THUR. - FRI. - SAT. 
OCT. 19 - 20 - 21 - 22
GEO. A. MEIKLE, Ltd.
PH ONE 215 QUALITY MERCHANDISE
